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Abstract

This is
one

a

study of survival and the 'Final Solution', taking its perspective from

over

hundred-and-fifty eyewitness Jewish testimonies from the Wiener Library Archive. The

importance of the victims' perspective is clear in that the majority of historiography
Nazi

uses a

perspective in its analysis, leaving the Jews to tell of their experiences in separate

autobiographies. In this
provides

the archive has largely been ignored by historians, yet

way,

challenging insights into the three central aspects of the Holocaust of

some

emigration, deportation, and forced labour.

These aspects serve as
survival.

Firstly, the

how these Jews

the framework for analysis and focus

awareness

were

treated

of Jews

as to

on

four key themes of

the true nature of the Nazi regime. Secondly,

by European non-Jews who have often been criticized in

secondary literature for being anti-Semitic. Thirdly, how the various German regions
inconsistent in
in the Nazi
the

were

dealing with European Jews; sometimes indifferent to the low status of Jews

hierarchy and other times imposing extensive and vicious procedures to further

policy of making Germany Judenfrei. Fourthly, the extent of pure luck in saving

many

Jews from the death centres.

Ultimately, this study sets out both to analyse these four key themes individually
and to discover how

they influenced survival in combination. This will demonstrate the

complexity of everyday existence in the Holocaust and how adapting to it often required
more

than just a

single moment of adjustment to its severity.
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Glossary and Abbreviations:

Altreich

Literally 'old empire'. The Germany before the AnschluB with Austria.

AnschluB

The

Ostmark.

political union of Germany and Austria to form Greater Germany,

the

Expressly forbidden by the Treaty of Versailles but achieved by Hitler in

March 1938 without

xAppellplatz Area of

prisoners

or

were

a

a

shot

being fired.

concentration

forced to stand for
The sudden

Arbeitseinsatzen

camp

many

in which roll-call is made. Sometimes Jewish

hours in the Appellplatz.

deportation of forced labourers from their factories to the

death camps.
"Arbeit macht Frei"

into Auschwitz,
not

a

"Work makes you

free". The motto that hung

giving the impression to all

new

inmates that it

over

was a

the main gate

labour

camp

and

death centre.

Literally 'one with ability to work'. In this context, Jewish forced

Arbeitsfahigen

labourers still able to work after the strain of deportation or
Arbeitskommandant Work

previous labour.

supervisor, in the context of forced labour.

Arbeitskommando Assistant to the Arbeitskommandant

arisch-versippten 'Assimilated'. A description of Jews who had been absorbed into the
'Western' way

of life.

'Aryan' The epitome of the Nordic 'superman'
Asozialen Aktion

Action of

as

championed by the Nazi party.

incarcerating 'asocials',

a great many

of these people being

Jews, prior to Kristallnacht
Association des Juifs

en

Similar to the Hilfsverein der deutschen

Belgique (AJB)

Juden

Aufenthaltslager Detention
Germans. An
DAF

camp to

hold

prisoners

ready to be exchanged for captured

example of an Aufenthaltslager is Bergen-Belsen.

(Deutsche Arbeitsfront)

German Labour Front set

up

by Dr Robert Ley

May, 1933. Had control of some twenty million German workers and

replacement for the labour
'death march'

escape

deaths

The

means

unions,

en

10th

well-funded

which the Nazi party had regarded with suspicion.

of evacuating

the advancing Russian

was a

on

army.

Jews from the concentration

So-called because of the

route.

IV

camps

very

in the east to

high number of

Einsatzgruppe (-11) A special mobile force, comprising SS and police units, despatched
into

occupied territories mainly to murder Jews, Communists, Poles, and other perceived

'enemies of the state'.

Endlosung, die German translation of the 'Final Solution'
'Final Solution of the Jewish

of European
Gau

Question'

The euphemistic Nazi term for the destruction

Jewry.

(-e) Regional party districts, comprising forty-three Gciue by the beginning of the war,

including the Gau designated for Germans abroad (See Fig.2.1, p.31)
Gauleiter

Regional party leader.

Gelbe Stern

all Jews

Literally 'yellow star': the Star of David identity badge eventually required of

living in occupied Europe.

Gestapo (Geheime Staatspolizei)
therefore to control. German

Secret State police set

up

in 1933 to 'nazify', and

society.

Glaubensjuden Orthodox Jews, who sometimes disagreed with the avoidance of suffering
and,

as a

result, boarded the deportation trams without resistance.

Gleichschaltung The co-ordination,
the army to

or

nazification of all aspects of German society, from

the trade unions.

Greuelpropaganda The spreading of'horror stories' about the Reich in foreign countries,
a

fear often

expressed by senior Nazi officials of Jews and left-wing activists.

Haganah Jewish paramilitary

group

operating in Palestine. Unwittingly responsible for the

sinking of the Patria (infra., pp.34-5).
Hilfscomite
set up

Puppet 'help' organization similar to the Hilfsverein tier deutschen Juden,

in occupied countries.

Hilfspolizei Auxiliary police, comprising SA- and SS-oftlcers.
Hilfsverein der deutschen Juden

Help organization set

up

by Jews for Jews, firstly

assisting in emigration procedures but latterly another puppet organization for the Nazis.
Inlands-Pass

A domestic passport,

often given to Jews instead of

normal passport in

a

order to limit their movements.
JOINT

Independent Jewish committee set

up

in each country with

population, for example the American JOINT.
Joodsche Raad Dutch

equivalent of the Judenrat.

Judenfrei Nazi term used to described

an area

v

that

was

tree of Jews.

a

significant Jewish

Judenrat

("-e) Jewish councils set

with the
were

up

by the Nazis all

occupied Europe to assist

initiating of their Jewish policies. Jews themselves headed these councils, but

effectively puppets of the regime.

"Kinde, Kirche, Kiiche"

"Children, Church, Kitchen". Slogan used by the Nazis to

advertise the so-called three duties of German
KPD

across

women

were

Kristallnacht

targeted by the Nazi party

Literally 'crystal night'

as

'enemies of the state'.

'night of broken glass', which refers to the

or

shattering of Jewish shop windows. The Nazi-incited
November 1938

as a

pogrom on

reaction to the assassination of the Third

Embassy in Paris, Ernst

vom

Reich.

The German Communist party, whose

(Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands)

members

to the Third

the night of

9th

Secretary of the German

Rath, by Herschel Grynszpan (a Polish Jew) two days

earlier. It resulted in the deaths of 91 Jews,

prisoners in Nazi concentration

camps,

the incarceration of

over

and the destruction of Jewish

25,000 Jewish

synagogues,

shops,

and houses.
KZ 'Konzentrations

Lager'. Abbreviation of the German word for concentration

Lagerfiihrer The director of a concentration
LKWagen

or

labour

camp.

camp.

Heavy goods vehicle occasionally used in the deportation of the Jews,

especially when there

were

few trains available.

Luftwaffe German airforce.

Mcngele, Dr Josef Notorious camp doctor at Auschwitz who conducted the Selektionen
at the ramp.

Mischling (-e)

Nazi-designated half- and quarter-Jew through having two Jewish

grandparents who did not adhere to the Jewish religion and who
Jews.

Mischlinge

were

essentially not treated

as

badly

as

Effectively, the

name

Nansen

Passport

displaced

or

119ff).

merely

as

camp

inmates who

shadows of their former selves.

A refugee passport allowing for movement between countries of

persecuted

Nuremberg Laws

p.

given by Jewish prisoners to fellow

had lost the will to survive and who existed

married to

'full-Jews'.

Munkaszolgalat Hungarian conscripted labour service (infra.,
Muselmann

were not

persons.

Laws announced at the party rally in September 1935, which

accelerated the anti-Semitic

policy of the regime after

a

period of relative leniency by

revoking German citizenship from all 'non-Aryans' (see Appendix B).
Organization Todt The organization that

oversaw

in the Reich.

VI

the construction of military installations

Ostfront

The Eastern Front. The front between

Einsatzgruppen began their

mass

Germany and Russia,

near to

which the

executions of Ostjuden.

Ostjuden Eastern European Jews, deemed by the Nazis to be less sophisticated than their
'assimilated'
Ostmark

co-religionists. Often Glaubensjuden,

or

Orthodox Jews.

Literally 'eastern march'. Name given to the combined Germany and Austria

following the AnschluB
Pogrom

The organized

Novemberpogrom or

Protektorat

massacre

of Jews, epitomized in Nazi Germany by the

Kristallnacht.

Nazi-occupied protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia.

Reichsbanner Schwarz-Rot-Gold The

paramilitary

wing

of the SPD.

Reichstag The German parliamentary building.
Reichswehr The combined German armed forces

100,000

men

during the Weimar Republic (limited to

by the Treaty of Versailles) and replaced by the Nazis with the

Wehrmacht.
RosenstraBe Street in which the

Gestapo imprisoned 2,000 Jews from mixed marriages in

temporary holding centre for

a

deportation east. The deportation

was

prevented by the

protest of the 'Aryan' wives and the Jews were released.
SA

(Sturmabteilung) The first private

army

the streets' with the communists. Later used
its influence after its
Schutzhaft 'Protective

leadership

was

of the Nazi party, used to win the "battle in
as an

auxiliary police-force, but rapidly lost

purged of perceived troublemakers.

custody' for Jews and Communists. Basically,

a

Gestapo

excuse to

keep such "enemies of the state" under close supervision, with occasional maltreatment.
SD

(Sicherheitsdients)

Nazi security service, nominally responsible for the security of

Hitler, the Nazi hierarchy, the Nazi party, and the Third Reich.
Selektion (-en)
gas

Selection for forced labour of fit from unfit deportees on the ramp to the

chambers. These Selektionen

that many

were a

simple part of the killing

process, so

much

so

deportees failed to realize their implications.

Sondergerieht So-called People's Court that dealt out the Nazi's perverted justice with
number of show-trials. Part of

a

Gleichschaltung, the nazification of the German legal

system.
Sonder-Hachscharah

'Special preparation'. Intellectual and physical training for Jews

(particularly in skills such
SPD

as

farming) in readiness for settlement in Palestine.

(Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands) The German Social Democratic party,

whose members

were

targeted by the Nazi party
vii

as

'enemies of the state'.

SS

(Schutzstaffel)
under the
SS

were

was

the Nazi elite guard,

directorship of Heinrich Himmler. Effectively, Germany's political police, the

also in

Stahlhelm

Literally meaning 'defence echelon', this

charge of the everyday running of the concentration camps.

Literally 'steel helmets'. A nationalist ex-servicemen's organization created in

1918 to oppose

the KPD revolution in Germany. All members of the Stahlhelm were

incorporated into the SA by Hitler in December 1933.
Umsiedlung 'Resettlement'. Nazi euphemism to justify the deportation of the Jews to the
death camps

in the east.

Unbedenklichkeitserklarung
outstanding debts and

no

A document confirming that

immigrant has

an

no

criminal record.

Union Generate des Israelites de France

(UGIF)

Similar to the Hilfsverein der

deutschen Juden.
Untermensch

Perceived 'minor races' in Nazi racial theory, the primary

(-en)

Untermenschen

were

the Jews, the

Poles, and the Slavs.

W annsee Conference Conference held in
to

January 1942 in which it

was

formally decided

destroy European Jewry systematically, rather than to leave the killing to the

Einsatzgruppen,
range.

some

of whom

were

refusing to

the murders at such close

carry out

The two most prominent Nazis who attended Wannsee

Reinhard
Wehrmaeht

were

Adolf Eichmann and

Heydrich, who chaired the conference.
The Nazi

which allowed

replacement for the limited Reichswehr armed forces in 1935,

Germany to

WLA Abbreviation

in

re-emerge as a

the text,

European military

power.

standing for Wiener Library Archives.
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i: Introduction

i: Introduction
"The
the
was

In

who

adapted to everything

those who survived, but

are

majority did not adapt to everything, and died. Died because
unable to

adapt even to things which

seem

trivial to

perceived Untermenschen, the aspect of "adapting" to

Primo Levi describes it,

of emigration,

quickly becomes clear. The

deportation, and forced labour focus

Holocaust. The first

area

'Final Solution'. This is

is the extent of Jewish
a

controversial

on

ways

four

or

the systematic

an extreme

situation,

of adapting within the contexts

areas

awareness

one

us."1

discussing the survival of Jewish victims of the 'Final Solution',

destruction of a
as

ones

that relate to surviving the

of Nazi anti-Semitism and the

historiographical topic," but how it relates to the

testimonial evidence used here will be central to this study. The second area is the way
which Jews

follows

on

were

treated

from this in

by non-Jews, both individually and collectively. The third

illustrating the inconsistencies of the regime

in

in

area

its treatment of the

Jews, including the differences in Jewish policy between the various Gaue, as well as more

general geographic trends in this context. The final
this overrode these other

areas

in

area

determining who survived and who did not. Ultimately, it

is the aim of this study to evaluate each of these areas

Library Archive (from here

on

is the influence of luck, and how

referred to

Jews to survive the 'Final Solution" while

as

so

using testimonies from the Wiener

"WLA") and determine what allowed

many

some

others perished.

Placing this Study within the Historiography of the Holocaust:
Holocaust
studies

1

scholarship remains

emerging each

year.

a

Until

well-furnished
very

area

of historiography, with

many new

recently, much of this literature has contributed to

LEVI, Primo, transcript of an interview with Daniel Toaff for "Springs of Life" (a cultural television

of the LJnione Comunita lsraelitiche Italiane, on Radiotelevisione ltaliana. [RAIJ), first aired 25,h
April 1983, as cited on hUp^yfoch.-euriF- alifovig httrtj (translated by Mirto Stone)
2
A notable contention that European Jewry was not aware of the extent of Nazi anti-Semitism is HILBERG,
Raul, The Destruction of the European Jews. (New York, 1985 ed.), pp.298-303. Hilberg describes the Jewish
reaction to the 'Final Solution' in terms of a two thousand-year-old experience of appeasing the enemy. In
essence, to survive the Nazi onslaught was to appease the regime as much as possible, to "tame the wild
beast" as it were, and wait until the murderous drive had spent itself. Perhaps such examples as the Warsaw
Ghetto uprising in early 1943, which ended in much Jewish loss after an initial period of successful armed
program

resistance, reinforced this view that active resistance did
the

not

work. In addition

to

this contention is the "lambs

slaughter" theory put forward by Abba Kovner, which discusses the total disbelief of the 'Final
Solution' that overcame many Jews experiencing it who, in this way, are depicted as going to the death camps

to

1

i: Introduction

the 'functionalist

versus

intentionalist' debate, the dominant

polemical element for the past

decades, coined in Tim Mason's article written in 1981

two

historiography.' Essentially, the two arguments focused
'Final Solution' with the intentionalists

claiming that it

the state of Nazi

how the Nazis arrived at the

on

was

on

always part of Hitler's master-

plan whereas the functionalists claimed that the genocide gained momentum from actions
originally intended to solve the 'Jewish problem' purely at
trend is

current

elements of both
the

moving

away

a

local level. However, the

from this side-taking to combine the most persuasive

arguments.4 Overall, this debate has concentrated

on

the Holocaust from

perspective of the perpetrators, with little attention to the experiences of the victims

themselves. This

study will endeavour to redress this balance. A brief selection of important

elements of this literature will

left for individual

now

be discussed,

although full analysis of arguments will be

chapters.

Literature relevant to Jewish

emigration, whilst not large, does offer

an

important

controversy of its own, namely the lack of Allied attempts to save more Jews from the
'Final Solution',
pre-war
an

initially with their perceived harsh restrictions

period.3 This debate is relevant in

'escape' from Nazi territories, based

on

terms

on

immigrants during the

of assessing the viability of emigration

the assumption of Wasserstein that

more

as

could

like "lambs to the

slaughter". As cited in PORAT, Dina, The Blue and the Yellow Stars of David: the Zionist
Leadership in Palestine and the Holocaust. 1939-45, (Massachusetts, 1990), p.203.
?
MASON, Tim, "Intention and Explanation: a Current Controversy about the Interpretation of National
Socialism" in HIRSCHFELD, Cierhard and Lothar KETTENACKER (eds), Per "Ftihrerstaat": Mvthos und

Realitat.

(Stuttgart, 1981).
good examples of this trend are BROWNING, Christopher, The Path to Genocide, (Cambridge, 1995
ed.) and KERSHAW, Ian, "Improvised Genocide? The Emergence of'the Final Solution' in the Warthegau,"
in Transactions of the Royal Historical Society (Series VI, vol. II, 1992), which offer various case studies that
are intended to build up the picture of the 'Final Solution' without the use of generalizations. Hilberg's
Destruction is rightly considered a celebrated work in this field, but it lacks this wider focus concentrating
mainly on Poland and from a Nazi-bureaucratic perspective to the detriment of Jewish experiences in
countries such as Latvia, Lithuania, and, to a lesser extent, Hungary.
Studies by American historians such as David S. Wyman, whose work culminated in The Abandonment of
the Jews: America and the Holocaust. 1941-1945. (New York, 1984) and who almost single-handedly
4

Two

5

circulated the belief that the Allies could have bombed Auschwitz but chose not to, and MORSE, Arthur,
While Six Million Died. (New York,

1975) led an initial trend of overly-negative historiography, in this case
specific to America but equally applicable to the other Allies. Even FE1NGOLD, Henry, The Politics of
Rescue: the Roosevelt Administration and the Holocaust. (New York, 1981ed.), originally written in 1970,
included this in an otherwise well-balanced investigation. WASSERSTEIN, Bernard, Britain and the Jews of
Europe. 1939-1945. (London, 1979) was the first study of its kind that shifted criticism to Britain's treatment
of European Jews in the thirties, in a similar vein to earlier American historiographical trends. More recently,
a balance has been struck,
notably with PORAT, Dina, The Blue and the Yellow Stars of David: the Zionist
Leadership in Palestine and the Holocaust, 1939-45, (Massachusetts, 1990), which analyses the efforts of
British and Jewish politicians in Palestine with more recognition of the difficulties they faced than
Wasserstein had done, and RUBINSTEIN, William D., The Myth of Rescue: Why the Democracies Could
Not Have Saved More Jews from the Nazis. (London, 1997), which even goes as far as to claim that there was
very little else that could realistically have been achieved by the Allies in saving the Jews in Europe.

7

/: Introduction

have been done. Not
another country

only will the testimonies demonstrate how difficult it was to enter

from Nazi Germany in this context, they will also provide evidence of the

Nazi restrictions within the Reich that filtered
those

or

offering specific skills to other countries,

Germany. Dina Porat is
to

the

emigrating Jews to allow only the wealthiest

one

as

author who has taken this idea of the value of the German Jews

regime and analysed how the Nazis used the Jews

focus is the

inadvertent 'diplomats' for Nazi

trading of Jews for

money or

as

'bargaining chips', although her

military hardware during the war, similar to the

exchange planned in Hungary in 1944 by Joel Brand, and not in a pre-war
Nevertheless, the

emigration
the

-

usually of material gain

-

that the Nazis applied to Jewish

often cited in the secondary literature, and provide

are

success or

uses

failure of Jewish

context.6

an extra

perspective

on

emigration at this time, illustrating the effective entrapment

of those Jews who did not fulfil certain criteria.

The

deportations affected all

here appear to

depicting
context,

area

of occupied Europe and the experiences provided

contradict the traditional view of cattle-truck transportation, with

journeys

by railway

particularly in

constraints of the
cases

areas

war

carnage.7

journeys across

sometimes

Geography and timing

limiting availability. Such subjects

historiography.9 And
Se/ektionen

on

awareness

awareness was

the ramp to

the death

both factors in this

the whole of Western Europe and with the

sparsely, in the various country-specific
of research, unlike the

are

some

case

are

addressed, in

some

studies.8 Clearly this is an under-valued

factor that is addressed quite

extensively by the

also important when the deportees confronted the

camp at

the end of their journey.

6

PORAT, The Blue and the Yellow Stars of David, pp. 150-2, 249 and HILBERG, Destruction, p.325.
As well as the contrasts shown between ASSOUN, BLOCH, and LEVY, First Convoy ffilml. and
HILDEBRANDT, Gelbe Stern. ZUCCOTT1, Susan, The Holocaust, the French, and the Jews. (New York,

1993) briefly reinforces the testimonies presented in First Convoy, which challenge the universal squalor of
transportation as depicted in such examples as DAW1DOWICZ, War Against the Jews, and
GILBERT, Martin, The Holocaust: the Jewish Tragedy. (Glasgow, 1987).
8
For example, ZUCCOTTI, The Holocaust, the French, and the Jews, for France; PRESSER, Jacob, Ashes in
the Wind: the Destruction of Dutch Jewry. (London, 1965 trans: Arnold Pomerans), for Holland; and
CESARANI. David (ed.), Genocide and Rescue: the Holocaust in Hungary 1944. (Oxford, 1997), for
Hungary.
9
DAWIDOWICZ, War Against the Jews, pp.343-5 and CESARANI (ed.). Genocide and Rescue, p. 132 both
contain elements of the belief through beholding idea - that the Jews would only accept the rumours of
genocide when faced with it themselves. HILBERG, Destruction, pp.298-303 goes further in describing
Jewish action against the 'Final Solution' in terms either of paralysis or of appeasing the enemy until his
murderous drive had been spent Countering this are accounts such as SCHWERTFEGER, Ruth, Women of
Theresienstadt: Voices from a Concentration Camp. (Oxford, 1989), which describes the lengths to which the
Nazis went in misrepresenting the Theresienstadt camp as a 'soft option' for Jewish deportees when it was
actually a transit station for Auschwitz.
the such
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For this reason,

deportation

as

it

can

the

same

elements

in forced labour. The simple selection process that separated those who

could work from those who could not
had

be applied to awareness in the context of

can

was

often not obvious to the

deportees, whose senses

already been overloaded with the sub-human treatment experienced up until the
Jeremy Josephs discusses the 'Arbeit macht frei!' sign over the gates of

moment.

Auschwitz and its
the Jews

significance in keeping

some

prisoners from immediate murder: just as

proved to be valuable to the regime with their work, so too the work proved

valuable to the Jews in

keeping them alive. Josephs also discusses the sadism of some SS

guards with the Jewish labourers, illustrating the tightrope existence in the hands of the

Nazis.10

Because of these

here is whether
death camp or

or

examples of sadism,

not the work conditions

whether survival

was

still

an

one

of the fundamental issues to consider

represented

unlikely

a

significant 'reprieve' from the

outcome." Understandably, the case of

Oskar Schindler is not common, but this idea of a benevolent work
and not

Daniel

uncommon

in the testimonies.

actions of

some

of the

assisting

whole, whom he depicts

on

soldiers

travelled.14

are many cases

the Eastern Front suggests a

of such

on

racists,
are

the

men

being reduced to brutal animals

This aspect

on

the barbarisation of

worsening of such instances the further east the

will be analysed in terms of forced labour experience and

the conditions of work placements in Eastern

Europe, based

as

Jews.12 Against this perspective

dealing with their Jewish prisoners, and Omer Bartov's study

warfare

many

as a

'ordinary Germans' that Goldhagen refers to, the rank-and-file SS

officers.13 Certainly, there
when

Effectively, this would disprove much of what

Goldhagen claims about the German people

and introduces the theme of non-Jews

supervisor is still central

Europe

as

compared to those in Central

this assumption. Of course, this will not detract from the overall idea that

Jewish forced labourers

broader context in which this

were

valuable to the Nazis alive and working but provides

a

analysis will take place.

!"

JOSEPHS, Jeremy, Swastika over Paris: the Fate of the Erencli Jews, (London, 1989), pp. 143-5.
An example of the former is KENEALLY, Thomas, Schindlcr's Ark. (London, 1996 ed.)
u
Cf. GOLDHAGEN, Daniel Jonah, Hitler's Willing Executioners: Ordinary Germans and the Holocaust.
(New York, 1996) with BURI-EIGH, Michael and Wolfgang WIPPERMANN, The Racial State: Germany
1933-1945. (Cambridge, 1991), the latter giving many examples of Germans expressing their support for Jews
11

wearing the Celhe Stern.
13

KLEE, Ernst, Willi DRESSEN, and Volker RIESS, "Those Were the Days": the Holocaust through the
Eyes of the Perpetrators and Bystanders. (Trans. Deborah Burnstone, London, 1991), provides examples both
of German soldiers refusing to take part, in the execution of Jews and actively undertaking such tasks.
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Oral History and the Treatment ofsuch Sources:

Methodology

The archive of testimonies held in the Wiener

collections, mostly in German, but with

languages, that offer close to
material

a

a

Library comprises

combination of two

a

minority in English, French, and other European

thousand separate Jewish testimonies. The first of these is

gathered in the weeks and months after the November Pogrom of 1938 and

comprises reports and miscellaneous documents which

written in the immediate

were

aftermath of the escalation in anti-Semitic violence. However, it is the second collection
ten

times the amount of the first

-

that

provides the bulk of the information on Nazi

persecution: including early attacks on individuals from 1933 to the incarceration
thousand Jews
camps

following the

and

of 1938, and finally charting the path to the death

a

detailed

undertaking by the contributors to the Library who set

obtaining not only letters, reports, and diaries (including

many

from Nazi bureaucrats

Gestapo operatives) but also went to the survivors themselves and conducted

interviews
when

especially for the archive. This

public

memory

whilst events

were

process

a

vetted

memory or

through actual lies) but censorship

of the document. In

by the archive editors for obvious

addition,

a

is

was

errors

as

possible, these

(either through

poor

limited to editor's notes at the beginning

precis for each document is included giving basic details

subject where possible and sometimes

a

brief summary of the actual text. Thanks

period of time in which the accounts

testimonies that had obvious similarities, either in

highlighted by the WLA, giving
three-dimensional

It is arguable that this

still fresh in the minds of the interviewees. As much

were

the short

War.13

comprehensive undertaking could have been carried out

interviews

about the

took place in the mid-1950s, perhaps

had been suppressed by the Cold

probably the final time such

to

of thirty

themselves.

This involved
about

pogrom

-

many

who

were

collected, certain aspects of the

background

appear more

or

than

in characters,
once

were

easily

in the documents

quality that might otherwise have been lost in the vast

scope

a

of the

archive.

14

BARTOV, OMER, The Eastern Front 1941-45: German Troops and the Barbarisation of Warfare. (London,

1985)

15

MARRUS, Michael, The Holocaust in History. (London, 1989ed), pp. 1-7. Marrus discusses the trend of

historians

and so too the general public - before the 1960s avoiding detailed analysis of the Holocaust,
preferring to "consecrate the experience". Indeed, it was only after the capture and trial of Adolf
Eichmann in 1961 that the Holocaust gradually became an 'acceptable' subject for scholarship.
-

instead
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The many

hundreds of WLA testimonies have been catalogued according to subject

matter, but an overall index covers
archive. Thus, not
but also in many

study, only

conclusions
document.
these notes

are

providing

so

other sections where such

experience

an

Any

be drawn much
errors

more

occurs.

For the

purpose

are

over any

much easier to make and

particular document

given is that much

more

From this vast archive, over one-hundred documents

emigration, deportation, and forced labour

are

covered within

assured.

specific to the three subjects of

sampled, owing to the constraints of space.

were

These numbered between

fifty and sixty testimonies for each chapter, including the

testimony in

one

than

more

available in the Wiener

of each

experience

scaling down,

as

-

chapter. From

Library,

were

source

was

was

others that offered

a

numbers

subjectivity,

random. In this

-

and occasionally the geographical

my

deemed

wider

as many

documents

selection

process

necessary to

on

area

my part

geographical spread
were

as

as

a

the other two

of documents for the
on

the WLA list

was

being to avoid excessive

discard certain documents

indicated by the

in

order to include

source

then translated and

numbers. The

analysed along with

English.

Whilst the WLA testimonies has remained

important to consider

some

as

an

own

testimonies. Examples

experiences include Laurel Holliday's collection of children's

Holocaust diaries and Martin Gilbert's recent
remembrance offer

virtually ignored by historians, it is

of the publications that offer their

of broad studies of first-hand

useful

third document

way, every

selected documents in German and French
those in

of a

comprehensive list of relevant documents

initially, with the only consideration

repetition. Thus, it

use

gleaned and, ultimately, only the deportation section required

sections. To avoid accusations of

included

a

it numbered nearly three times

deportation chapter

of this

confidently, thanks to the compilation notes for each

and question marks

trust in the information

so

framework for the entire

considered but this exemplifies the

were

of the documents in general. Comparisons
can

a

examples of deportations to be found in the deportations section,

selection of relevant documents

a

broad scope

only

sub-topics,

epic collection of teenagers' Holocaust

wide-ranging eye-witness accounts of the 'Final Solution' and

introduction to

this

type of history.

6

In addition there

are

are

numerous
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experience.16

'autobiographies' of Holocaust

Eitan Porat, Moshe Sandberg, Errikos

Sevilias, Erika Amariglio, and Eva Salier have all documented their individual experiences
of the 'Final Solution' and from
friend

a

relative such

or

of these

are

sometimes

as

across

Europe.17 There are also books that tell the

Alexander Ramati's volume about his wife's

valuable additions to the tapestry

strengthening the material with

Relevant to many

direct confirmation of fact

analyses relationships within the death

survive.19 Similarly, Jean

a

deep contemplation of the camp's mental, moral, and physical
a

All

or event.

camp

some

surviving to tell is

18

of experiences offered by the WLA,

in

spirit to

experiences.

of these memoirs is Ami Neiberger's article

survival in Auschwitz, which
the

a

story of

Arnery,

a

on

family and

that galvanized

former Auschwitz inmate, provides

implications.':l> But

difficult psychology to scrutinize and Lawrence Langer, in his study of

surviving the Holocaust, emphasizes that the discussion both of the "new language" in the
"new world" of the Holocaust and the need to treat survival accounts

other historical

treat any

moral breakdown

negative

-

source are

important to

the "death of choice"

-

in such

implications of survival in the death

consider.21
places

camps.

as

as an

historian would

Langer further discusses the

Auschwitz, including the

He continues this near-nihilism in

a

publication in which he dismisses the idea of drawing lessons from the Holocaust,

current

successful.22 Instead, he believes merely in

deeming it too

gruesome an

reconstructing

definitive history from survivors' accounts and the like, although his

a

evidence contradicts his
women,
reason

very

exercise to be

section on

the

severely diminished role of gender. The treatment of

especially with children, Langer shows

why fewer

although the

scope

women

than

men

own

as

harsh and terrible and explains the

survived. This aspect will be introduced in this study,

of this thesis is not able to develop this properly.

16

HOLLIDAY, Laurel (ed.), Children in the Holocaust and World War Two: Their Secret Diaries. (New
York, 1995); GILBERT, Martin, The Boys: Triumph over Adversity. (London, 1996)
1
PORAT, Eitan, Voice of the Dead Children: From the Carpathian Mountains via Auschwitz and BergenBelsen to Israel. 1928-1996. (trans. James Stuart Brice - edited by Erhard Roy Wiehn; University of
Konstanz, 1997); SANDBERG, Moshe, My Longest Year: in the Hungarian Labour Service and in the Nazi

Camps, (Israel, 1972); SEVILLAS, Errikos, Athens

-

Auschwitz, (trans. Nikos Stavroulakis, Athens, 1983);
Spirit. (New York,

AMARIGLIO. From Thessaloniki to Auschwitz and back; SALIER, Eva, Survival of a

1995)
IK

RAM ATI.

Alexander, Barbed

Wire

on

the Isle of Man: the Wartime British Internment of Jews. (New

York, 1980)
19

NEIBEiRGER, Ami, "An Uncommon Bond of Friendship: Family and Survival in Auschwitz" in Ruby
(ed.), Resisting the Holocaust. (Oxford, 1998)
AMERY, Jean, At the Mind's Limits. (Indiana, 1980)
LANGER, Lawrence L., Versions of Survival: the Holocaust and the Human Spirit. (Albany, 1982)

Rohrlich
20

21
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Geoffrey Hartman's edited volume provides
subject of remembering the

Holocaust.23

a

number of clear discussions

on

the

Annette Wieviorka offers her opinions on the

in which they conveyed their suffering either through writing or on

deportees and the

way

radio, and also

the need for survivors to tell: the Yiddish "I" frightened of being ignored.

Langer

again

should

-

on

reminds

and must

that the enticing feeling of freedom the word "survival" conveys

us

not be felt when

-

Primo Levi for agreement.
survivors:

considenng the Holocaust, citing such

And Saul Friedlander discusses the effect of trauma on the

blocked out the Holocaust

some

sources as

altogether,

some

found that its

memory

persists.24
This trauma often
because of the horror of

prevented survivors from telling their story immediately, either

recalling the memories themselves

for the teller's children of bearing

examples of
interviewee,

testimonies being footnoted with

some

never

having to face such

recalling their memories

perpetrators themselves in post-war
the WLA

as

well

-

study

narrative whilst also

21

warning against contacting the

ordeal

again.

Sometimes there

agreeing to
are

the

instances of

order to disprove claims of innocence by the

trials.26 There

are

examples of such instances

as

this in

some

year

important "here, particularly

as most

of the

sources

after the events they describe. In this way, the sources

examples of oral histories, which introduce both the advantage of the

are

immediacy of first-hand

22

an

in

memory is very

interviews conducted

used in this

a

'victim'.25 Certainly, there are

usually in the form of a collection of affidavits against the perpetrator.

Unquestionably,
are

as a

because of the implications

demonstrating the need to be relieved of the memories by

interview and
survivors

the burden of a parent

or

experience over

the much broader

introducing the problem of using

a

sweeps

of

more

Tiving source' that will

detached
one

day

LANGER, Lawrence L., Preempting the Holocaust. (Yale, 1999)
HARTMAN, Geoffrey H (ed.), Holocaust Remembrance: the Shapes of Memory. (Oxford. 1994)
Hartman's clear collection is in contrast with Friedlander's own, which is convoluted in postmodernism

with

striking reminder of the limits, not of representation of
historiographical attempts to
document it. FRIEDLANDER, Saul (ed.), Probing the Limits of Representation: Nazism and the "Final
only brief moments to recommend and

Holocaust remembrance

as

a

Friedlander's title assumes, but of the more opaque

Solution'. (London, 1992)
25

of
26

ROSENTHAL, Gabriele, "German War Memories: Narrability and the Biographical and Social Functions

Remembering," in Oral History, volume 19 number 2 (Autumn 1991), p.40.

Ibid., p.40; TONKIN, Elizabeth, Narrating our Past: the Social Construction of Oral History. (Cambridge,
1995ed ), pp. 75-82. Although Tonkin centres her argument on Africa - as many historians of oral scholarship
do, mainly because of its social anthropological importance - she provides good reasoning of the different
uses

of'linguistic possibility'.
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exist.27

cease to

In

interview into the
the

source

addition, there is the complication of language,

primary language of the final work, and how this

through misusing certain linguistic

the WLA interviews

course,

anomalies and transcribed
my own

translation of that

were

source can

alter the clarity of

of the interviewee's

nuances

be criticized in this

same

document in two different forms

analysis of any document in

version), the basic construction of the

any

country."8 Of

way, a process

that would be the

foreign language. And, whilst this presents the

(the original German version and

message

occasion, whilst the interviewee
can

can

by the interviewer in the language of the original interview. Only

for

in the WLA and

the translating of an

conducted many years ago and were checked for factual

same

On this

or

my

contained within the text will be the

English
29

same.

longer be alive, the interview notes remain

may no

readily be cross-referenced with the interpretations presented here.

Effectively, the original interviewer had already achieved much of the work that is required
before

presenting

an

oral history. Any further cross-references

or

corrections of mine

are

separate and clearly indicated.

How

Emigration, Deportation, and Forced Labour will address the Argument:

Survival is the

bridging theme for all three chapters presented here, and the experiences of

surviving the Holocaust introduce several recurring themes that have already been
introduced. The most

prominent theme is the

to avoid death in the gas

the

at

across

some

of the parameters

will be

of the 'Final Solution'
more

-

was not

sufficiently

lives. Two further themes, the good

geographical disparity of treatment of the

needed for survival in this period. Treatment of Jews by non-Jews

analysed in the context both of everyday survival

labourers

deportation round-ups

or

-

for example in assisting Jews to

providing lenient work-placements for forced

and in the context of the international acceptance or

rejection of Jewish

HENiGE, David. Orai Historiography. (Essex, 1982), pp. 120-1. Henige makes the point that, when the
or the 'informant'
dies, only the tapes of the original interview offer any surviving

inlerviewee

-

documentation of the evidence

-

presented in

Ibid., pp. 121-2.
See VANS1NA, Jan, Oral Tradition

this
30

awareness

occupied Europe, are more specific in their scope but nevertheless provide

hide from the

29

camps.3u One assumption that will be made

European Jewry to have saved

Jews

that Jewish survivors demonstrated

the labour

bad treatment of Jews by non-Jews and the

or

28

or

beginning of this study is that

advanced amongst

2

chambers

awareness

as

an

oral history

History. (London, 1985), pp.63-7 for

a more

detailed explanation of

point.

To

provide a context for such
by the Nazis in the
threatening.
introduced

Appendix B for an overview of the anti-Semitic measures
period, measures that were discriminatory but not physically

awareness, see
pre-war

9
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refugees from the Reich. Both of these aspects pose interesting questions of the
preconceptions in

some

historiographical works concerning German complicity in the

'Final Solution' and Allied

countries.31
that vary

The

guilt in not allowing

spread of Jewish testimonies

according to certain

more

Jewish immigrants to enter their

Europe offers patterns of experience

across

providing the Jews of Berlin with a different

areas,

perspective to the Jews of Essen, for example. In each chapter, the geographical variations
will be analysed to determine the parts

of Europe that

safer than others. Emerging

were

from these is the final theme; the influence of luck, and to what extent
addition to

or

instead of the other themes. This is

of its random nature, but it does have currency

Levi.'12

Primo

issues, and
dealt with

It is

so to

provide

a

on

testimonies that

only

passport

war.

to

31

32

relation to these other three

in

was

implemented

-

-

although there

mainly in the 1930s
are

also instances of

What is important to note here is that, whilst most of these

-

required

were

having been forced out of their homes and

on

violently by Nazi thugs. This distinction is most applicable to the

Not only
on

was an extreme

action

-

that of crossing

a

was

border without

a

the part of each of the Jewish illegal emigrants here but the country

they fled, the Netherlands, would later be

overrun

by invading German forces

they occupied Western Europe in 1940. Their fate is undocumented by the WLA and

it is not known whether

made.

the most obvious being

comprise the first section of the chapter, in which illegal emigration

way out.

into which

so

mainly because

emigres escaped Nazi Germany before the 'Final Solution' had begun, they

occasions treated

when

-

emigration from Nazi Germany

nevertheless victims of the Third Reich,

the

survivors

use

wider context for its importance. All of these themes will be

chapter focuses

emigration during the
Jewish

with

hoped to illustrate the function of luck

before the 'Final Solution'

so

difficult variable to

separately in the context of each chapter.

The first
and

a

it affected survival in

However, their

they succumbed to the Nazi and

awareness

no

of extreme Nazi anti-Semitism,

such presumption will be
even

in 1933,

was

enough

guarantee an early escape from the regime and also places great emphasis on local

Supra., p.4 for this discussion.
See LEVI,

Primo, The Drowned and the Saved, (Trans. Raymond Rosenthal, London, 1989) and Survival
on Humanity. (Trans. Stuart VVoolf, London, 1993) which discuss survival in
terms of awareness, the ability to understand German orders, a clean bill of health, and luck; AMARIGLIO,
Erika Kounio, From Thessaloniki to Auschwitz and back: Memories of a Survivor from Thessaloniki. (trans.
Theresa Sundt, London, 2000ed ), pp. 156-7, which describes the author's survival, along with her family, in
terms of mere coincidence, although Amariglio does verify the importance of knowing German to aid
in Auschwitz: the Nazi Assault

survival.
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the

offering

an

Introduction

insight into the varying interpretations of Nazi anti-Semitism

Reich.33

chapter, which turns its attention to the emigration

The second section of the

journeys themselves, contextuahzes this

awareness.

Here it is the awareness of the (mainly

Allied) countries targeted by Jewish immigrants that is tested. The turning-away of many
Jews

by these countries has been

of their greatest
awareness

need.34

by

seen

some as a

However, this 'rejection' must be

of Nazi anti-Semitism and whether

criticizing the Allied

terrible rejection of refugees at the time

powers

for not 'saving'

or

seen

in terms of international

not this awareness was

more

sufficient to

justify

Jews from the Nazi death camps. From

these two sections, an idea of how successful the Nazis were at
will be shown and how this affected the survival of

hiding their racial policies

European Jewry. In addition, the

internment of Jews allowed into Allied countries both confirms the need for context in
terms

of the

heavy security

measures

imposed during the

war

and asks questions of the

suitability of such draconian treatment to genuine refugees.

The second

chapter will turn attention directly to the implementation of the 'Final

Solution' and the way

in which Jews

the extent of the lack of

awareness

were

deported to the death

of Jews at this time that

camps.

This will focus

Hilberg has argued

on

was a

significant contribution to the death toll."0 This will be analysed both in terms of the
individual actions of Jews and the conditions under which
conditions of

deportations

both suggest a

-

in not

weakness in the mechanical

areas

of Europe to

were

deported. The varying

only cattle-trucks but also regular railway carriages

geographic consideration of deporting
westernized

they

resources

that supported the Holocaust, and

-

a

Jews in 'normal' modes of transport through

some

hide the reality of the 'Final Solution' there. In addition, the

varying of conditions will also be analysed in terms of how such 'normalized' conditions
altered the treatment of the
treated like animals. Indeed,

deportees, who
an

were

dehumanized in the cattle-trucks and

interesting comparison will be made between the original

deportations and the much harsher 'death marches' from evacuated
war,

33
34

camps at

the end of the

which puts these conditions into perspective.

Similar

to

the chaotic

"polycratic" Reich that is described in BROSZAT. Hitler State

See WYMAN, Abandonment of the Jews. MORSE, While Six Million Died, and WASSERSTE1N,
and the Jews Both contest that the Allies effectively ignored Jewish plight in Nazi Germany.
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The final

available to Jews

chapter

on

Forced Labour documents the last reprieve from death

caught in the 'Final Solution'. As the deportees descended from their

deportation train at the gates of the death camp, they were faced with a simple Seleklion
that would send them either to

a

work

recognized and dealt with this moment
play in saving
maintain its
rather than
labour

was

some

war

gas

chambers. How Jews

revealing, often illustrating the role luck had to

effort and the Jews

were

that workforce. In this way,

large numbers lived,

perished, in and around the death centres. However, the extent to which forced
a

'way out" will need to be established. This will be done by plotting the

placements around occupied Europe and analysing

they worsened the further east the placement

perilous such
the

the

or to

from certain death. Nevertheless, Germany needed a workforce to

conditions of the various forced labour
whether

is

placement

a

was.

survival could be but how conditions could

supervisor in charge of their work placement. In this

importance of non-Jews assisting Jews in their survival

The influence of luck has been

emphasized

conditioning survival from the Holocaust, often
notably by Primo Levi. Undoubtedly,

many

in

The testimonies illustrate how
vary

according to the nature of

way, a separate

impression of the

can

be gleaned.

as

the single overriding factor in

individual testimony accounts and most

thousands of lives

were

saved by sheer chance

and it should not be underestimated in this context, but the cohort of testimonies
here demonstrates that the Jews
was

usually

a very

these four elements
understood

as a

definite
were

were never

reason

helpless actors in

someone

else's play; there

for their survival. As I hope to demonstrate,

inter-dependant and,

as

presented

very

often

such, survival in the Holocaust is better

complex series of events that could change if

any

contributing factor

altered in any way.

35

H1LBERG, Destruction, pp.298-303. Paints the picture of Jewish prisoners as "lambs to the slaughter"
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ii:

"The

Emigration

emigration of Jews

means

know should be promoted by all

as you

possible/'1

Figures for emigration between 1933 and 1939 reveal
Nazi

Emigration

a

fairly regular exodus of Jews from

Germany. Of the 499,682 Jews residing in Germany in June 1933, there

pattern of emigrants totalling nearly

half that figure

up

was a

to the outbreak of war.

steady
These

numbers increased

markedly from 1938 after the violence of Kristallnacht, but it is the low

number every year

after 1933 that is significant, highlighting Nazi control

As the

figures rely

account both

on

emigration.

fluctuations in population levels (excluding deaths), they take into

legal and illegal emigration. The first half of this chapter will deal with such

examples of illegal emigration in the first
forced out of the country

year

of Nazi

by Nazi actions, and

important aspect to analyse in this context. As

an

power.

awareness

Effectively, these Jews

were

of the overall situation is

an

introduction to the experiences of illegal

emigrations, the lengths to which all Jewish emigrants had to
leave

over

go to

acquire permission to

Germany will be analysed and will emphasize the strict impositions of this procedure.

Together with the examples of illegal emigration, it will become clear that, in order to

emigrate, Jews had to fulfil certain criteria. These criteria applied
crudest sense, either as financial

gain for the Reich

or as a

countries. In both cases, the controlled existence of Jewish

a

value to them in its

'gift of skills' to foreign

emigration detracted from the

underlying anti-Semitism of the regime, allowing the country to rid itself of Jews but, at the
same

time, control the spreading of anti-Nazi propaganda. Thus, when Bannfiihrer

Kortkampf stressed emigration "by all
1

means

possible", he meant only within this context.

P.II.f.424, Nazi communication concerning the emigration of Jews and the treatment of young Jews in being

allowed to

emigrate. Bamfuhrer Kortkampf, 17/3/1939. ["Die Auswanderung
gefordet werden."]

von

Juden soil bekanntlich mil

alien Mitteln
2

RUBINSTEIN, William D, The Myth of Rescue: Why the Democracies Could Not Have Saved More Jews

from the Nazis.

(London, 1997), pp. 18-9; SCHLEUNES,
towards the Jews. Illinois, 1970), p. 199. Rubinstein puts

Karl, The Twisted Road to Auschwitz: Nazi Policies
the figure at 247,000 Jewish emigrants in this time,
leaving in numbers as follows: '33 - 37,000; '34 - 23,000; '35 - 21,000; '36 - 25,000; '37 - 23,000; '38 40,000; '39 - 78,000. Obviously, the larger numbers for 1938 and 1939 can be accounted for as the aftermath
of Kristallnacht (effectively suggesting that, in the one-and-a-half months at the end of 1938, an extra 15,000
Jews fled Germany on top of the yearly average). Schleunes' figure for 1938, for which he totals only 20,000
Jewish emigrants, is the only one that he disagrees on. The only reason that can be ascertained for this
significant disparity is that Schleunes does not include the emigrations following Kristallnacht, which
Rubinstein isolates as the most important factor influencing the figures, although there is no reason why he
did not include these numbers. Rubinstein also makes the point that the German census data for Jewish
population does not include 25,000 Jews from the Saarland, a 'neutral' area administered by the League of
Nations and annexed by the Nazis in 1935, which brought the total German Jewish population to 525,000.
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The second half of this
Jewish

chapter will then turn attention to the actual experience of

emigration itself. Both legal and illegal emigration will be dealt with, and will be

examined within the context of the treatment meted out to
which

Emigration

immigrants by the countries to

they travelled. It is this treatment that is important mainly because of the great

controversy that has debated the indifference of Allied and neutral countries to the

Jewish

plight.3 Whilst this debate will be recognized, it can only be dealt with from the perspective
of those Jews who

attempted to

cross

into their territories and how easily this crossing

completed. Nevertheless, this again emphasizes the
from

international

an

regime

from

as

a

Jewish perspective

factor

-

this time

as

much

and illustrates how successful the

-

at concealing its anti-Semitism from the world. With the accounts of

was

emigration,

we are

journey

made, and how obvious the threat

was

awareness

was

given

an

insight into how

easy

it

was at

was to

leave Germany, how such

this time to

cause

a

the departure.

Help and Hindrance with Emigration by the German Authorities:
At its most basic

later

level, Jewish emigration does not sit well with the policy of annihilation

employed by the Nazis. Whilst the issue of Nazi intention is not the topic of enquiry in

this instance,

it is nevertheless interesting to note how the Nazi authorities both helped and

hindered the process,

and therefore the circumstances under which Jewish emigration

allowed. The fact of such
Jews

was

exit to

not the Nazis'

convince

inconsistency might suggest that physically ejecting all German

prime objective and that only

other world powers

this selection would have been
return for exit visas

-

or

was

that the regime had

specific either to

to skills that were

money

needed

select number

a

a
-

were

given

an easy

'lenient' racial policy. Of course,
a vast sum

given to the regime in

abroad.4 Only in this

way

would the

regime let Jews out of the country permanently.
1

WASSERSTEIN, Bernard, Britain and the Jews of Europe. 1939-1945. (London, 1979) is widely seen as the

first book of its kind that criticizes Britain's treatment of European

Jews in the thirties, following on from the
already overly-negative American historiographical trends. Studies by historians such as David S. Wyman,
whose work culminated in The Abandonment of the Jews: America and the Holocaust. 1941-1945. (New
York, 1984) and who almost single-handedly circulated the belief that the Allies could have bombed
Auschwitz but chose not to, and MORSE, Arthur, While Six Million Died. (New York, 1975) led this trend
Even FEINGOLD, Henry, The Politics of Rescue: the Roosevelt Administration and the Holocaust, (New
York, 1981 ed), written in 1970, was inclining towards the negative interpretations of this topic in an
otherwise well-balanced investigation It is only more recently that a balance has been struck, notably with
PORAT, Dina, The Blue and the Yellow Stars of David: the Zionist Leadership in Palestine and the
Holocaust, 1939-45. (Massachusetts, 1990), which looks at the British and Jewish politicians in more
measured tones, and RLIBINSTEIN, Mvth of Rescue, which lends the debate a wider historical context in

showing that very little else could realistically have been achieved by the Allies.
Ibid., pp. 191-7. Schleunes cites the 'preferential treatment' for emigration given to certain Jews by the SS.
Essentially, it was the wealthy and the talented who were 'preferred' and, after 1937, middle- and lower-class
Jews found emigration almost impossible. The money required as 'payment' to Germany and the similar
4
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Interestingly, Dr Ludwig Grunbaum,
talks of the German authorities
context of

riots

a

Emigration

Gennan Jew who had been living in Spain,

letting Jews back into the Reich. However, this

was

in the

repatriating all German ex-patriots living in Madrid following the outbreak of

during the Spanish Civil War in 1936, and did involve

proportion of Jews being forced to emigrate
including German Jews,

were

upon

a

significant but unspecified

Germany.5

their return to

transported from Madrid to Munich

as a

All Germans,

result of the German

Embassy's recommendations to evacuate in light of the troubles in Spain at that time. It
only in Munich that the Jews

were

separated. At this point, they

they had the choice either to stay in Germany at

a

were

was

told specifically that

'training camp' ("Schulungslager")

or to

emigrate within seventy-two hours. Some were actually forced to emigrate without choice
within

twenty-four hours. A notable extension of this

and children who had

given

up

was

the forced emigration of women

their German citizenship (presumably through marriage to

Jew under the Reich's Law for the Protection of German Blood and Honour of the

year).6 They also had
within three

camps

Pogrom and the 'Final

The latter part

organization set
Jews in

an

as a

result, cannot tell what happened to those

Schulungslager. Nevertheless, it is likely they would have been put to

constructing the

period. Prinz,

previous

to leave within seventy-two hours. Grunbaum himself emigrated

days, leaving for Holland, and,

who went to the

a

use

that would later house the victims of both the 1938 November

Solution'.7
of this

former

up

a

process

manager

is reiterated in Dr Arthur Prinz's report of the

same

of the Hilfsverein der deutschen Juden (the help

for the Jews), talks of the arrest and internment of 1500 so-called unruly

unnamed concentration camp

agreed to emigrate

immediately.8

in 1938. Their release

However,

as

was

accepted only if they

Prinz points out, the emigration

was

carefully planned, with Jews being allowed to emigrate to other countries only if they
displayed sufficient value
'gifts' to the other

as a

powers

worker to that

and

a

country.9

In effect, these workers

were

both

camouflage for the regime's actual racial policy of

'payment' required by the country to which emigrants travelled saw to that. Although this was a regular
aspect of any emigration procedure, it was the Nazi impositions on emigrants' financial resources that proved
decisive, effectively forcing Jews to leave Germany with only RM 10 in foreign currency.
?
P.Iff 1030, pp.4-5. Report by Dr Ludwig Grunbaum, recorded in Amsterdam in November 1936 following
the author's
6
7
x

9

own emigration to Holland.
5; HILBERG, Raul, The Destruction of the European Jews. (New York, 1985 ed), pp.42-4
See Chapter iv: Forced Labour, Buchenwald section, infra., pp. 102-5.
P II.f.792, p.5. Report by Dr Arthur Prinz, formerly of the Hilfsverein der deutschen Juden.

Ibid

p

,

Ibid p.l. ["...in solche Lander gelenkt werden miisse, in denen die Juden durch ihre Fahigkeiten als
Bereicherung des Einwanderunglandes wirken konnten."]
,
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dehumanizing and marginalizing the Jews. This
the

Gestapo effectively blockaded

some

was not

countries

campaigns of virulent ant-Semitic propaganda,
Africa and Ecuador

coupled with the

supposedly refused to take

pressure

exerted in

so

the

much

some parts

with all countries. Indeed,

destinations for emigrants through

as

any

case

that countries such

so

more

Jewish

as

South

refugees.10 Such campaigns,

Jewish

of Germany for

understandably led to illegal emigrations and journeys made with false
led to

Emigration

emigration,

more

papers.

This, in turn,

immigrants being rejected and therefore tighter controls created to

prevent more such occurrences from happening again. Ultimately, Prinz indicates that

this

vicious circle left

the

sole

Shanghai, the only port that did not demand entry visas

legal destination for emigrating Jews, and, with just

emigrants, this tightened the regime's

A

grasp on

German

one

or papers, as

viable destination for Jewish

Jews.11

second, this time anonymous, report reinforces this picture, adding that in order to

emigrate - particularly in the late 1930s

-

it

was necessary to

bribe officials and forwarding

agents, often extensively, in order to get the proper documentation. In many instances, such
levies would leave the
Jews from

emigrants

penniless.12 Even this did not deter the many thousands of

applying for exit visas, and this great demand led the Gestapo to confiscate all

emigration pamphlets circulated by the Hilfsverein
of

evidence, it would

and

that the Nazi policy of Jewish emigration varied both in time

place. The geographical implications attached to emigration (Jewish

true nature of the

this

appear

n Ultimately, from this small collection
awareness

of the

regime and how this altered from region to region) will be studied later in

chapter but there is already

a

suggestion of a definite disparity that might be explained

by the relative efficiency of different Gau regions. However, Jewish emigration in this
context was a move to escape

emigrant needed to be
10

11

aware

from the Nazi regime, and, in order for this to

of the extent of the regime's

occur,

the

anti-Semitism.14 This section has

Ibid., pp.3-4,
Ibid p 11.
P.11.f. 683. Anonymous report on
,

12
13
14

the corruption of the

many

emigration officials.

Ibid., p.4.
All

often in the

secondary literature, the lack of awareness of German Jews in the thirties is voiced,
specific violence of Khstallnacht. RUBINSTEIN, Myth of Rescue, pp.20-3. Certainly, the Jews
of Europe were not unused to persecution and as such saw nothing especially different in pre-war Germany,
even if David Goldhagen purports the existence of a wide-spread Germanic anti-Semitism in his questionable
study. Cf. GOLDHAGEN, Daniel Jonah, Hitler's Willing Executioners. Ordinary Germans and the
Holocaust. (New York, 1996) and SCHLEUNES, Twisted Road to Auschwitz, pp. 186-8. Indeed, many
German Jews weighed up remaining with Nazi anti-Semitism against the hassles of emigration and decided
on the former. DAWIDOWICZ, Lucy S., The War Against the Jews. 1933-45. (New York, 1976), p.220.
H1LBERG, Destruction, pp.298-303, gives the most damning of verdicts concerning Jewish awareness,
stating that the misguided belief that appeasing the enemy would dilute animosity against them.
even

too

after the
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given

an

indication that the authorities

this for their

own

ends,

an

all intents and

were, to

purposes,

Emigration

able to manipulate

influence that would, retrospectively, prove useful in concealing

the extent of the 'Final Solution'.

Case

Illegal Emigration to the Netherlands:

Study

This section of the
and the ways

thirty

chapter will deal with the problems of emigrating from Nazi Germany

in which the German authorities manipulated those who tried. It will take

affidavits, collected in the WLA under three similar headings, to construct the

sworn

experience of those who emigrated from Germany illegally between 1933 and 1934, at the

beginning of Nazi rule. The first collection looks at the

why emigrants

reasons

were not

given passports by the German authorities; the second provides examples of the German
authorities

attempting to trap illegal emigrants; and the third

the difficulties

the study to include

opens out

emigrants faced in trying to stay in Holland, the country to which these Jews

fled.

The section

regions that

on

why Jews

were most

were

refused passports provides

useful indication of the

a

efficient in striving to be Judenfrei. The

in which this

way

was

done, however, varied in four different ways: straightforward discrimination, false

political expulsions, and physical and psychological threats.

accusations,

Arnold Charmatz, it was the latter. A manager at an
years,

day he

was

simply arrested by two SA

hours. He does not say

whether he

family fled the country

nonetheless.1"^

his attempts to get

either

choice. Isidor Asch
insurance. It
came

was

through

forced to leave

He did

so

a

of his customers,

was

was

forced to

deemed to be
pay

P.II.f.992 a,

never

anything to

and detained for twenty

result of this, but he and his
necessary visa or

a

passport as

was

job in

Effectively, the 300 RM cost of the policy

ruined by

as

well

as to a

a

member of the Nazi

50 RM fine and 15 RM

carefully orchestrated adverse publicity

The only date given is the one relating to the affidavit
clarity of detail.
p.l. Affidavit given on 1st November, 1933.

17

a

no

Nazi supporter named Herr Schramm, that

"'illegally requested of

Charmatz lacks
16

without the

back the policy

In addition, Asch's business

P.II.f.992 g.

as a

of

for three-and-a-half

fuller picture of his flight, ironically also through

to be in trouble with the authorities.

party" and Asch

costs.11'

one

was

men

case

futile but, fearing for his personal safety, he felt he had

were

provides

he had sold to Schramm

15

company

Charmatz experienced occasional ill-feeling from customers but

bother him. Then, one

Asch

insurance

In the

-

27lh

December, 1933. Unfortunately,

u:

and,

though he paid the tine, Asch

even

concentration camp
when he

applied for

was

Two further

in order to leave that he would

accounts

tell of threats

ascension to power.

on

was

was

told

back to gaol whilst the

therefore

In this context, it would

of grassroots

a case

throughout 1933, and

evidence of

the street. Both Meier Adler and Karl

appear

political weight

now

no

that Eichwald

injuries

as a

was

and threat of incarceration in

behind the attacks

-

was

the victim of

a

underlying political background, and

anti-Semitism. However, he

an arrest

severe

first attacked in 1932 and therefore, before the Nazi

racially-motivated assault by Nazi thugs that had

more

go

physically assaulted; Eichwald in particular received

were

result.18 Interestingly, Eichwald

was

gaoled for three weeks, and

a

administered.17 Thus, he fled without a passport.

request was

Eichwald

a passport

threatened with incarceration in

was

for non-payment of debts. He

Emigration

were

a

attacked

many

concentration

times

camp

-

enough to compel him to leave

Germany completely. More importantly than the attacks themselves, however, is Adler's
seeming

awareness

of the Nazi's active racial hatred that went much further than just ill-

feeling expressed by
Nazi desire to

fate.19

Such

see

some

him

awareness

of Charmatz's customers. Indeed, he mentions specifically the

disappear into the "Nacht and NebeF and sought to avoid such

could

Crude discrimination
1933 and accounted for the

mean

the difference between escape

against the Jews

flight of

Heilberg provides little information
Bajzer,

were

many

as to

was

clearly

a

and capture.

common

place in

some areas

in

of the illegal emigrants analysed here. Josef

his origins (which,

as we

shall

see

with David

fundamental to discrimination) and merely states his point-blank refusal for

a

passport. He was allowed only a domestic passport ("Inlands-Pass") because the police told
him

that,

70

as

he

was a

Jew, 'it is not known what you intend to do abroad."

revealing early insight into the fear that,
negative comments made by
albeit

''
l!i

some

nine years

some

later when

even

in 1933, the

regime was

ex-patriots. Himmler pinpointed this

rumours

about the

gas

chambers

were

This is

a

worried about the
concern

expressly

spreading:

Ibid., p.2.
P.II.f.992

& e, p. 1. Adler's (c) affidavit undated, though it would have been early summer; Eichwald's (e)
undated, would have been six months later.
19
P I 1 f 992 c; SNYDER, Louis L., Encyclopaedia of the Third Reich. (Leicester, 1995), p.242. The Nadu
undNebelErlafi was inaugurated as Nazi policy in December 1941 to facilitate the traceless disappearance of
enemies of the state 'into the night and fog' all across occupied Europe. Of course, Adler could not be
referring to specific policy, but just a trend in Nazi treatment of Jews.
c

also

20

P.II.f.992

einen

j. ["Herr Heilberg, Sie wissen doch, daB Sie Jude sind, und was es heiBt, heute einem solchen
Auslandspass zu geben. Man weiB nicht, was Sie driiben vorhaben "]
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This would
when

"In view of the

large emigration movements of Jews, I do not

wonder that such

rumours come

explain in part why

many more

to circulate in the world."

Jews

21

allowed to leave the Reich

were not

they wanted to, and would suggest that those who

Emigration

were

allowed,

were

even

allowed for

a

purpose.

David
and

Bajzer

was

targeted for his racial origins

emigrated to Germany in 1916. Whilst he

give

can

he

as

was

no reason

originally from Poland,

why he

was

groundlessly

expelled from the country in October 1933, it is almost certainly because of his eastern
European background. A Polish Jew

hierarchy,

so

much

so

was very

that his expulsion

does make reference to what is almost
via the Polish consulate,

an

was not even

certainly

effectively making him

the Nansen International Office for

much

Refugees.22

a

Untermensch in the Nazi racial

dressed

up as

Nansen passport, which he had acquired

an

official refugee under the jurisdiction of

It would

appear

allowed the authorities to treat its holder with contempt, as
Hamborn
before

on

the German-Dutch border to

Ludwigshafen

that this type of passport

Bajzer

on

was

relocated from

the German-Swiss border

being dismissed completely from the Reich.

Another

Brackmaver. A

example of the contemptuous treatment of Nansen passport-holders is Josef
26-year-old Ostjude (presumably from Russia) who experienced

kind of treatment to
when his old
in

anything else. Bajzer

Bajzer, Brackmayer had immense difficulties in getting

one ran

out. It was

branded with

a

Augsburg, Bavaria, used this to dismiss him

and would need the

Russian stamp
saying

that he

a

similar

a new passport

and the authority he went to

was

clearly

a

Nansen refugee

special passport. They claimed that they did not have

any

Nansen

passports, which was probably not the case considering they also claimed that one could be

21

Himmler

to

Mtiller,

11th

December, 1942,

as

cited in BREITMAN, Richard, Official Secrets: What the

Nazis Planned. What the British and Americans Knew, (London, 1998), pp.164-5.

2?

P.II.f.992 i. The Nansen International Office for

Refugees, authorized by the League of Nations in the
April 1, 1931. This office was the successor of the first
High Commission for Refugees, established by the League of
Nations under the direction of Fridtjof Nansen on June 27, 1921 After Nansen's death in May, 1930, and the
later abolition of the office of the High Commission for Refugees, the League Secretariat assumed
responsibility for the protection of the refugees, and responsibility for material assistance was vested in the
Nansen International Office for Refugees, an autonomous body under the authority of the League. As cited in
http://www.nobel.se/peace/laureates/1938/nansen-history.html.
of 1930, began active operations on
international agency dealing with refugees, the
autumn
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obtained

anywhere in the

behalf of his company,

country.23

and, in the

Emigration

At about this time, he began reclaiming his debts on
same way as

Asch,

was

threatened

as a consequence.

Indeed, Brackmayer was threatened with internment in a concentration camp if he
continued to request

these debts and

was

subsequently visited by

some

uniformed SA

Whilst he had his house ransacked and himself arrested, the SA did not manage to
old passport,

which Brackmayer had kept well hidden. Thus,

daily for four days whilst he
other such papers,
an

and

even

was

detained and

though he

was

never

even

though he

men.

find his

was

beaten

given back his birth certificate and

unable to get either the

up-to-date passport, Brackmayer decided to leave Germany

money

he

was

owed

or

immediately.24

However, Brackmayer's experience was not so legally charged as those who were

falsely but strongly accused of ill-doing and emigrated

as a

foreign country under such accusations left Jews such

Heinz Levy in

position. Levy
months first in
time but
the

was

was
a

accused of being

Ministry of the

Interior.25

a concentration camp.

This proviso

publicity abroad, and

was

was

On his release he had to sign

Another

was

beaten during this

any way,

a

declaration admitting to the

and that he could riot leave

confirmed by the ransacking of Levy's house and the

for travel abroad,

as

well

as

his subsequent flight to

telling of this story.

testimony tells of a similar accusation of dealings against the state. Alfred

Adler, who worked in the meat trade

supplying

He

due almost certainly to the regime's desire to avoid adverse

confiscation of documents necessary

Holland and the

precarious

in Diisseldorf and subsequently released under orders of

accusations, that he had not been mistreated in

Germany.26

a very

a

anarchist by Diisseldorf police and held for six

an

prison cell and latterly in

taken back to prison

as

result. Living illegally in

arms to

in

Einbeck just south of Hannover, was accused of

the Eiserne Front and the Communists through his supply of

cartridges used to slaughter

cattle.27

This tenuous claim

was

gun

nevertheless successful in

forcing Adler out of the country. A third accusation, against the thirty-year-old Benjamin
Gottschalk, appears to have some element of truth to the accusation. Gottschalk applied for
23
24

25
26
27

P.II.f.992 h, pp. 1-2.

Ibid., pp.2-3.
P.II.f.992 m, pp.

1-3. Dated

10th October,

1933.

Ibid., p.3.

P.II.f.992 b. The Eiserne Front (Iron Front) was a loose union of anti-Nazi political parties, including the
SPD, who attempted to weaken Hitler's rise in the election polls. SNYDER, Encyclopaedia, p 83;
KERSHAW, lan. Hitler. 1889-1936: Hubris. (London, 1998), pp.362-3
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passport in Geilenkirchen, near Aachen on the German-Dutch border, but was refused on

a

the

grounds of tax

compromises

than

He neither confirms

arrears.

his innocence. However, he does

that he

say

was

refused

as

a

result,

a passport on more
7o

occasion and that the

one

denies this, and,

nor

subsequent refusals

were

made without due cause."

Unfortunately, it cannot be confirmed whether the initial accusations against Gottschalk
were

correct

as

he neither confirms

it is clear that money was

Julian
and

deny them under oath here, but,

confiscated from him and he

Epstein, like Gottschalk

as

far

as can

even

with this fact,

then forced to leave.

was

be ascertained,

was an

SPD supporter

consequently had been attacked several times previously by Nazi brown shirts. His

application for
response
to

nor

passport in Essen, close to the Dutch border, was rejected with the

a

"a Jew does not get

whether this

was

a

passport".29

mainly because he

He

was a

convictions, apart from the comment made

political discrimination provides

a

was

on

refused twice, although it is unclear

Jew

or more

the first

as

because of his political

occasion.

A second account of

telling insight into the mentality of the regime in 1933.

Alfred Adler, no relation of the meat merchant from Einbeck but from Lauterbach in
Eastern Hessen like Meier

Adler, describes himself

further details of this. His story

initially refused

a passport

(only referred to
end of

July.10

as a

political refugee but gives

differs to Meier Adler's in that he

was

neither attacked

by the German consulate. However, the passport

materialized because of continued bureaucratic

police department. Finally,

as a

an excuse

"thing with

my

It is interesting that

no

nor

never

wranglings between the consulate and the

for not giving Adler

a passport was

manufactured

father") and he had to leave the country illegally at the

someone

who would otherwise have got

a passport was

only refused after consultation with the police department, illustrating that the Nazi aspect
of the process
after

a

(the police) had enough of

affidavits that
Holland.

31

buy their

28

30

influence to create

a reason

for refusal, albeit

lengthy delay. It is also important to note that, almost without exception, the authors

of these testimonies

29

an

came

from comfortable

backgrounds and often stressed in their

they could support themselves and would not be

an

economic burden to

Therefore, they were perfect targets for financial gain without having enough to

way out

of the country completely.

12th December, 1933.
llh September, 1933.

P.II.f.992 k. Affidavit dated
P.II.f. 992 1. Dated 1

P.II.f.992 d.
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A different

Emigration

insight is garnered when looking specifically at German attempts to trap

illegal emigrants. Essentially, the attempt is often made to lure the emigres back into the
Reich and therefore control their movements. This

was

done

by the introduction of short-

term

passports that allowed for travel for up to eight days, but no more. The example of

Kurt

Burgmann illustrates this perfectly. Burgmann wanted to leave Germany following a

Nazi attack. However, his

eight day

application made to Essen consulate-general only

which would return him

pass,

previously been stalking

him."

on

gave

him the

11th July into the hands of those who had

He attempted to get

Nansen passport

a

or even an

extension, but to

no

crime for such

passport was the fact that he was a Jew. Similarly, Erich Hans's attempt to

a

avail. Having never committed a punishable offence, Burgmann's only

get an emergency passport following threatening words from a Nazi work colleague was
also thwarted for this

reason." Interestingly, it

was

Gestapo affiliation in Essen and the surrounding
Semites within the

again in Essen that Hans applied; the

area was

clearly well-supplied with anti-

bureaucracy and working in tandem with

a

careful filtering of potential

emigrants.31

Hans decided to get to Dutch soil and then apply for

only

this

at

that

stage

he

Unbedenklichkeitserklarung (basically
and any

objectionable

the Essen

or

a

Hans vowed not to return,

was

much

Kleeb,

was a

the government

31

32

See

awareness

a passport.

only

an

However,

passport.33 The

eight-day

no

an

debts

further questioning,

on

a

concern

reason

why

himself with. In this example, Hans

of the situation and reacted accordingly to

twenty-one-year-old from Barmen

tougher treatment to reach the

because he

both

going abroad and spreading Greue/propaganda, the stories of Nazi human

particular

Kurt

positive;

was

and he states this specifically, was that he feared that he would

rights violations that Himmler would later
showed

anything

again. It

document that confirms the emigrant has

criminal records) and

police station admitted that it

be arrested for

offered

was

a passport

Jew and then

was

same

near to

conclusion. Kleeb

harassed into

a

escape

the Reich.

Essen, had to experience

a

was

dismissed from his job

confession of

alleged offences against

by the SA in September 1933. He openly admits to being

a

member of the

Appendix C for biographical details of the testimonies used here in table format.

P.II.f.993

a.

33

P.II.f.993 b, p. 1. He was simply told that "your time is coming" ["auch
took this as a serious racial threat nevertheless, although no other context is

du kommst an die Reihe"] but he
given.
34
GELLATELY, Robert, The Gestapo and German Society: Enforcing Racial Policy. 1933-1945, (Oxford,
1991), pp.44-7. Despite policing a huge area of four million inhabitants with relatively few officers, the
Gestapo authorities for Diisseldorf, Essen, Duisburg, and the surrounding cities were very efficient
particularly with its advanced spy network that helped to ensnare Jews such as those discussed here.
35
P.II.fi993 b, pp. 1-2.
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Reichsbanner Schwarz-Rot-Go/d, the SPD
that he
was

was

not

involved in

taken to the

anything

for Holland

consulate in Amsterdam for
was

effectively

punished for his
north of

a

than parades against the

a

camp

'crimes'.37

Herbert Keller suffered the

travel abroad. Keller's
is important to note

Gestapo

over

on one

a passport

that it

was

very

-

that got

38

P.I 1

993

d, p.l. Dated

single day's

flee.39

However, it

listening to advice and remaining
as

precarious

as

it then

only have been fortune that gained him

as a

result of

immediately.40
near

Berlin,

an

a

anti-Nazi comment, in his

It is interesting to
was

compare

this with

released after twelve hours and

charge of treason against the state. It could be said that this
away

was

in the localities. It should

original offence and arrest occurred in March and yet Bogusch had
late

as

June.41 Emil

Ernst also suffered from comments made

lsl November, 1933; KERSHAW, Hubris, pp.122, 476-7.

P.II.f.993 d, pp. 1-2.
P.II.f.993 e, letter i, p.l

& letter ii,

pp.

1-2. Two letters to the Committee for Jewish Fugitives in

Amsterdam, providing details about his emigration, dated
39
Ibid., letter i, pp. 1-2.
4"

-

He

a

identity card allowing

lenient in relation to the treatment of Keller and Kleeb

the freedom to escape as

37

was

from Kemna.

for Bogusch, who lived
official

committed

his work colleagues, which

him into the situation of escape,

neighbour who reported him

also be noted that his

36

an

awareness

Bogusch also experienced arrest

an

once to

ever

Unbedenklichkeitserklarung and had to

only to be offered

only Keller's

release similar to Kleeb's escape

later served with

which

occasion jumping from his apartment window.

turned out. If he had been arrested, it would

the other arrests,

at the German

treatment in Altona in the very

legal advisor suggested that he take the card and

alert to Nazi intervention

a

administrative

the community. Because of this, he

a passport or even an

several times,

applied four times for

same

criticism of the government

was a

prevented from gaining

to

an

passport. They only offered him a three-day passport,

demonstrates the influence of the

case

and only got out by

Hamburg. However, the only indiscretion he

near

'against the regime'

Erik

SA.36 Nevertheless, he

12th September and applied

on

likely

was

clear attempt at getting him to return to Germany and be properly

Germany

escape arrest

paramilitary organization, though it

nearby Kemna concentration

He tied the country

error.

more

Emigration

12th November and 10th December, 1933.

f, pp.2-3. Extensive letter to the Committee, dated 1st October, 1933. He commented during a
parade that he felt Germany was dying and he dates this 2nd March, although his arrest was on 22nd
March. It must be assumed that this is a misprint and that his comment and arrest occurred on the same day,
as opposed to being separated by nearly three weeks! It is conceivable that Bogusch was an early victim of the
Sondergarichl, the 'special court' set up on 21s1 March 1933 to try 'offenders against the state', although this
is not mentioned. Anyone making negative comments about Germany was liable to be tried by this court
41
Ibid pp.3-4.
P. 11 f 993

Nazi

,
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about the government,

officer in

question

but this time the comments

was

trying to avoid payment for

made with Ernst's company

and resulted in

a

made directly to

were

an

SA officer. The

order of floor-polishing equipment

an

physical threat from the Nazi. Ernst merely

replied that he knew people who could handle Nazi rascals ("Bengels"), and it
later resulted in his
that moment and

attempted arrest. Fortunately, he

was

able to flee

However, he did not have
in

some

was

was away on

Germany thanks to

a current

a

was

this that

business in Dortmund at

warning of what

was

happening.42

passport and his wife was still in Germany, apparently

danger from the Nazis. Effectively, he

was

without the

necessary

documents and

being lured back into the Reich through emotional and physical blackmail.

This

policy of luring Jews back into Germany

always straightforward in its

was not

attempts, and in the case of Kurt Kosters it was hampered by clumsy
he had

bureaucracy.4'1 Indeed,

already been granted the Unbedenklichkeitserklarung document from Essen-Ruhr

police station in August, and

was

told (after he had sent

numerous

passport at the German consulate in Amsterdam a month

Holland, however, it

was to

required

information, it is difficult to furnish this account with

likely that the regular authorities and Nazi officials
other. In the absence of other

authorities not

was

later44 When

an

an

a

Kosters arrived in

extension. Without

also the

enemy

any

further

adequate analy sis, except that it is

were not

in constant contact with each

evidence, it is likely that Kosters

passport but was then given a three-day passport

Bureaucracy

reminders) to collect

discover that the passport granted was valid only for three days

and that he would have to return to Essen if he

the

Emigration

was

initially promised

a

full

requiring his return to Germany.

of Jewish emigrants in Holland. Unwilling

wishing to house Jewish refugees

were

understandable at this time because

precedent of German anti-Semitic discrimination and violence had not yet been made,

although,

even as

difficult it

was

for

early

as

1933, this precedent

was

being set. It is interesting to

see

how

genuine refugees to seek asylum abroad in this context, and this section

42

P II f.993 g, pp. 1-2. Dated 2nd September, 1933. Ernst comes
Main and therefore the same region from which many emigrants

from Kassel, which is close to Frankfurt am
in the opening section came.
43
KERSHAW, Hubris, pp.478-9, 535-8. Kershaw outlines the Gleichschaltung of Germany, the policy of
total co-ordination of the Reich into a Nazi state. Essentially, this co-ordination was achieved outside of
Hitler's own command, as he retreated further and further from the grass roots of domestic politics after mid1934, although he expected his desires to be known already from such sources as his Mein Kampf. As a result,
even when he allowed the setting up of specifically unbureaucratic organizations such as the Organisation
Todt (which oversaw the construction of military installations), there were always new and often overlapping
bureaucracies behind them. In this way, and even in 1933, passport controls were hampered by such
cumbersome

legislation.
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provides
some

a

useful introduction to the early

Jewish

immigrants whose

to lack of money

one

Reich.45 Of course, there were
were

due mainly

life abroad and less to do with seeking
way

of information

a

from the fact that she felt compelled to join her family when

basic plea for

context, a difficult and drawn-out
authorities would not be

failure of any

is that Folk admitted to

Chuna

why she

as to

indication of the emerging anti-Semitism in Germany invoked by

Essentially, Folk's letter is

success or

a new

such example, giving little in the

needed to leave Germany apart
an

of the Third

for leaving Germany for Holland

and the desire to start

asylum. Lea Folk is

they tied,

reasons

years

Emigration

a

place to stay,

as

procedure of acceptance

unsurprising, although

on

given

we are not

she

destitute. In this

the part of the Dutch

any

of these applications. The only detail that

is

Nazism.46

information

can

as to

the

be determined here

being present illegally in Holland for at least four months.

Brin, father of

a young

family, provides

example of why refugees were

an

rejected. Brin, originally from Poland, left his birth-country in 1920 to avoid having to do

service.47

military

As he gives

admission would not

give

a

no reason

as

pacifist beliefs, this

favourable impression to the country of which he is requesting

citizenship. He then gives the

reason

fraud levelled

an

against him in

much detail about this and

for this decision, such

why he left Germany

extensive auditing of his

as

on.

escape

business.48

actually admits to there being

keeping, although he does deny the charge later

being to

With

a

the charges of

He does not

go

into

small anomaly in his book¬

an

impending arrest

on

these

grounds, he panicked and fled the country with his family. Essentially, he has not
constructed

a

positive character description of himself, and leaves

a

couple of unanswered

questions, particularly about the fraud claim. However, he does point out that, as a stateless
Jew

(he lost Polish citizenship following his refusal to do military service), he was unlikely

get a winning case even though he claims his

to

he

never

by his
44

45

committed any

vague

p.]].f.993

innocence.4'

'punishable offence', although his

In addition, he does stress that

case

protestations of innocence. Without valid

would have been weakened

reasons

for his treatment in

c.

These

particular documents are presented in the WLA under the heading "The Struggle for Passports or
Residence-Permits by 'Illegal Emigrants/Immigrants." Whilst the success or failure of each example cannot
be ascertained, this title would suggest that gaining legal admission to Holland was particularly difficult for
these people.
46
P.II.f.994 f, pp. 1-2. Letter dated 30Ih November, 1933.
47
P II f 994 1, p. l. Letter dated 31st December, 1933.
48
Ibid., pp. 1-2. Perhaps, as a result of his Polish origins, he was targeted by the Finanzbehorde (fiscal
authorities) and subjected to intense scrutiny.
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Germany (which Brin does not offer in his affidavit and

Emigration

only be gleaned by additional

can

knowledge of Nazi attempts at trapping Jews), it is difficult to

see

the Dutch authorities

accepting this family into the country.

Two further

examples of whole families fleeing Germany provide

commentary of what the Nazi
her age

but

was

probably at least in her

forties,50 initially mentions financial

political events have destroyed

larger context of her life
threats
She

by the SA. This

in

was

pertinent

regime stood for. Miss Regina Brandeis, who does not give

resulting from the loss of her two businesses. The only
the "latest

a more

my

reason

existence."51

constraints

she gives for this loss is that

However, she then

gives

the

Germany under the Nazis, citing two local murders and daily
the

reason

for her fleeing to Holland

in

advance of her parents.

pleads for residence permits for all three of them, stressing their helplessness and the

physical danger they

be in. Indeed, she mentions that her father is currently in

appear to

hospital, although she does not

say

why.3" It

can

only be assumed that the SA visits, of

which he often bore the brunt, resulted in his current state, but this is a

retrospective

judgement and not necessarily the conclusion drawn at the time by the Dutch authorities.

Manfred Bloemendal offers

apparatus

-

second

example of how extreme the Nazi police

which operated outside of court authority - had become by 1933. Bloemendal's

brother, Josef, had already served
Bad

a

a

four-month term

in

'protective custody' (Schutzhaft) in

Kissingen, about seventy miles east of Frankfurt-am-Main, being released

condition of his
internment in

a

leaving the

country.35

also expressly granted

were

20th

October and, with

no

on

Hamburg and the subsequent arrest of Bloemendal

beginning of October. They

they

July

The fact that he did not leave the country led to his

concentration camp near

and his father at the

in

were

given

no reason

for their arrest, but

right of appeal. All the Bloemendals

were

released

on

their livelihood in Germany already destroyed, immediately tied to

Holland where the father

was

origins, the Bloemendal family

keen to get
was

hack his Dutch

still waiting

some

citizenship.34

Even with these

three weeks after their arrival

in

the

country.
49

a
50
51
?2

53
34

Ibid., p 3. His tax advisor, Herr Krausmann, denied the charges on Brin's behalf but realized that he was at
distinct

disadvantage because of his racial background.
Judging by the age of her parents (76 and 69) and her background
P.II.f.994 a, pp 1-2. Letter dated 30lh June. 1933.
Ibid., pp.2-3.
P.II.f.994 b, p.l. Dated 10lh November. 1933.
Ibid., pp. 1-2.
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of two businesses.
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As

a

non-German Jew,

who fled

someone

again from Poland, Simon Habermann is

Germany specifically because of his origins. Of course,

Habermann would not have been

acceptable to the Nazis

even

Duisburg, close to the Dutch border

near

as an

though he offered

industry.55

manual labour skills from his time in the construction

example of

an

As he

does not

that he had been threatened

give

any

out the

living in

Cologne, he would also have been subjected to the

Indeed, he

by various members of the Nazi party, although he

details, apart from this being

fact that he also states that he lacked

numerous

was

ultra-efficient Nazi authorities in that district, as earlier testimonies suggest.
mentions

Ostjude,

a

a

major factor in his decision to

leave.56 The

feeling of belonging to Nazi Germany does not set

dangers that already existed for Jews in Germany and therefore Habermann \s

application would not have been dealt with with

Robert Lewitsch

only

goes a

as

much

urgency as

it deserved.

little further in showing the dangers that Jews

were

Latvian, and

even

marriage laws. Perhaps

as a

already facing in Germany. His wife had previously been married to
after divorce she
consequence

was

Latvian citizen under Latvia's

a

of the couple being labelled Ostjuden in this

molested and threatened yet no

details

that defined many

even

Jews' lives

unemployed, and therefore

are

treatment of the Jews either

Jews such

as

Lewitsch that

under international

law,

well-founded fear of

a

are

in

seeking

provided

many

refugee is

persecution.59

nor

way,

a

they

emphasis placed

were

on

frequently

the racial labels

1933.38 Instead he admits that he and his wife
a new

by Nazi thugs
so

57

are

beginning in Holland. It is because the racist

or

officials is not sufficiently demonstrated by

refugee applications
someone

ran

into difficulties. Essentially,

compelled to flee their homeland through

Many of these

cases

a

do not sufficiently stress this

aspect.

The

example of Paul Landau illustrates the point that nationality

treatment in the

makes

some

57

59

a

full German citizen

exit visa because of his citizenship, but his Jewish wife, who

engaging of Jewish forced labourers was not used in this
expendable - workforce for the war effort was needed

way

until much later, when

a

massive

new

-

P.II.f.994 d
"Diese Arbeitsfeld verliess ich erst im Jahre 1933 als das

Existenz
58

an

The

and
56

acquired

fundamental to

only indirectly. On the other hand, Alice Leporte

pertinent points about her similar experience. Landau,

since 1919, had

"5

Third Reich, but does so

was

untergrub."

P.II.f.994 i.

RUBINSTEIN, Mvth of Rescue, p.79.
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did not have German

citizenship, had been refused and

Germany.60 Leporte suffered in a similar way.
a

was

She had married

a

subsequently stuck in

German-born Turk and, as

separation.61

result, acquired a Turkish passport, which she held even after their

talks of the "terrible events"
reason

for her escape,

applied for

coupled with

German authorities. She

on

with his
who

cites a

a

Dutch firm. As a result, she
was

refused by the

getting his wife into the country with him and he provides character witnesses
62

case.

*

^

i

This 'legal' approach contrasts with Leporte's,

being harassed by the Nazis causing her to flee the country illegally. She

former work

probable

offer of work for

appealed to the Jewish Refugee Committee in Amsterdam for

plea to support the couple's

was

an

rightly emphasizes the contradiction of Nazis not allowing Jews to

leave. Meanwhile, Landau
advice

Leporte

(furchtbaren Ereignissen) in Germany and cites these as

visa at the Dutch Consulate in Berlin, which

an entry

Emigration

reason

colleague (whom she believes denounced her to the authorities)

even

as

the

of this harassment, highlighting Germany's police state mentality."1

Both Landau and

Leporte originated from Berlin, whose authority's refusal to allow

Frauen Landau and

Leporte to leave Germany

side of the country,

which usually forced its Jews to leave rather than to stay. With the other

is

in contrast with the Gaue

Berlin-situated documents used here, it would appear

on

the opposite

that those Jews close to the capital

were

generally required to remain in Germany (as Leporte specifically mentions) and, in

some

instances,

offered the carrot of relative freedom

were

as a

result. Certainly, the Nazi

government was concerned of Greue/propaganda being spread across Europe, but
also not have wanted to

public by inciting
Jews in

a

cause

would

panic (and adverse publicity) amongst the general German

major exodus of Jews from Germany. Certainly, the control exerted on

Germany is clear

m

these instances. Unfortunately, it

was not

obvious for the Dutch

authorities, mainly because the majority of these affidavits did not emphasize the negative
forces at work in
treatment

of

its

Germany. Only the minority, Leporte's included, demonstrated the Nazi
Jews

as

the

primary

reason

for departure, thus rendering them official

refugees under international law.

60

P.II.f.994 g, p. 1.
P.II.f.994 j, p. 1.

Dated
Dated

30lh September, 1933.
14"' January, 1934. Their divorce

was not legal in Germany as it was carried out in
Angola, at great cost.
62
Ibid., p.2.
63
Ibid., pp.1-3. See also GELLATELY, Gestapo and German Society, pp.185-214 for the Gestapo gaining
compliance through pressure, policing even the spoken with the strictest devotion. In this way, 'inter-racial'
relationships (both formal and intimate) were broken up wherever possible, much in the same way as Leporte
was denounced by a work colleague even as early as 1933.
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The

refugee
eyes

political aspect of three

affidavits lends the concept of being

more

a

an

'official'

credence, but also marginalizes the racial mindset of the Nazi regime in the

more

of the Dutch immigration officials. Not that the maltreatment of

within

Emigration

regime is

any more

a

political activist

acceptable than racial maltreatment, but rather

refugees feeing racism would have set

a

telling precedent. For

one,

an

influx of

Werner Friedmann

pleads not to be turned back into the hands of the German authorities because of his support
of the SPD and KPD, for whom he

origin.64 Of course, it is difficult

designed posters and placards, and not for his Jewish

to say whether Friedmann was persecuted solely

political beliefs rather than his origin, although
list of'anti-socials' without
Oskar

who handed out
to

poster-artist would not be too high

a

being formally identified

Kuhaupt would have been much higher

on

publications discovered. Kuhaupt

place

was not

was

as a

'cultural

this list,

as

he

party.56

As

a

pamphlets and periodicals for the

the Nazi authorities and his work

for his
on a

bolshevist'65 Certainly,

was an

SPD propagandist

result, he

was

well-known

raided in September 1933 and 'illegal' SPD

there at that time and,

on

being warned, fled the

country that same night.

Kuhaupt
brother

appears to

have been lucky compared to Friedmann, whose father and

(who it is implied, although not confirmed,

interned in

a

concentration camp

his mother and young

sister, who he felt might also be arrested

abroad and spread "horror stories"

Himmler

was

be both

was

also SPD members) had been

in Moringen. Indeed, Friedmann feared for the safety of

had gone

to

were

as

relatives of someone who

(Greuelnachrichten).67 Of course, this is what

speak of in the future and it applies to left-wing activists

to be

subjected to particularly stringent attempts at expulsion. A

Siegfried Jackmann, whose affidavit
example is important for two

reasons.

was

effectively

Firstly, the

an

socialism

04

charges

were

case

in point is

manner

in which the Nazi auxiliary police
on

the initial charges

later levied. And secondly, the indistinct nature of Jackmann's

being augmented because he

P.II.f.994 e, p. 1.

it did Jews. To

application for asylum, and whose

(Hilfspolizei) and the regular police (ordentlichen Polizei) disagreed
and how those

as

was a

Jew.

The only date of any relevance that

can

be ascertained for the writing of this document is

mid-July, 1933.
65

KERSHAW, Hubris, p.482 Cites examples of writers such as Freud, Einstein, and Remarque who were

were included in the Burning of the Books on 10lh May, 1933.
P.II.f.994 h. KERSHAW, Hubris, pp.454-5. Kershaw discusses the great efforts made by the Nazis in
electoral areas that they already controlled in early 1933 At this time, their cleansing Aklionen were aimed at

deemed 'cultural bolshevists' and whose works
66

Jews and
67

especially communists.
1 -2. But, interestingly, not because they too

P.II.f.994 e, pp.
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were

SPD supporters7
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Essentially, Jackmann
its chancellor. However, he
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charged with treason against the Reich's government and

was

gives

SPD

no

or

KPD connection

as

Kuhaupt and Friedmann

do, and the tone of his letter to the Amsterdam Committee for Jewish Refugees is one of

fleeing

an

without

cause.

near

him

the

inexplicable
So much

persecution.68 Certainly, he
so

that the

regular police force, from his hometown of Schonecken

Luxembourg border, released him

by auxiliary police

were

stresses that his imprisonment was

on

the grounds that the charges made against

groundless. The latter force would have been made

up

of SS,

SA, and Stahlhelm officers, and thus answered to Hitler 69 The regular police force did not.
It is

interesting to note that it

was

predominance. Nevertheless, this
has

already been

seen,

only in certain

area

and Jackmann

areas

that Nazi subsidiaries had local

of Germany in general fell under Nazi influence,

was

eventually issued

a

formal charge from the public

prosecutor's office in Trier, to the south of Schonecken. From this, he realized he could
longer stay in his town and,

as a

as

no

result, went north to Cologne to get legal assistance.

However, Cologne proved unfriendly and he was told that he would be arrested if he stayed
there. He

destroyed the legal citation he received and fled the

Geographically, these documents demonstrate
in the

a

country.70

revealing spread of Nazi influence

early 1930s, before Hitler had become Fiihrer in 1934. Figure 2.1 illustrates the Gau

fit into it. Essentially,

system in the early part of the Nazi era and how these documents
what

can

be

gleaned from this representation is that Jews

western border of

Germany, and noticeably

more

the number of documents available here is

were

treated harsher closer to the

leniently in and around Berlin. Of course,

sufficiently small to hinder

evidence but, nevertheless, definite trends are set. Indeed, these trends are
nature of the

Gauleiters themselves Jacob

Cologne-Aachen (10)
the

68
69

were

any

conclusive

supported by the

Sprenger of Hesse (8) and Josef Grohe of

noted for their extreme anti-Semitism.

boundary with Western Europe and beyond, their control

71

over

And,

as

they

were on

Jewish emigration

was

k, p. 1. Dated 17th September, 1933.
GELLATELY, Gestapo and German Society, pp.33-5; KERSHAW, Hubris, pp.310, 455 Gellately also

P 11.f.994

the

importance of the 'auxiliary police' in re-enforcing Nazi power in the localities that was
by the regular police force refusing to kowtow to Hitler.
P.II.f.994 k, pp. 1-2. Jackmann does cite three people who would testify the truth of his story on a third page
of his testimony, and states that he destroyed the citation to avoid unnecessary complications on the border.
71
KERSHAW, Hubris, p.560; GELLATELY, Gestapo and German Society, pp.31, 50, 101, 109 Gellately
stresses

sometimes diluted

cites

an

interview between Hitler and the Bavarian Prime Minister in 1933 in which the Fiihrer claimed that

he did not intend

Nazi take-over of Bavarian

police, although Gellately points out that he had in Hesse,
Hamburg, and Lubeck Interestingly, in 'Cologne-Aachen, anti-Semitism was strong enough to facilitate a
more open stance against Jews by the Gestapo. The trends presented in fig. 2.1 are certainly corroborated by
Gellately's Gestapo study, which pinpoints significant Nazi influence in the 'areas of notable harshness'.
a
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important to the Nazi authorities. The fear of Greuelpropaganda being spread
concern

especially in 1933, but this

within the Reich, which

was

was a

balanced by the need to avoid adverse publicity

explains why the Berlin region

was more

lenient to the Jews; the

regime not wishing to advertise its anti-Semitism in the capital. Nevertheless, with the
harsher treatment

experienced in western Germany

extent of Nazi anti-Semitism and realization that the

with the official Jewish line of the
Jews should hold out for

a

their national
awareness

Jewry

which should have sent out
real nature of the
would appear

more

representation centred

with Dutch

a

even

that the Jews

was even

anti-Semitic
away

were

policy maybe to

secure

of the

their

areas, see

lack of

was

after the horrors of the Pogrom of November 1938,
the Jews in Germany's neighbour about the

not.73 Essentially, unless the violence

was

personalized, it

willing to remain in Germany.

1. Badsn

5. Franconia
6. Greater Berlin

K3ll£-r%fer$6i3iJf£
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10.
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11.
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usually bureaucratic
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14.
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I
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17. Korin Westphalia
18. Easi Hanover
19. Easi Prussia

use

of violence

20- Pc-er^nia
£1, Sa&rpiste
22. Saxony
23. Schiaswig-Holstein
24.

Si'es'a

25. Swabia
20. Sc-rtn Msncvcr
27. Scutn Wcstpha'ia

Tfie party

regions

:

the Gang- ] pre-1938]

28. Thurinc's
?>\ ViVser-F-n.
30.

VjLi'ttarnbsrcj-Enhenzc

a

fig 2.1) who wanted to have

2. Bavarian Os:ma:<
S. DDsssldorr
4. Essen

7.

own

developed with the insistence of

from Berlin. Certainly, there

clear message to

regi me, but did

awareness

only way was to escape. This contrasts

moderation in Nazi Jewish

of Essen Jews (one of the

tangible

Reichsvertretung der deutschen Juden, which held that

Lehensraum12 Indeed, the Reichsvertretung
group

came a more

arn

Fig 2.1 Relative treatment of.Jews in different Gane, 1933-4. [Original Source: Freeman, Atlas, p.68]

2

HILBERG, Destruction, pp.60-1.
PRESSOR, Jacob, Ashes in the Wind: the Destruction of the Dutch Jews. (London, 1965 trans: Arnold
Pomerans), pp. 1-2.
73
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An Introduction to the Allies

The Jewish
a

Internment

-

on

particularly Allied, countries. Mauritius,
Ocean,

was

Mauritius:

emigrants who found themselves

useful introduction to the treatment Jews

transformed into

British Palestine from 1940.

an

a

Emigration

on

Mauritius for the duration of the

offer

war

experienced in trying to emigrate to foreign, and
tropical island close to Madagascar in the Indian

internment camp for "illegal immigrants" seeking to enter

Although the full extent of Nazi anti-Semitic policies had not

yet taken effect, there had been sufficient international coverage of such violent events as
Kristallnacht to warrant
this

instance, there

The
restrictions

Jew,

was

more

was very

sympathy for Jewish refugees fleeing Germany. However, in

little.

timing of these emigrations is also worthy of note, particularly with the
on

Jews that

arrested

and the Jewish

on

by the start of the

30th May 1938,

community (much

as

on

war

had been

imposed.74

the pretext of acting

a

Viennese

go-between with police

the Judenrcite would be during the war), and

deported, along with 400 others to Dachau concentration

camp.7"

From there he

was

was

taken

Buchenwald, only to be released eleven months later with predated emigration papers

to

(literally release

papers, or

Enllassungshefehle).76 The transportation from Buchenwald was

lengthy and involved imprisonment at
further incarceration in
was not

74

as a

Hans Klein,

freed

a

numerous

cities in Southern Germany followed by

Gestapo cell. From his release from Buchenwald

completely until

19th October.7' Ironically, his legal

papers

on

a

1st May, he

(referred to in the

Extensive

economic, political, and social isolation for the Jews was born out of the Nuremberg Laws of
was added to and increased as war approached. After Kristallnacht, the night of 9lh November
that saw an acceleration of anti-Semitic violence, Jewish businesses were compulsorily Aryanized. By the
beginning of 1940, Jews had been subjected to an eight o'clock curfew, had been denied all contact with the
media, and had even begun to be deported from German soil. See SNYDER, Encyclopaedia. And, after
October 1941, Jewish emigration would be disallowed completely. See the directive dated 23rd October 1941
1935, which

and

signed by Heinrich Muller, head of the Gestapo, that banned all Jews from emigrating from Germany,
reinforced the earlier directive issued by Himmler to the same
effect the previous month, YAH1L, Leni, The Holocaust: the Fate of European Jewry. 1932-1945. (Oxford,
1990), p. 293.
75
P.III.h (Mauritius) 776, p i. Personal report detailing author's emigration into internment on Mauritius.
76
Cf. P III h (Buchenwald) 170 & 655, in Chapter iv: Forced Labour, infra., pp. 102-4. The only difference
with this document and those is that Klein left Buchenwald with only 8 other inmates instead of 52. Klein
points out that this was unusual at this time because emigration of camp inmates had been forbidden from this
period. However, there is little evidence cf this imposition being adhered to, as demonstrated by the other
Buchenwald documents cited above. It is possible that Klein is referring to the original Nazi plan that
stipulated only wealthy Jews be arrested and effectively held to ransom and de-possessed in concentration
camps until they agreed to leave Germany. Particularly following Kristallnacht, the overzealous rank-and-file
of the SS saw the arrest of a great number of Jews who did not fit this description. Klein, one such Jew, would
not normally have been eligible for emigration as he did not offer any riches to the regime in exchange for his
release. READ, Anthony and David FISHER, Kristallnacht: the Unleashing of the Holocaust. (New York,
1989), pp.112-3.
77
P.III.h (Mauritius) 776, p.4.
Yad Vashem Archives, TR-3/1209, which
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document

78

only

as

"mem Affidavit") allowing him entry to America had now expired. c Had

Klein not been incarcerated for
released

on

long he would have been able to emigrate, yet he

so

the sole condition that he left the country,

communications withtn the process

With

Emigration

seemingly

no

demonstrating

a

was

clear breakdown in

of forcing Jews to emigrate.

options left, Klein attempted

along with five others, managing to do

so

an

illegal

crossing

into Yugoslavia

by bribing the border officials. However,

Yugoslavian police, who had previously shot illegal refugees, quickly sent them back into
the hands of the

he met

an

Gestapo, who flogged

was

was

returned to Vienna where by chance

old school friend, now in the SS, and was advised to

construction works to avoid any
Klein

them.79 He

then

ordinances of

the cost of RM

Klein's

Gestapo

a transport

experience is shared by the extensive report submitted by Dr A.Zwergbaum,
meeting

of the 4,000 Jews from Danzig, Vienna, and Bratislava in

up

journey to Palestine at the beginning of September

Essentially, this illegal transport of Jews to Palestine

having

come

only

a part

of it. There

from concentration

Zwergbaum, had been waiting
appear

that there

was

,s

xo

M

was a

four ships, two of which

camps as

were

Gestapo-controlled

Klein had. The other two ships, according to

on

so

the Jews

were

it would

this Gestapo shipment, although

important to note is Zwergbaum's comment that,
were,

1940.81

major operation, and the

couple of days for the Gestapo ships to arrive,

unfavourably their prospects

would have been had

79

a

were

high level organization focusing

this is not revealed. What is
how

of Jews to Palestine, under the

Herr Storfer, which he successfully managed to do, albeit at

man,

readiness for the intended

was

with the road

1,200.80

which details the

Gestapo

up

further Gestapo persecution. Indeed, from this work post,

urged to put himself down for

a

sign

certainly

a

no matter

lot better off than they

they stayed in Czechoslovakia.

Ibid., pp 4-5.
Ibid., pp.5-6.

Ibid., p.6.
P.III.h

(Mauritius) 777, Part I, p. 1. An extended diary set out in seven parts that reports the journey to
subsequent internment on Mauritius. Basic additional information contained in YAHIL, Leni, in
GUTMAN, Israel (Ed. in Chief), Encyclopaedia of the Holocaust. (New York, 1990), volume HI, pp.943-4.
Palestine and
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The four steamers sailed down the Danube to Tulcea in
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Rumania, where they

were

o?

transferred to three

point, it

10Ql

was

ocean-going ships, which travelled under the Panama flag. " By this

October and the Jews celebrated Yom Kippur and

white bread, cognac,

steamers.83

The Jews

ban that the

crew

and chocolate by the Jewish community from
allowed to

were

enjoy

a

provided with

were

one

of the non-Gestapo

memorable celebration, except for

a

smoke-

refused to lift. However, much as the luxurious foodstuffs were

welcomed, Zwergbaum points out that it was coal that was more desperately needed as their

ship's supply

It

was very

low, and without it the engines would not work.

not until

12th November

was

supplies and

poor

in the

Jews

ships reached Cyprus, and, by this time, the

of typhus had hit the ship hard. Indeed,

an onset

week-long journey from Crete to Cyprus and hunger
especially.

84

Nevertheless, there

intercepted by the British.

85

intransigence that

seven on

taking its toll

very

were correct

for,
as

very

a

result,

on

the morning of

were

quickly, the

journey.

The

British ships, including the Patria, which had

secretly been sabotaged with explosives by the underground Jewish paramilitary
Haganah. As

the older

prisoners of war. It

lead to the greatest tragedy of the entire

British ordered all the Jews to board separate

on

cynical warned against

board would be going to Mauritius

was to

board perished

great enthusiasm when the ships

proved that the cynics

British indicated that everyone on
this

was

was

As Zwergbaum mentions, only the

such unbridled emotion, and it

was

that the

25th November, the explosives

were

group,

the

detonated.

Unfortunately, the Haganah had only intended to damage the Patria and prevent the Jews
from
old

being taken to Mauritius but had misjudged the effect explosives would have

on

the

ship. The Patria sank within fifteen minutes taking with her, by Zwergbaunrs

estimation, 220 refugees.

From this

Palestine

were

86

misguided action emerged

interning the Jews

more out

an

indication that the British forces in

of national security than anti-Semitism for they

P.lll.h

(Mauritius) 777, Part I, pp.3-4. The Panama Flag was often used as a flag of convenience as it did
require ships to adhere to necessary safety and hygiene regulations. Not surprising considering the ships"
refugee cargo. Of course, Panama was not at war during this period either, so flying the Panama flag would
also reduce the risk of the ships being attacked
83
Ibid Part I, pp 7-8.
84
P.lll.h (Mauritius) 779a, pp 1-2. Newspaper report taken from the Cypriot Post (16lh November, 1940),
which describes the journey of the Atlantic, described as a "small coastal vessel of only 417 tonnes", whose
'cargo' was 1875 Jewish refugees Received from Hans Klein
85
P.lll.h (Mauritius) 777, Part I, pp. 10-12.
86
Ibid p. 12; YAHIL, in GUTMAN, (Ed. in Chief), Encyclopedia, p.944.
not

,

,
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allowed all those who

swam

other Jews who had not yet

87

ashore to remain

111

boarded the Patria

Palestine. ' Of course, this did not

or

who had boarded

were

nevertheless taken to and interned

were

directing the deportations dealt with the Jews

on

but

were

instances of

justifiable security

brutality. It
measure

was

a separate

war

and

police who

poorly.88 They taunted them, they

very

women to

share filthy toilets), and

this treatment that detracted from

in times of

help the

ship, for they

Mauritius. However, the Palestinian

imposed arbitrary rules (notably the forcing of men and
there

Emigration

a

an

unfortunate

similar dichotomy is evident in

a

number of other testimonies.

To

their

own

an

extent,

Zwergbaum understands this conduct

comrades and much of their

as

the police had lost two of

equipment in the sinking of the Patria, but it went

against the conduct the refugees expected of the British and the occasional cruelty was
inexcusable.

Forcing the Jews to remain in their filthy state for the duration of the

was treatment

that would

only have been expected of Nazis. Certainly, conditions improved

when various anti-Semitic members of the
the

police

on one

police

of the ships, whose main aim

humiliate his Jewish prisoners,
arrived in Mauritius

on

voyage

were

relieved, notably the commander of

the

on

who he regarded with

journey
more

had been to humble and

distaste than POWs. They

26th December, 1940.

Initially, conditions

on

Mauritius

were

relatively good for the internees: food, most
on

notably,

was

plentiful considering the imposition of

war

rationing.

There

was

also

an

attempt to provide them with cultural pastimes, including stage productions in which

everybody

was

encouraged to take part. Of

community, Zwegbaum

was

cynical enough to

course,

see

it

as a

rioting.9" What is clear is that the internment was quite
87

Ibid., p.944. There were protests both in Britain
to the pressure of the moment of course.
P.Ill h (Mauritius) 777, Pail I, pp. 15-6.

and America

whilst this fostered

a sense

of

tactic to prevent the refugees from

apparent. Whilst the jobs that those

as a

result of the incident, which would have

added
xs

89

Ibid

Part II, pp. 5-4, 7, 12. 475g of bread per man per day (the women got somewhat less); 25g margarine;
50g flour and 150g rice every week; 185g salmon or beef, although the internees were surprised at the lack of
salt-water fish allowed considering their closeness to the sea; can of condensed milk every three weeks;
various vegetables, fruit, oil, and spices also included Essentially, the internees were fed well
The Nazis often employed this tactic in the camps and ghettos to divert attention from deportations east,
encouraging the performance of plays and the like whilst arranging for transports to the death camps as seen
in GILBERT, Martin, The Boys: Triumph over Adversity. (London, 1996), pp.161-3 and YAHIL, Holocaust,
p.296. Of course, this is not to compare the British authorities with their Nazi counterparts. However, it is
possible that Zwegbaum's testimony and the cynicism therein is, in part, conditioned by his experiences of
Nazi Germany. This may have led to the overly-cautious British treatment of Jewish refugees in Palestine as a
security risk being misinterpreted as something far worse by the author, although this is just speculation.
,
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the

up to

age

and butcher

of fifty-five carried out
furthered this

-

including all the regular vocations, such

-

of

sense

Emigration

as

baker

community, in the extreme and fluctuating

of

temperatures (which could vary between 7 and 36 °C in the shade) and with the stresses

captivity, there

were many cases

of

fever.91

In addition, the Jews

placed in two

were

separate camps; one for men and one for women. It did not matter that this

couples, and the British guards - whom Zwergbaum held in contempt -

altering this arrangement. Certainly this
desired

was not at

were

split married

intransigent in

all the final destination the refugees had

having escaped from Nazi Germany.

Following these problems, and the subsequent tightening of privileges in 1943,
there

was a

formal letter of complaint

issued by the internees

of State for Colonies in London in October of that year.
was

called into

when

question with the claim that,

being transferred from

interned

illegally

their internment
so

as

was

one

as

on

the island to the Secretary

In it, the legality of their internment

they had not technically entered Palestine

ship to another, they

were

deported and subsequently

they had not passed into Palestinian jurisdiction at
legal, the Jews argued, it did not make

sense to

any

time.92

Even if

keep them in captivity

strictly, particularly in the cramped and deteriorating living quarters. This followed

a

previous petition sent to the British government in August that strongly protested the

tightening of regulations, the withdrawal of privileges, and the increase in the number of
guards

on

the

island.9. Essentially,

as

much

as

those in charge of the

from it, Beau Bassin was to all intents and purposes a

separation of the
late

sexes was

subsequently

POW

camp

camp.

rescinded,94 the Jews remained

tried to detract

And, whilst the
on

the island until

July 1945, according to the final section of Zwergbaum's diary." However, it

after the

was

only

change of High Commissioners in 1944 that the original order, which stated that

the internees

were

not to

be allowed into Palestine

even

at the end of the war,

was

overturned.96

91

92

Ibid., pp.2-6.
(Mauritius) 77%, pp. 1-2. Memorial (assumed misprint of'memorandum') written to the Secretary of

P.I II.h

State for Colonies in London

by representatives of the detainment

camp

Beau Bassin, Mauritius Dated

October, 1943.
93

94
95
96

P.IlI.h. (Mauritius) 779c, pp. 1-3. No clear
P III h (Mauritius) 777, Part III, pp. 1-4.

date, although it

was most

Ibid., Part VII, p.3. Dated 24,h July, 1945.
YAH1L, in GUTMAN, (Ed. in Chief), Encyclopaedia, p.944.
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Zwergbaum asserts that he understood the security
with

refugees such

they

as

were,

measures

particularly in 1940 with the

Emigration

the British had to take
in the balance. He also

war

acknowledges the humanity of treatment experienced in Mauritius. However, he also
expresses

"old and

deep

This

and

being deported from Palestine, deemed the

even resentment at

home of the Jewish

new

had fled. His

sorrow

people", bv the enemies of the regime from which they

diary is underpinned by the theme of "Hope deferred maketh the heart sick".

inability to distinguish POWs from genuine refugees

Allies' actions

was

fairly indicative of the

throughout the period in which Jewish emigres attempted to enter Allied

territories seeking asylum.

The fete of those interned
remained in Palestine after this

perspective that

Mauritius. Whilst those Jews

the

ship

journey. The testimony of Emma Israel offers

were

an

interesting

quickly deported to the island, Israel had been

on

the

on

Haganah bomb went off and had been able to scramble ashore when

sank.9. Whilst she

does not speak of

hundreds of other Jews who had

escaped death

and then interned for ten months in army
escape

by two testimonies from Jews who

be weighed against the testimonies concerning internment

can

Patria at the time the

Mauritius is offset

on

into the crowd

on

any

on

injuries, Israel, along with the

the Patria,

was

taken first to

a

many

hospital

barracks. She claims that she had the chance to

the journey to the hospital, and thus would have avoided the

internment, but, under British law, victims of
other Jews had been, and thus

they

were

a

shipwreck could not be deported

allowed to remain in Palestine.

98

as

the

Israel's earlier

job working for Zionist Movement had revealed that Palestine, above all other neutral
target countries, was the most difficult country

for which to acquire

an

immigration

Ironically for Israel, she remained in Palestine because the ship (in which she

was

visa.99

due to be

deported) sank.

A lecture

given by Dr Michael Meyer, following his release from internment

in

Palestine, corroborates Israel's report. At first, Meyer and his wife were able to gain 'legal'
access

to Palestine amidst a maze of

bureaucratic

to-ing and fro-ing between the Palestine

Office, the Joint, and the Reich Association of Jews in

'

98

P.II.f. 1192, p.5.

Essentially, Meyer

was

Author's report recorded in April 1960.

Ibid., p.6.

"(foid.,
p. 1.
P.II.f.214,
'

Germany.100

pp. 11-5. Lecture notes
release from Athlit immigration camp

made by Dr Meyer for
in August 1941
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presentation made in Palestine following his

n:

eligible for

a

Palestine.101 However, there

Capitalist Visa, which guaranteed his wealth to

problems in confirming the paperwork, not least because the approaching

were numerous

war saw

Emigration

foreign consulates, particularly British consulates, close. Indeed, someone

many

claiming to be working for the Palestine Office duped Meyer of both the visas and the
considerable fortune that
Hachscharah transport
the

Meyers

were

was

to

pay

for

that ultimately met

able to leave

them.102 Despite

up

Germany.103

this, via

an

with the transports described by Zwergbaum,
As with

many

of the sea-going immigration

attempts, the ship on which Meyer and his wife travelled was barely

having arrived in Palestinian waters only to be arrested, the Meyers
to be

on

the

right side of the Patria

keeled

as it

illegal Sonder-

over

and sank,

seaworthy.104

were

so were

But,

fortunate enough

able to

escape

and,

with Emma Israel, remain in Palestine.

as

The Allies have been criticized in the past

during the

war yet

something

more

and Eastern

casualties

war

Europe, and that

problem. However, to
time of war,

it.10' Certainly, the knowledge existed that

doing nothing to prevent

than

an extent,

this

when propaganda is

evidence of the 'Final Solution'

contributing to the massive death toll in Central

was

no-one was

willing to accept responsibility for addressing this

can

be explained by the suspension of judgement in

a major

killings

for recognizing the Jewish situation

tool to destabilize opposing sides, and the

was seen

by

some as just

the war, there was much less evidence as there was much less
the

killing

-

the mechanism of

subsequent genocide had not then been implemented. Yet Bentio Cohn, co-chairman of

the Zionist

Organization, recalled that it seemed

thirty-two thousand Jewish
101

that.100 Of course, before

men

who

were

a matter

of life

interned in those

or

death to the wives of the

camps at

that time. And indeed

Ibid., p.4; See also SMITH, Michael, Foley, the Spy who Saved Ten Thousand Jews. (London, 1999),

pp. 79-80.

prices

The immediate funds

very low and
the outbreak of war

necessary'

for such

a

visa

was

the uncertainty of the times in general, such

just months
P.lLf.214, pp.4-6.

away, monev was a

the equivalent today of £40,000. With house
a sum was not easy to come

by. Clearly, with

major influence in gaining freedom for Jews.

Sonder-Hachscharah
and
104

literally means 'special preparation'. (Hakhsharah = preparation The intellectual
physical training, especially the training in physical labour such as farming, for settlement in Palestine).

Ibid., p. 18.
GILBERT, Martin, Auschwitz and the Allies, (New York, 1982), Gilbert, pp. 106-24. 138-41, 162-70;
HILBERG, Destruction, pp.309-41. WASSERSTEIN, Britain and the Jews.
105

106

"I remember well the moment when I first

the evidence

fragment of the evidence - about the
explicit, factual, documented. But could it be believed? Between the
reception of evidence and belief in its conclusions there is a great psychological gulf; and in wartime, when so
much is uncertain
when hatred breeds passion and passion is exploited by propaganda - it is prudent to
suspend judgement I recall that I suspended my own judgement and only gradually, many months later, drew
from that dreadful evidence the conclusion which it entailed." Lord Dacre (formerly Hugh Trevor-Roper,
extermination of the Jews. It

saw

was

-
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this fear manifested itself
so

that

on

the steps

Captain Frank Foley, the

man

Emigration

of the British Consulate building in Berlin,

so

much

in charge of issuing visas, wrote urgently to London

requesting both reinforcements and additional visas to

cope

with the ever-increasing

demand.107

Nevertheless, the restrictions did not disappear, and the White Paper on German
Atrocities of autumn 1939, whilst

recognizing the brutal behaviour of the Nazi regime,
108

specifically did not recognize the special treatment meted out to Jewry.
from not

solely

wanting to aggrandize Germany's strength and her victims' weakness by relying

Jewish

on

clear and

sources

that

deemed 'biased', the British problem with labelling

were

distinguished German atrocities with the term "Jewish war"

Jews would lead them to Palestine. In

yet to make their choice of sides in the
Palestine treated the Jews in this way,
in the wider context of the

war.

war.109

It

was

for this

-

these

offset

giving the regime

There

are

still

was

also in the

a

-

old

slaughter.110

But

a war.

The British and the Americans:

resident in

an

imposed

on

immigration to

that made the biggest difference. Of the five documents that

relevant to Britain here, four are submitted
a

adults

political atmosphere described above that Jews applied for entry visas to

Allied territories, it was money

Gratzer,

accompanying

special gesture that presumably the Nazis

Britain and the other Allied territories. With such restrictions

are

that the British in

air of humanity whilst it conducted its

ofJewish Refugees

had

examples of Britain allowing Jewish

by the diplomatic and political necessities of fighting

Allied Treatment
It

an

-

mindful of the political ramifications of their actions

accepted from Bulgaria in January 1943 in
as

that the saving of

unlike the Jews

reason

immigration into Palestine, notably the 4,500 Jewish children and 500

intended

was

whole-heartedly condoning Jewish immigration to

Palestine, the British risked losing their Arab alliance, for the Arabs

are

Indeed, apart

affluent

area

by Jews of

very

comfortable

means.

Grete

of Vienna with her doctor husband and their ten-year-

daughter, suddenly had this comfortable existence shattered with the Anschlufi in 1938.

Regius Professor of History at Oxford, and a wartime member of British Intelligence) as cited in GILBERT,
Auschwitz and the Allies, p. 11 On.
107
SMITH, Foley, pp.131-2. Foley was recently identified as a Righteous Among the Nations, for saving
10,000 German Jews with 'illegal' exit visas, by Yad Vashem in Jerusalem.
10s
WASSERSTEIN, Britain and the Jews, pp. 163-5.
I0y
Ibid., pp.48-50, 163; BRE1TMAN, Official Secrets, p 105 PORAT, The Blue and the Yellow Stars of
David, pp. 14-6.
110
Ibid., pp. 150-2, 249.
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Fearing for their daughter's safety, the Gratzers sought
the

Reich.'11 Through

Holland and

they

happy that she

were

was

through official channels, such
example,

the financial

an

embassies.112

foreign

as

acquaintance in America

means

to embark

such

on

a

a

foster family in

safe there. From then, Gratzer attempted to

organize her and her husband's emigration, but she did

For

look after her outside

someone to

patient of Dr Gratzer, their daughter went to

a

Emigration

was

so

through personal contacts not

At first, these

unable to help them
although

move,

no

details

were not

even
are

successful.

though they had

given

on

why they

could not go.

It

offered

was

through

a

Catholic organization that Gratzer

was

was

post as a domestic servant in an English country estate. She was even assured that

a

her husband would be allowed to follow her to

in constant contact with her

England. Interestingly, whilst she had kept

daughter in Holland,

emigration. Indeed, nothing

more

no

mention is made of attempts for her

is said about Gratzer's emigration, except that it

happened in 1939 without

any

However, her husband

unable to join her in England when

then on,

saved, when she

was

problems and that her employers

she heard nothing from either him or her

the contacts, the father and the

daughter.113

daughter had been swallowed

kind to her.

were very

war

broke out, and, from

Even with the finances and

up

by the Nazi

sweep across

Europe, and both later died at Auschwitz.

In

much the

a

similar way

same

tactic of

first tried Switzerland,
bureaucratic
Munich

and at around the
seeking

through

a

a way out

a

-

114

refused after
-

he

a great

was a

deal of

well-placed
visas

under the American quota system, which allowed

certain number of immigrants from each country. 115 Unlike the Gratzers the
were more

bizarre arrangement

113

were

abroad.114 They

gained them permission to immigrate to America. However, their

fortunate in that

able to offer them the extra money

"1

of Germany through contacts

delay. However, Dr Steinharter's social position

lawyer

Steinharters

112

time, Dr and Frau Steinharter resorted to

cousin living there, but

would not be valid for another four years

only

same

made by

a

a

Jewish

lawyer known to them from England

was

they needed immediately to emigrate to England under

a

Jewish diamond merchant that allowed sixty-year-old Jews

P II f

1133, p. 1. Interview with Frau Gratzer in August 1959.
Ibid., pp. 1-2.
PUT 1133, pp.2-3.

P.II.f.928, p.2. Interview with Ida Steinharter in August 1958.
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safe passage

into

England.116

accessible, but time
Munich
final

on

Their funds

was not on

were

tied

up

in Switzerland and

were not

readily

their side. Indeed, they arrived at the British consulate in

27th August 1939 just before it closed because of the coming

war

and caught the

ship to England. Ironically, had their passports been German, but without

a

Jewish

stamp, they would probably not have been allowed to board that ship.

Dr Bernhard Landau

similarly lucky in his

was

knowledge of the metallurgical industry and was subsequently given
British Consulate in Berlin to work in

follow.117

What makes Landau's

However, whilst he
his release he

was

machine of the
between the

was

was

well

was

as

getting permission for his

interesting

more

war.

officer of the

as a reserve

an

Luftwaffe

Gestapo got the fortune

initial payment.

120
121

another

cog

in the

son

through visas supplied by

was never

though it

a

hefty charge for his

exported, although it is only assumed that

was

the Golddiskont Bank that dealt with the

a

an

American vessel at the relatively

registered letter to the Gestapo confirming

departure.121 His son had joined him by April 1939.
Lydia Seiigmann did not suffer from

were

P.ll f.928,

an army

misunderstanding

as

Dr

Seiigmann had been seriously disabled during the First World War,

Ibid., p.3. WASSERSTEFN,

Germany

1,9

as

for exporting Landau's precious collection of

of Hamburg and, from there, sending

Landau had done. Dr

1IS

even

sum

Fortunately, Landau escaped, boarding

Dr Erwin and

11'

departure."9

ethnically-cleansed state through controlled Jewish

seeking his services, but they also manufactured

silver.120 Needless-to-say, the silver

116

the fact that the

Effectively, this tug-of-war highlights the lack of cohesion

departure in the form of a considerable

115

son to

Gestapo and the Wehrmacht and is important in that the Gestapo prevailed,

another country

his

is

the proviso of his immediate

on

emigration. Not only did they get rid of Landau and his

safe port

visa by the

his incarceration at Sachsenhausen concentration

released only

moving fractionally closer to

the

an entrance

released by the Gestapo to leave Germany in December 1938, on

re-enlisted

coming

as

example all the

original motivation for his emigration

camp,"8 from where he

England

he offered extensive

escape as

Britain and the Jews, pp.45-6. After July 1940, hardly
allowed into the United States,

any

pp.3-4.

P.Iff. 1129, pp.7-10. Author's personal report on
See P.Ill.h (Sachsenhausen) 758.

his experiences recorded in August 1959.

P. Iff.

1129, pp. 1-2.
Ibid., p.8.

Ibid., pp.8-9.
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and when he

was

recognized by
deport

a war

one

due to be

deported to

of the

one

camps

of the police officers and released

hero.122

on

Emigration

following Kristallnacht, he was

the grounds that it was ''illegal" to

From this, Seligmann gathered information form his various contacts

in Paris and London, but the advice

given by the various refugee committees was invariably

negative

help.122 The Seligmanns finally gained emigration visas

or too vague to

helping with

a

be of any

shipment of Jewish children to London in March 1939 which they backed

financially, again through various contacts of the
both his wealth and influence in
even

gaining this

family.124

escape

Dr Seligmann was able to use

and he did

-

see

emigration

as

such

-

gaining the 'vocational" work that had previously been denied to them by the London

refugee committee, when they both acquired work

in

the catering

corps

of the British

Army.

For the fifth

and his

neither wealth
a

nor

intluence that gained the author

number of pertinent questions of the British

policy towards Jewish refugees. Indeed, whilst this type of experience represents

minority here, the results show that, without the wealth and influence, Jewish refugees

were

entirely at the
of his

account
an

was

family their emigration, and it asks

and their
the

example, there

mercy

of the destination country. Fortunately, Harry Schnur's lengthy
pc

family's flight from Amsterdam in July 1940 with their two children,~ has

intriguing point of reference. Its story is shared by another Dutch family's

Sonnenfelds,

book.126

on

What is

written from the

that

same

boat from Amsterdam, which is documented in

point of view of the author's wife when she

the time difference between the
as

a

the

published

especially important to note is the tone of these two documents. The book,

with Schnur's version of events but concentrates

well

escape,

the author's

more on

the

was a

little girl, corroborates

positives, maybe because of

writing of the book and the actual events themselves,

as

non-participation in proceedings. On the other hand, Schnur's account

P.II.f.974, pp.5-6. Interview with Frau Seligmann in January 1959 who provides this story on behalf of her
husband, Dr Seligmann.
I*?
Ibid., p.7. Paris offered obscure claims that South America would be a useful place to try and, on being
asked what could be done there, that a small
committee seemed only all too willing to pass

peddler trade could easily be set up. However, the Parisian
the enquiry onto some other committee. London, on the other
hand, stated simply that there was no vocational work available and that it would be better if the Seligmanns
remained in Germany. Seligmann makes the point that it was clear from this that England had little idea of, or
willingness to accept, everything that was going on in Nazi Germany against the Jews at this time (1938).
Ibid., pp.7-8.
P III i.

121. The personal report of Mr Harry C, Schnur who fled from Amsterdam just as the German
occupation troops entered the city. With him were his wife and two young children, with his third daughter
already in England, evacuated by the British Consulate because of her London birthplace.
126

RAM ATI,

Alexander, Barbed Wire

on

the Isle of Man: the Wartime British Internment of Jews. (New

York, 1980)
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is fuelled
anger
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by bitterness, perhaps because of its writing being much closer to the time,

an

directed at the perceived callousness of the British authorities in treating Jewish

emigres in the

The

Nazi Germans

emigration itself focuses

arranged by

a

children from

subject.127

same way as

as

has been discussed above.

boat journey from Holland to England that

on a

was

Dutch Christian lady, Gertruida Wijsmuller, who had been shipping Jewish
Europe to safe territories and had

Eichmann to discuss the

even met

very

The journey that involved the Schnurs and the Sonnenfelds was the final

departure from the Netherlands before the Nazis occupied the country. Sixty-nine children
(between two- and sixteen-years-old) were the initial shipment and Schnur, his family, and
many

others had managed to get into

port.128

transport them to the

In this

one

way,

of Wijsmller's three coaches being used to

and with the chaos of Nazi invasion playing out

around them, the Schnur's, the Sonnenfelds, and the others from the coaches,
a

voyage

the cargo

Sonnenfeld

a matter

of hours, the journey took five days and involved the locking-up

hold of all German Jews and stateless peoples
family managed to

German extraction.

1 "30

escape

This is not

British wariness.

promised

so

were

'enemies'. ~ However, the
were

originally of

explained in the book, but Schnur does talk of the

With such terrible conditions and

refugees

po

as

the hold despite the fact that they

"favoured" Dutch Jews which the Sonnenfelds may

Jewish

on

from Holland to the British coast.

Normally
in

embarked

then exposed to

have been assumed to be.

questionable treatment by the Dutch captain, the

an

enforced stay

on

the boat because of extreme

Indeed, Dover rejected the boat outright and then Falmouth, which

much when the authorities briefly allowed

asked the boat to carry on

along the coast

already

a young man

a corpse on

board;

up to

a

charity representative onboard,

Liverpool.1,1

By this time, there

was

who had fallen into the ship's hold during

Luftwaffe attack. He is not named by Schnur but is confirmed in

a separate source as

a

the

famous Amsterdam art dealer, J. Goudstikker, who had done much for German-Jewish

12,

Wijsmuller's story is documented fully in P III.f (Holland) 808; RAMAT1, Barbed Wire,
was not long after Kristallnacht.

meeting
128

129
130
131

P.IlI.i. 121, pp.13-5.
P 111 i. 121, pp.26-7, 28. Among

them

were

the sixty-nine Jewish orphans.

RAM ATI,
P 111

Barbed Wire, pp. 34-5
i 121, pp.23, 28.
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pp.
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Holland.1'2 Goudstikker's body

refugees in
second

pennitted to be removed until the

was not
1

day after the ship had weighed anchor.

The

significance of Liverpool

the accounts: it

was

classification

as

interview with

as

the nearest port to

potential Nazi spies

in

they

the destination for the refugees slowly

interned, and the Jewish refugees

were

were on

Mauritius. In fact,

immigration officials, it

stigma of 'enemy nationality',

separated by

sex

and interned

on

emerges

in

the Isle of Man, the place where 'enemy aliens' and

was not

as

were

included in this

Schnur points out when he discusses the

the fact that he

was

1878, Prague was part of Austria and that subsequently he was

the

Emigration

no-one was exempt

born in Prague, but that,

Austrian!1,4 Even without

and all the other Jewish adults

were

the island, in terrible conditions, for the duration of the

war.

However, the good treatment given to the Jewish children, certainly compared to the
internment of the adults, suggests

refugees

as a

security

measure.

that the British government

Those not considered

a

was

effectively interning the

risk, namely the children,

were

temporarily fostered and allowed freedom, awaiting the release of their parents

or

guardians. This counterpoint between the experiences of the adults the children is

particularly interesting in terms of the such small number of children involved in the
emigration
the

testimonies.135

emigres

were mature

almost without
even

As has already been demonstrated by the previous
adults

-

was a

studies,

at least in their thirties and sometimes much older

exception and the testimonies

when the author

case

were

usually written from

woman.136 But, in these

two

a

-

male perspective,

examples, the fate of the children

(in both instances, young girls) can be seen clearly in contrast with the fate of the adults.
The

more

obvious

example is Caroline, Harry Schnur s eldest child, whose British passport

(on account of being
of her

born in London) entitled her to the safety of emigration whilst the rest

family remained in Holland. As with Gerda Mane, the

Sonnenfelds and Ramati's wife and

young

subject of his book, Caroline

daughter of the

was

afforded good

132

PRESSER, Ashes in the Wind, pp.8-9.
P III i 121, pp.28-9, RAMATI, Barbed Wire, p.44.
134
P III i 121, p 3 1.
133
Take, for example, Grete Gratz.er's child who was left in the apparently safe Holland when her mother
emigrated. Clearly, many parents did not want to put their children through the stress of leaving the country
and so left them on the Continent in what they deemed to be safe accomodation. As a result, there are very
133

few child testimonies available here
136

This

be explained by the fact that money played a major part in emigrating and that
responsibility at this time. See also Appendix C.

can

husband's
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usually the
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accommodation and treatment

just

authorities. The Sonnenfeld's too

her parents suffered

as

were

interned

on

as

Emigration

prisoners of the British

the Isle of Man

by the

wary

British and

experienced the indignity of imprisonment and of being housed with real Nazis, so
obviously their ideological opposites yet their enforced inmates. On the other hand, Gerda
Marie and all the other children, were sent to foster-homes

allowed to lead

relatively free and normal life,

a

contradiction involved in the treatment of such

In this way,

this time

was

a

by the British, and subsequently

clear

case

of the confusion and

refugees at this time.

the nature of British policy concerning the adult Jewish immigrants at

founded

misinfonned distrust. Certainly, there were Nazis on the Isle of

on

Man, and it made little

bolster their numbers with German Jews. Ultimately, the

sense to

officials who sent the Jews to the Isle of Man had either not been briefed

deliberately ordered to do
Problem' that

was

so to

avoid

an

or

simply

and the Sonnenfeld's, there is
the former. But when the

was

being

on

the Continent

ignored.1"

is

was

either improperly

From the treatment of the Schnur's

only circumstantial evidence that it

picture

had been

immigration problem. Seemingly, the 'Jewish

being addressed by the Nazis

understood in Britain

or

was

the latter rather than

broadened to include America this is brought

more

sharply into focus.

There

are

surprisingly few documents relating to American emigration, but the

situation for the Jews
was

that it

was

was

essentially the

proportionately

more

same

here

as it was

in Britain. The only difference

difficult to get to America than it

was to get to

Britain,

mainly because of the Quota System of immigration that limited the number of immigrants

137

As has

already been suggested, there are numerous examples of critical secondary literature on the Allies"
the Jews during the Nazi period, some more so than others. WYMAN, Abandonment of the Jews
is perhaps most vehement in its criticism, yet insists that the Allies should have rescued the Jews at all costs,
if only out of moral obligation. As William Rubinstein points out in Myth of Rescue, to attempt a rescue that
altitudes

was

to

almost certain

to

considered. As for the

fail, and at

a

time when

resources were scarce,

refugee situation, it should be pointed

would not and could not have been

that Britain did allow a great number of Jews
into its territories. GILBERT, Martin, Jewish History Atlas. (Cartography Arthur Banks & T.A. Bicknell,
London, 1976) gives a total of over 160,000 for Britain and Palestine, only 80,000 less than the much larger
United States allowed. However, this was checked earlier in the war for diplomatic reasons with her Arabic
allies. PORAT, The Blue and the Yellow Stars of David. America felt a long way from events in Europe and
acted accordingly, understandably not recognizing the Europe-wide potential for Nazi anti-Semitism until it
had taken root, as seen in FEINGOLD, Politics of Rescue, The Allies' treatment of Jewish immigrants clearly
was the same as their treatment of other immigrants, which was restrictive, and that there was no particular
'special treatment' given to Jews. What is also clear from the documents used in this study is the excessive
mistrust of any refugees coming from occupied Europe
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America.138

from countries other than those from North and South

Oscar Schwartz

account that illustrates how cautious the Allied countries were in

an

documents the

best suited to

its voyage,
America

Quite apart from the fact that the ship

ocean

helping the Jews. He

was a steamer

and therefore not

travel, the Cuban government tightened their immigration laws during

thereby negating the SI 50 visas that each of the Jews had paid to the Hamburg-

ship.139 As the St Louis weighed anchor off the

Shipping Company who owned the

shores of Cuba, it was

again

of

a case

destination. The American Joint Committee
was

provides

sailing of 930 Jewish refugees aboard the St Louis, bound for Havana in the

of 1939.

summer

Emigration

money

was

that detennined the refugees' final

willing to

pay

half a million dollars, which

$350,000 below the requested amount, and would not raise the total any higher

perhaps because the transaction involved the Cuban government. It
amount was

refugees

split four

were

ways

only after the

between Britain, France, Belgium, and Holland that they

homes.140

given

was

-

Schwartz

was

on

the 'British list' and landed in

Southampton towards the end of June 1939.

The restrictions of the Quota
often

prevented from

the jurisdiction

of how,

a

System

was a

real problem for

legal emigration because they

of Nazi Germany and

having been released

as an

was

counted

as

were

leaving

many

Jews, who

a country

were

that fell under

only 'one' country. One example tells

ex-serviceman from Dachau concentration

camp

after

Krislallnacht, the author had to skip countries within the limitations of his passport until he
got to Portugal, where he was able to gain permission to enter the United States two years
after his release from

Dachau.141

It

was

only because he

was

leaving from

an

unoccupied

country that he was granted this permission: he had very little money following the

purchase of his passport and would not have offered enough capital to be allowed to leave
from

a

Nazi

territory.

There

are

two documents that offer

positive examples of American immigration

policy concerning Jewish refugees, but the American generosity that they report
only through the work of other organizations. The first is
, ,s

an anonymous report

was given

of a journey

Ibid., pp. 126-7. Feingold speculates that, with the swallowing up of whole countries by the Third Reich

that

taken into

by the System, most of Europe had a hard limit of 53,000 refugees allowed per
As a result, between 1938 and 1941, 62,000 additional refugees were refused entry to the United States.
139
Ibid., pp.65-6. P.Il.f.200, p.1-3. Author's personal report on his emigration On page 4 of his account,
Schwartz claims that the visas actually c6st $165, and not $150.
140
Ibid., pp.3-4.
141
P.Iff. 972, pp.20-2. Anonymous (signed only 'MM.') report hand-written at the end of his life in 1958.
was

not

account

year.
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from Breslau

(now Wroclaw in south-west Poland) to Lisbon in Portugal in May 1941, just

before all Jewish emigration was

why such

a

transport was

taking place at

Poland, not out of it. All that

can

Hilfsverein, the organization set
Germany, and that conditions
contrast with the usual

prevented. '45 Unfortunately there is

deportation

time when Jews

be ascertained is that it

up to

were

a

wagons.'45 The journey

very

way out

of

cramped, in stark

went through Paris via Saint

baggage and body searches by

guards at various stages. However, these proved harmless, apart from the expected

throughout the journey. Ironically, it
treatment,

was

Jewish passengers to New
as a

Portugal that proved the harshest in terms of

particular.144

able to board the ship that had been arranged to take all of its

York. Interestingly, the Jews had arrived from all

over

Europe,

result of the Quota System limitations. Indeed, it might also be said that this

less to do with American

committee who had

children to

was

little dehumanization of the Jews

was

with aggressive officials constantly harassing the Jews in

Nevertheless, the author

was

being deported into

organized by the Berlin

surprisingly comfortable, albeit

gloating from the Nazi troops. Indeed, there

perhaps

was

detail concerning

assist Jewish emigration and the only

Sebastian in Spain to Lisbon and involved numerous
German

were

no

generosity than that of the Quakers and the French Joint

organized and financed the

voyage

in order to allow 150 French-Jewish

emigrate.

The second

example, submitted by Dr W. Berent, puts American efforts to

rescue

European Jews into starker terms. Essentially, Dr Berent's report tells of his experiences in
Italy throughout the duration of the war. He and his wife
camp to

Semitic

internment

camp

Such

experience forged

otherwise have occurred.

a

was a

puppet dictator from

deeper Jewish community in the

By fortune of

escape,

camps

the Berents made their

than would

way to

Rome and

with the arriving American troops. By this time, the harsh Quota System had been

softened and, in 1944, the War
Jewish

moved from internment

only able to avoid deportation because of Mussolini's lax anti-

policies and late adoption of the Final Solution when he

1943.143

met up

were

problems in

Refugee Board

was

introduced to alleviate the perceived

Europe.'46 In this way, Jews were now being given

142

more

opportunity to

YAHIL, Holocaust, p.293.
P ill.a.623, p.I.
144
Ibid., p.2.
145
ZUCCOTTi, Susan, The Italians and the Holocaust. (London, 1987); KATZ, Robert. Black Sabbath: the
Politics of Annihilation. The Harrowing Storv of the Jews of Rome. (London, 1969); P.III.i (Italy) 66, pp. 11143

4. Personal report
146

recorded by the author in 1954.
FEINGOLD, Politics of Rescue, pp.126, 248-9.
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emigrate to America. Of

course,

advanced and the death toll

over

with the

ravages

Emigration

of the 'Final Solution' already well-

five million at this stage,

this could be

seen as a

policy too

little too late. Nevertheless, the Berents and their Jewish comrades, who had been with
them since their escape

refugee
over

camp

camps, were

in Ontario, and then complete

offered free immigration,

freedom.147

a

-

result of the

was seen as

without

viable because it

was

the

were

Theodor

Berent and his wife chose England

speedy exit from

his

Germany.148 Shanghai

only international territory that did not require
that it

was more

a

concentration

of

a

family

away

abortions.150

As

a

visa

a

risk to travel there safely and

many

thousands of Jews emigrated

camp.149

One such

Friedrichs, who had initially been arrested in December 1937

groundless charge of carrying out
move

a

being robbed by corrupt officials. Nevertheless,

Shanghai to avoid internment in

he

a

overly cautious immigration policies of the Allies, the port of Shanghai

although its drawbacks

enter,

to

year's stay in

the Last Resort:

quickly became the only realistic destination for

to

a

America, unlike 900 other Italian Jews.

Shanghai
As

from the

on

person was

Dr

the completely

result of this harassment he vowed to

from Germany and set about arranging their emigration. Of

quickly encountered all the obstacles that needed to be

overcome

course,

in order to do

so,

including bureaucratic ineptitude and financial outlay, most notably in immigrating to
America.'31 However, Friedrichs did

manage to

attain

a

position for his

young son

with the

1C-)

Bath

Refugee Children Fund, and he left for England in May 1938. * Rudi Friedrichs

experienced similar good fortune to Gerda Marie Sonnenfeld and Caroline Schnur, for
protected by their

age

Friedrichs left

well.

for

148
149

rather than targeted. Soon after Rudi had left Germany, the rest of the

Having discovered that Shanghai

emigration, Theodor Friedrichs had to manufacture

Harbin

147

as

P.I II. i

was
a

the most feasible destination

fictitious contract to work in

hospital in China in order to get permission to travel.133 Nevertheless, it

(Italy) 66,

p

once

was a

quick

44

SMITH, Foley, p. 150.
Ibid

p.151. This was despite many attempts by Jewish leaders to stress the ignominy of a Jew dying in
Shanghai; ALTMAN, Avraham, and Irene EBER. "Flight to Shanghai, 1938-1940: the Larger Setting" in Yad
Vashem Studies, vol. XXVIII (Jerusalem, 1999), pp 2-3 of article
"fl
P.Ill h (Shanghai) 941, pp.3-4. First-person extensive report dated October 1953.
131
Ibid., pp.4-6, 8-10. To gain permission to emigrate to the US, Friedrichs would have had to pay many
thousands of Marks as a guarantee And, even with Shanghai as his chosen destination, Friedrichs ran into
difficulties getting German permission as he needed a passport to arrange the journey yet needed an arranged
journey to get a passport'
152
Ibid., pp. 10-11, 18.
154
Ibid., pp.22-5.
,
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exit and cost

a

fraction of the

Emigration

price of a similar, but much slower, emigration to

an

Allied

territory.

Like Friedrichs, who

paved the

way

for his sister and parents to join him in

Shanghai, Helene Plohn and her husband emigrated to the Chinese port in January 1939
because

cousin

a

was

already

there.134 Again like the Friedrichs, the Plohns attempted

to

emigrate to America, but they did not feel safe waiting in Germany for permission that
could take many

years.155 Plohn's job as a teacher brought her into contact with a school for

refugee children in Shanghai. The school developed rapidly almost
under the

auspices of

a generous

as soon as

she arrived,

benefactor, and took in pupils not only from the

surrounding countries of China, India, and Russia, but also from the Nazi territories of
Germany, Czechoslovakia, Austria, and
the destination of many

Jewish refugees.

Hungary.156 Clearly, Shanghai had quickly become
157

Kurt Lewin, who conducted many

of the interviews for the Wiener Library in the

1950s, found his way to Shanghai in the latter half of the 1930s, on the back of continual
harassment from Nazi stormtroopers.
in Berlin he

hiding for nearly

name was

this
his

was

political journalist and functionary of the KPD

the Gestapo black lists. Shortly after the seizure

in 1933, Lewin had been arrested by the SA and badly beaten. "

into

who had

way onto

a

1 S8

of power
went

quickly worked his

As

a

off the list

a year

wife and baby

cheapest and quickest

place in that

a contact

confirmed that his

again. However, his emigration took place mainly through his cousin,

berth with his young

the

and only re-emerged when

As a result, he

same

means

on

board

a

Shanghai.159

ship bound for

As

of escaping his Nazi harassment, Lewin secured

berth and acquired the

necessary papers

through

a contact

in the

passport office in a matter of weeks. Of course, Lewin was a wily operator and knew many

people in

many

influential positions. Nevertheless, he chose Shanghai

specifically because of the port's importance
were

154

155
156
157

158
159

desperate for

a

quick exit

as

the

war got

as an

as

his destination

emigration location for those Jews who

closer.

P II b

(Austria) 1165, p.4-6, 7-8. Personal report dated January 1960.
Ibid., p.4.
Ibid., pp.4-5, 7-8. The "generous benefactor" in question was Sir Horace Cadoorie.
GILBERT, Jewish History Atlas, p.98. Sets the figure at 25,000 by the end of the war, infra., p.56.
P.II.f.693, pp. 1-2. Personal report dated September 1955.
Ibid., pp.2-4.
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The

Emigration

Interesting Example of the Guatemala Transfer:

A useful endnote to this

the Nazi

regime did

this way,

it raises

Final Solution

chapter is the Guatemala Transfer,

arrange

some

for the emigration of Jews

even

an

after the start of the

questions about the commitment of

especially in the latter stages of the

war.

interesting example of how

some

war.160 In

top-level Nazis to the

And finally, this is

an

effective, if

unusual, example of what money could do to ensure survival.

The basis of the Transfer centred

on

ex-patriot, Herr Herring,

eyes,

Guatemala. However, in 1939,

public opinion in the country

home, and,

as

a

consequence,

run a

a

fine

successful shoe and leather factory in

example of the breed in Nazi

return

who had

German

a

was

such that he

was

forced to

he applied for compensation from the Nazi

government as the 'cause' of his business

failure.161

Nazis with

they would produce the capital for the failed

a

solution to this

business (which
Guatemala to

problem

they effectively bought from

run

this business would also

'showing support' for Jews to dispel the
as

feared

as

rumours

of violent anti-Semitism in Nazi Germany

return.16"

by public opinion,

Dr May, who provides the report

as one

beginning how miraculous the group's emigration

were over

its

own

to

by the spread of Greuelpropaganda and thus safeguard important Nazi trade links

Herring's
the

Herring).162 Their intended emigration

provide living proof abroad of the regime

with South America that had been threatened

at

The Jewish transferees provided the

was,

demonstrated by

as

of the transferees, emphasizes
particularly

as

all of the

group

65-years-old. Clearly this illustrates how the Nazi regime manipulated Jewry for

ends, and not solely for destruction. In other words, the transferees

were

valuable to

the Nazis alive.

lw)

Particularly in the context of the directive dated 23ld October 1941 and signed by Heinrich Muller, that
emigrating from Germany, Yad Vashem Archives, TR-3/1209, which reinforced the
earlier directive issued by Himmler to the same effect the previous month, YAHIL, Holocaust, p.293.
161
P II f. 199, p.l. Personal report by Dr Bnino May, one of the Jews of the so-called Guatemala Transfer,
banned all Jews from

written in Stockholm 1956
lb2

Ibid., p.2. Large sums of money were involved in the transfer; anything between RM10,000 and
RM250,000 was the original financial bracket per candidate to cover the purchase price of Herring business,
although, with emigration duty, Jewish fortune duty, and the Reich flight tax, this figure would be nearer a
million
163

OVERY, Richard J., "Germany, 'Domestic Crisis' and War in 1939" in LEITZ, Christian (ed.), The Third
Readings, (Oxford, 1999), p. 112. Overy also cites eastern Europe and the Middle East as

Reich: the Essential

other amenable markets in which the Nazi trend of barter trade economics could thrive. The issue of Jewish
Lehensraum and therefore Jewish standard of living - was enough of an international issue (as demonstrated
by the 1938 conference which mooted Madagascar as a possible domicile) and so this show of'support' for a
Jewish cause would be healthy propaganda, and not just in South America but across the world.
-
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Naturally, the handing
procedure and involved

initially, it
Professor

was

a great

over

of Herring's business to the Jews

complicated

was a

deal of negotiation.164 Whilst the Transfer

Emigration

was a

Nazi idea

the Heinz, Teck/enburg, and Co bank representatives, A.E. Wassermann and

Steiniger, who guaranteed the Guatemala Jews' survival. As Frau Haberland also

points out, in her supplementary' report
considerations in
the deal that

dealing with the

many

on

the Transfer, it

was

their careful economic

hundreds of thousands of Reichsmarks involved in

kept all ten of the Guatemala Jews alive when circumstance went against

them.166 May believes that the Golddiskont Bank, which brokered the deal, gained
significantly from the fortune. Even the typing-up of documents cost the Jews RM

75,000.166

However, when Guatemala entered the

Tecklenbnrg, and Co to
five times for
out that the

deportation but, each time,

were

Herr

released, mainly because the bank pointed

sums

of money involved, the dangerously

forged with

was

concern

an

with public relations

understanding of

over

secrecy.

Of

the issue. The Transferees

nevertheless, threatened with deportation quite frequently and

Zielensiger, whose million Reichsmarks would have been

finances, succumbed to the warnings and
As

fetched

other Jews discovered the plan eventually, but the fact that the Nazis should require

privacy illustrates their

were,

were

Jews, whose money was financing the Transfer, were its collateral.

unprecedented nature of the Transfer

such

against Germany, it was up to Heinz,

the Jews from certain deportation. Indeed, they

save

Perhaps in part because of the significant

course,

war

May confirms,

everyone

in the

withdrew.167

group

Within

one

Potsdamer banker,

a

central part of the group's

a

week, he

was

deported.166

had been threatened by the Gestapo with

deportation if they did not co-operate, and Zielensiger's sudden disappearance would have
confirmed

this.169

This may

have been

considerations. After all, this was an

as

much to do with prestige

as

with

any

practical

important deal.

Bruno May was not originally the Jewish representative, only taking over when the previous man fell ill.
Indeed, the fact that the man subsequently died, as did two other Transferees not long after their emigration,
emphasizes that this gesture of release for most of the Jews was false because many were very old.
165
P II f. 199, p.3; P II f 204, pp. 1-2. Report based on interview, 1956.
166
P.II.f. 199, p.3.

P.II.f.204, p.2. He was convinced that they were all going to be swindled, which would have been quite an
understandable

eventuality considering the massive corruption involved with Nazi emigration authorities.
exactly what is said in the original text. Obviously the remaining transferees would not have known
where their colleague would have been taken to as these deportations were very secretive, particularly in 1942
when Zielensiger was deported. He would most probably have been taken to Theresienstadt, as a number of
deportations from Berlin during 1942 were destined for this camp, and Zielensiger's advanced age also
fulfilled the Nazi propaganda that labelled Theresienstadt merely as a pensioners' camp and not a transit camp
for Auschwitz. H1LBERG, Destruction, pp. 179-80.
169
P.II.f. 199, p.3.
""s
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Out of the financial

importance the Jews
quandary. It

appears

now

implications of the Transfer contract and the subsequent

held

that there

Emigration

came

their emigration visas. In this the Nazis

were two

were

participants in the deal awaiting events in

a

in

neutral

country, and it was their existence that prevented the Jews from being deported. Under
contract

already signed,

substantial

claim

in

as

a

the

Professor Steiniger argued, those abroad would make

a

foreign exchange against the Reischsgovernment because the

agreement was financially insecure without the guaranteed safety of the Jewish seventy-five
170

percent.

Nevertheless, these visas

from 1941.

deportation

were

only granted after

a

two-and-a-half

year wait

They had managed, often by the most tenuous of arrangements, to avoid
up

until this moment, which in itself is impressive. Some of the

group

actually

intended to go to

Guatemala to dedicate themselves to the business they had effectively

salvaged. But, of

course,

abroad

(and therefore

Germany. It

was

this

a

others in the

group

fortunate enough to have family

awareness

that galvanized the group's eventual

needed for passage onto

escape.

negotiations complete and the regime seemingly guaranteeing

their exit, their survival seemed assured. However, it was not

just Nazi Germany they

foreign soil: they also needed transit visas to the first destination

Germany. Switzerland

representatives, the Swiss
were not even

allowed to

was

the first choice, but, despite the best efforts of their legal

refused.171 Indeed,
see an

as

Haberland suggests, their representatives

official in either Bern

or

Zurich.172

explained by Switzerland's ongoing Jewish refugee problem; having
Jews

illegally crossing the German-Swiss border to

that the Swiss government
a

escape

In

part this can be

many

thousands of

the regime. This

was so acute

had urged the Germans for tighter control of its Jews and gained

decree in October 1938 that all German Jews had their passport

1.0

friends

financial basis from which to start afresh) just wanted to get out of

After this time, with

after

or

stamped with

a

'J'.173

P.II.f.204, p.4; P.II.f. 199, pp.5-6. The participants are only referred to as such ('Teilnehmer'), with no
given. It is possible that they were not two of the Transferees either, particularly as the names

other details

given would result in
75% of the purchase

a

couple being split up to follow the numbers as claimed. However, the Jews had to pay
and it is possible, although not confirmed in the documents, that these two

expenses

'participants'
provided the other 25%.
1.1
P II

172
173

f199, p.6.

P.II.f.204, p.3.

H1LBERG, Destruction, pp.54-5. The Swiss justified broaching the subject to the Nazis in terms of not
wanting the "Judaification" of their country.
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Time

against the transferees,

was now

deal into 1944. Thus, it was

sister

was

through.174
within

a

married to

the delays with the Swiss had taken the

fortunate that Haberland went to the Swedish embassy as her

Swede and, as a result, got

She then urged Steiniger to

pursue

the

her

own

visa confirmed and hurried
and he managed to do

same course

Zielensiger, the

group

appeared to be. May also applauds the speed of the

embassy in getting the transit visas from their reading of the Jewish situation in

Germany.175 Nevertheless, it took the arrival in Berlin of

an

influential Swedish

confirmed.176 The

businessman, Mr Wallerstein, for the documentation finally to be
difficulties that
from

a

so

fortnight. His surprise at the successful outcome illustrates how close to danger,

and the fate of
Swedish

a

as

Emigration

arose

for the ten transferees in

getting

an agreement even

foreign country characterizes the difficulties that all Jewish

Even with the visas

and therefore of the group,

emigres

for transit visas
had to face.

confirmed, in May 1944 Josef Goebbels, as Gauleiter of Berlin

insisted the transferees be

deported.177

As

a

result,

a

series of

agonizing negotiations took place between the Nazis, the bank representatives, and the Jews
themselves. It

was

at this

stage that the 'polycratic nature' of the regime

interests in different and often

Nazi

opposing directions

-

becomes

-

the pulling of

apparent,178 for

Himmler, via Steiniger's persuasion, overrode Goebbels and pushed the Transfer through,
17Q

guaranteeing the further protection of the

even

group.

And there

was

further inter-

government disunity through the special treatment of the Jewish negotiators. Goebbels's

capital had for
of the

175
176

177

severe

restrictions

on

Jewish movements, including forbidden

May and Haberland,

as

use

were

of

areas

of public transport, and of public

the Jewish representatives throughout negotiations,

expressly given permission by the Gestapo to ignore these restrictions.

these ten Jews

174

while

city (including the business district), the

telephones.180
were

a

181

Essentially,

enough value to the Nazis that they could enjoy such liberties and,

P. 11. f. 2 Ort,

pp.3-4.
p.6.
p.4.
f. 199, p.7.

P I I f 199,
P.I) f.204,
P II

1 ,f<

BROSZAT, Martin, The Hitler State: the Foundation and Development of the Internal Structure of the
London, 1981) is a good example of multi-layered anatomy of
government and authority within the Third Reich.
179
PI If. 204, p.3. MARRUS, Michael, The Holocaust in History. (London, 1989ed), p.57-8. Marrus also
Third Reich, (trans. John W. Hiden,

stresses the weakening of the Nazi resolve in the context of the 'Final Solution' towards the end of the war. In
particular, Himmler, who had ordered the destruction of Auschwitz in November 1944 and subsequently
sought various unsuccessful negotiations with the Allies to release Jews from the camps in order to save

himself.
180
1X1

Ibid

,

pp.2-3.
pp.7-8. Particularly May, who

P II f 199,

was

the consortium's leader.
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ultimately,

escape.

As May points out, if they had been delayed by

subsequent attempt

Hitler's life

on

a

Kmigration

couple of months, the

well have signalled their death warrant

may

as

retribution for this act.

Conclusions:

Obviously, to emigrate
some

instances, this

assumed that the

was to

be

awareness

aware

of the true intentions of the Nazi

regime.

And,

in

contrasted starkly with the naivety of other Jews who

ever-tightening restrictions, and after 1938 the ever-worsening violence,

were

just another phase that would

was

not

18 ^

Nevertheless,

pass.

always possible. As has been demonstrated

with this

even
as

early

awareness, escape

1933, in the illegal

as

emigrations to Holland, the Nazi authorities would carefully orchestrate their Jewish
departures and take
many
a

as

much financial gain

as

they could. This strategic

use

of Jews left

stranded and penniless in a foreign country, but the Nazis were happy to see them as

bureaucratic and financial strain for their

image of the Jew
to

measure

the

as a

neighbours

as

this would contribute to their

'problem' to the international community. Indeed, this

perceived spreading of horror stories,

Jews abroad that, in part,

explains why

a mass

or

was a counter-

Crenelpropaganda, by German

Jewish exodus

was not

desired by the Nazi

authorities.

The treatment of many of the Jews who were fortunate

raises issues. Such bureaucratic limitations

as

enough to emigrate also

the Quota System that both Britain and, in

particular, the United States operated in order to check the influx of legal immigrants

was a

major obstacle for Jews who themselves already had to overcome Nazi officialdom. In
addition, when confronted with Jewish refugees at first hand, the Allies would often intern
them

as

'enemy aliens' and

awareness

fifth-columnists. However, it must be stressed that the lack of

of the German Jews

was

the context of the 'Final Solution"
extensive

182

matched

only

a

by the international community. Particularly in

retrospective blame

immigration restrictions imposed by the Allies

on

can

be apportioned to the

Jews and this lacks

an

prominent spectators, Wolfgang Meyer-Michael, the famous Jewish artist,
journalist. Both expressed their surprise that, even after 50,000 Jews had
fled Germany in the mid 1930s, there were many Jews who appeared "unduly optimistic" that life would
eventually "return to normal." RUBINSTEIN, Mvth of Rescue, pp.20-4; SCHLEUNES, Twisted Road to
Auschwitz, pp. 186-8. Rubinstein cites a number of oral testimonies that confirm this belief amongst much of
the Jewish community that there was little to fear in the long-term. Similarly, Schleunes describes the German
Jews as riding the storm until "all this Hitler business" had passed.
SMITH, Foley, p.82. Cites two

and William Shirer, the American
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I

historical context for
In

addition, there

no-one

were

could have foreseen the Holocaust

even

Ol

after Kristal/nacht.

political aspects to the Allies' sometimes inexplicable treatment of

needy Jewish refugees, for example the Arab-Israeli question (and its influence

on a

potential Arab alliance in the war) for the British in Palestine. And it must not be forgotten
that there

were

sizeable numbers still let in

during the

pre-war years, as

Fig. 2.2 attests (see

overleaf).

Those who did attempt to emigrate

influence, and

luck.184

from Germany at this time had to rely

on

wealth,

Without these, only an 'illegal' journey could be made, in which
1 XS

good fortune could affect survival in
Nazi

different

ways.

Ultimately, to survive the

regime through emigration, the Jews of Central Europe needed to be

of what
an

many

was

happening around them, have the

resources at

their disposal to

undertaking, and then ride what luck materialized both in the

negotiations to
avoid

secure a

aware

themselves

carry out

various

bureaucratic

visas and in the journey out of the country itself. To succeed

facing the tightrope existence of the 'Final Solution' that will

ix'!

now

such

was to

be discussed.

RUBINSTEIN, Myth of Rescue, pp.41. Rubinstein dubs the apportioning of blame in this way as
'profoundly ahistoricaP. Certainly, the 'Final Solution' was not even a viable option for the Nazis until the
invasion of the Soviet Union provided the space and the secrecy to do so. Thus, there was no way that such an
eventuality could have been predicted by the Allies. See MAYER, Arno J., Why Did the Heavens Not
Darken? The 'Final Solution' in History. (London, 1990 ed.), pp.267-73.
IS4
The case of the Guatemala Transfer illustrates how influential wealth could be, although this was in the
wider context of a convoluted plan of Nazi propaganda in South America.
1X5
Even being on the right side of the Patria when it sank was enough to allow Emma Israel and Dr Michael
Meyer to enter Palestine legally as 'shipwrecked' refugees.
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iii:
'"On 11/12/1941, at

Deportation

10:45, Transport Train Do 38 left the departure

railway station Dusseldorf-Derendorf heading for Riga with
of 1007 Jews... The
Police

Deportation

a

total

Transport leader is Captain of the Security

Saliitter, to whom the list of deportees was given in

duplicate. The Transport
and beans for 21

Currency Loan

Dr Albath's report on

passengers

days, and,

as

carried rations of bread, flour,

legal tender, RM 50,000 in Reich

Certificates."1

the deportation of 1007 Jews to Riga in Latvia highlights two

important aspects of the mechanics of deportation. Firstly, there is the bureaucracy; the
paperwork that hides the crime and
to

Transport leader Salutter. This

Nazi
the

passes

the responsibility onto

sometimes the

was

prisoners

were

listed in

age-group

for the deportees, particularly

currency

all the Jews that they

for work that would have contributed to the confusion and,

were

as

were

merely being relocated

consequently, the acceptance of

deportations. Indeed, the Jewish testimonies in the Wiener Library illustrate the lack of

awareness

of what

lay in store for the

Nazis used to trap more

'

case

killings.2 Secondly, there is

categories, sectioning off those Jews who

conducive to labour.1 It is the belief by

the

else, in this

with the lower echelons of the

way

hierarchy, who usually bore the brunt of the day-to-day

misleading tactic of providing both food and

someone

Jews

more

deportees,4

as

well

easily.3 However, it is

as some

of the tricks that the

not just the awareness factor that

P. III. c.293, p.

I. Telex confirmation to Adolf Eichmann, of the RSHA, and Dr Lange, of the SD, written by
December 1941. ["Am H/12/1941, 10:45 Uhr, hat der Transportzug Do 38 den
Abgangsbahnhof Dusseldorf-Derendorf in Richtung Riga mit insgesamt 1007 Juden verlassen...
Transportfuhrer ist Hauptmann der Schutzpolizei Salutter, dem die namentliche Transportliste in zweifacher
Ausfertigung mitgegeben wurde. Die Transportinsassen fiihren an Verpflegung Brot, Mehl, und
Hiilsenfruchte fur 21 Tage und an Zahlungsmitteln 50,000 RM in Reichskreditkassenscheinen mit."]
2
MOMMSEN, Hans, "The Realization of the Unthinkable: the Final Solution of the Jewish Question in the
Third Reich" in H1RSCHFELD, Gerhard (ed.), The Policies of Genocide: Jews and Soviet Prisoners of War
in Nazi Germany. (London, 1986), pp. 126-8. Mommsen compartmentalizes the Nazi bureaucrats and treats
their jobs on the basis of individual significances.
3
P.III.c.293, p.3. A photocopy of a hand-written list that breaks the 1,007 Jews up into five age categories: 16, 6-14, 14-18, 18-50, iiber 50 Jahre. Only Jews in the third and fourth categories, those between 14 and 50,
would have been deemed 'useful' by the Nazis as forced labourers.
4
H1LBERG, Raul, The Destruction of the European Jews. (New York, 1985 ed.), pp.298-303. Hilberg
presents a naive Jewry that sought to appease the Nazis, as they had done with other oppressors, believing that
this would prevent an escalation of ill-treatment. Effectively, the European Jews as a group misjudged the
Dr

Albath,

I2lh

of Nazi anti-Semitism. This interpretation will be analysed here in relation to survival of the individual.
DAW1DOWICZ, Lucy S., The War Against the Jews. 1933-45. (New York, 1976), pp.369-70. Dawidowicz

extent
5

uses

the

example of the Warsaw ghetto, in which food had become
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so scarce

and expensive by July 1942 that

in.

comes

light with these documents. There

to

Deportation

also the conditions of the deportations

are

themselves to consider. The traditional view of the

deportations

was one

of filthy, sealed,

wooden trucks with holes covered

by barbed wire crammed with upwards of seventy

eighty deportees." However,

testimonies contradict this picture, instead describing

many

deportation by regular, albeit third-class, railway carriage. To what extent this
cannot

fully be applied from this collection of

throughout the

war.

the

many

the

case

millions deported

Nevertheless, the fact of such conditions develops the idea of an east-

west bias within Nazi racial

'comfortable' transport

hierarchy reflected

in

the geographical patterns of using

in Western Europe and the better treatment of Jews from that

compared with the abuse levelled at
are

sources to

was

or

the mechanical constraints of

many

more
area

Ostjuden deported in cattle-trucks. Offset by this

Germany and its need,

on some

occasions, to keep

up

the

pretence of resettlement in some areas and mask the reality of the death

camps* Ultimately,

the effectiveness of the

the burden of the

deportations in thinning numbers to

extermination centres will be dealt with here

trucks

as

opposed to carraiges,

as

well

as

ease

particularly in terms of the

usage

of cattle-

the tragic irony of the much harsher conditions

during the death marches towards the end of the

war

compared with the original

deportations.

A Precursor

Deportations before the War:

The existence of pre-war
extreme forms of

the

deportations illustrated the regime's shift to

making Germany Jadenfrei

as

well

as

more

and

anticipating the extensive

more
use

of

railways to feed the death centres that attempted to wipe out the Jewish population

during the

war.

starvation

There

are

three documents in the WLA that refer to

pre-war

deportation, all

genuine possibility. With this, the Nazis offered the sweetener of'free' food to those
deportation. Thousands responded. Coupled with the faked Jewish letters written
from the death camps that spoke of casual work, education for children, and acceptable living conditions, this
hunger was enough to trick thousands of Jews to their deaths.
6
H1LDEBRANDT, Dieter, Per Gelbe Stern ["video!. (Concord, 1980) actually shows the inside of one such
truck, focusing on the grime on the floor and walls, and illustrating the confined space in which so many Jews
were packed; GILBERT,
Martin, The Holocaust; the Jewish Tragedy. (Glasgow, 1987), pp.393-6 &
photographs between pp.672 and 673; DAWIDOWICZ, War Against the Jews, pp.363, 367-8.
ASSOUN, Jacques, Suzette BLOCH, & Pierre Oscar LEVY (dir.), First Convoy [film], (Ex Nihilo Paradiso
Productions & La Sept., first aired on Channel Four, 28lh March, 1994), which details the first deportation of
French Jews from the concentration camps at Drancy and Compiegne to Auschwitz in March 1942. The Jews
were taken to the most notorious of the death camps in third-class carriages, ZUCCOTTI, Susan, The
Holocaust, the French, and the Jews. (New York, 1993), pp.88-9 also documents this transport, but is cautious
in saying this was "a rare alternative to the horror of sealed and pitch-dark box-cars". There are few examples
of historical studies that give more than a sentence to deportations in anything other than cattle-trucks.
8
DAW1DOW1CZ, War Against the Jews, p.363. Davidowicz does, after all, illustrate this point inadvertently
when she describes the arrival of a convoy of freight trucks for the ghettoized Jews and its thoroughly
negative impact on the deportees, who panicked as a result
mass

was a

Jews who volunteered for
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at

the end of 1938. This

period

saw a

epitomized by the Nazi-inspired
Rath assassination
Kristallnacht

by

Jew.9

of 9th and

10th November

come

But, interestingly, the three documents pre-date

under the umbrella of the Poienaktion, which sought to rid Germany

An anonymous report

by

a

Pole

-

presumably

Jew, for, whilst he does not state

a

categorically, he did enlist the help of the Jiidische Hilfscomite

nature of the sudden and
on

vom

Jews.10

of its Polish

soil

in the wake of the

by twelve days and thus could not have been inspired by it. Instead, these

deportations all

this

marked increase in hostility to the Jews in Germany,

pogrom

Dutch

a

Deportation

swift

-

describes the arbitrary

deportation of thousands of Polish subjects from German

28lh October, 1938. In this instance, he had

a

work visa that expired on

1st

November, which he attempted to extend in order to arrange for his emigration to North

America.11 However, when he
Interestingly, he
most

in Elberfeld

near

the German-Dutch border at this time,

westerly points of Germany whose various authorities had already

enthusiastic in
many

was

went to the authorities to do this, he was arrested.

making the

1

area

Judenfrei. ~ Nearly two hundred Poles

hours before the officials informed them that the

but the

men were

October, these

to

women

were

of the

proven very

incarcerated for

could return to their homes

pack their essential belongings and return within

men were

one

seven

hours. On

28th

transported to the Polish border in third-class train carriages.

However, whilst these carriages were locked, those inside were provided with sausage,

bread, and

a

large pot of

humane than the
the

coffee.1. Of

these conditions

deportations that fed the death and concentration

were
camps,

transportation of humans-beings could not be carried out with the

especially

on a transport across

The author also

use

significantly

more

but, in peacetime,

of wooden trucks,

the entire Reich.

points out that his

kind. Indeed, before his train had even
9

course,

was

certainly not the only transportation of its

stopped, he had

FRIEDLANDER, Saul, Nazi Germany & the Jews:

seen a

line of about

a

thousand

the Years of Persecution. 1933-39. (London, 1997),
itself resulted in the destruction of 267 synagogues and 7,500 businesses and claimed
91 victims. Indeed, Heydrich estimated the number of deaths to be only a third of this figure and Goring was
aintoured to have responded to this with some disappointment: "1 wish you had killed two hundred Jews and
not destroyed such property" As it turned out, the windowpanes in wrecked Jewish shop windows were
insured for six million dollars alone, and, as they were Belgian glass, would be payable in foreign currency.
10
HILBERG, Raul, The Destruction of the European Jews. (New York, 1985 ed ), pp. 158-9. Discusses the
unwillingness
of the Poles to accept Polish Jews, particularly 'poor Jews', back into the country at this time.
"
P. III c.646, p. 1. Anonymous report submitted to the WLA in 1957.
12
See Chapter ii, Emigration, Fig. 2.1, p.31.
pp.271-81. The

pogrom
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people walking along the country road beside the railway

line.14

As it turned out, these

people had been brought from Hamburg and had already been turned away by the Polish
border officials.

Although their SS escorts had claimed that the Poles would be too

cowardly to shoot, this illustrated the lack of organization concerning the deportations,
confirmed

by the

unawareness

of Polish officials of

any

German deportation plan. There

11,000 deportees at the German border town of Alt-Bentschen by the evening of 29

were

October, from various German
bottleneck

the border itself.

on

consulates in

towns.11 The resulting confusion caused
Usually such

occurrences were

the

a

th

bureaucratic

preserve

only of

major cities. Nevertheless, for the next two weeks, these eleven thousand

people had to wait to be registered with the Polish officials who would decide whether to
allow them into the country.

stables

in the

or

waiting

Throughout the whole

room

a

atrocities

committed.16

often

nineteen-year-old girl

perceived

as an

-

was

anti-Semitic

for this

reason

died during this time,

From how he describes

A second anonymous

they had to sleep in the nearby

of the station, with only the straw brought for them by the

kindly Polish locals. It is unclear whether it

including

process,

race,

who

or

that

seven

whether there

refugees

-

were any

them, it would not have been the Poles,

were

the perpetrators.

report on the Polenaktion confirms the sympathy of the Polish

population, who welcomed and catered for the two thousand Jewish refugees from in and
around Berlin when

they arrived in

Krakow.17 This

was a great contrast to

their previous

destination, the border town of Konitz. There they had been kept in two small suffocating
rooms

for several

with the

was not

necessary

paperwork

possible, and to get this paperwork required several days of waiting, during
were

occasions of ill-treatment

Polish-Jewish transport

14

drink, resulting in the deaths of four people. ' As

hope to force their repatriation. Of course, without the

which time there

13

18

or

previous report, it appeared that the Nazis only intended to get their prisoners to

the border and

this

nights without food

had been strictly

run

by the SS. Both

by SS

men

on

trains and in trucks, the

all too often willing to show off

P.III.c.646, p.l.

Ibid., pp. 1-2.
Ibid., p.2. Interestingly, many of the towns were on the western border of the Reich; Dusseldorf, Dortmund,
Essen, Duisburg, and Cologne, in addition to Berlin, Hannover, and Hamburg. These western towns were the
15

same towns

its
16

whose authorities had

wholeheartedly embraced the anti-Semitic policies of the Third Reich from

inception.

Ibid., pp.2-3. The author merely mentions this fact, as well as two births.
P.III.c.638, p.2. Anonymous letter written by a young Jew, according to the source synopsis, dated
November 1938, from Krakow, Poland. Submitted in 1957.
18
Ibid., p.l.
17
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their firearms to demonstrate the power

because the anonymous
secret

letter

-

author

was

or

the farm

on

were

their prisoners. Unfortunately,

into much detail

go

does elaborate

training, farm in Ellguth

October all Poles

over

recording his experiences in

during the transport, he does not

Benno Teichmann's report

Hachsharah,

they wielded

on

on

Deportation

a

on

hastily written

-

and

this issue.

this point. Teichmann had been in

the German-Polish border, when

on

a

28th

expelled from the country in the Polenaktion, given

only three hours in which to organize their departure. Unlike the other two reports,
Teichmann's group,
bus and then made

suitcases.'9

which consisted of thirteen people,

to

walk

In this way,

along

a

it turned out for Teichmann, the Poles were
was

prisoners either if they

cross

the group
such

taken close to the border by

muddy country lane towards the frontier, carrying their

it is clear the Germans

resulting battle of wills

was

played out in
the border

an

or

were

serious about this repatriation. But,

as

equally serious in not allowing them in. The

almost farcical exchange of threats to shoot the

if they

came

back

over

remained in Poland with their Polish passports. The

it! Ultimately, only six of

seven

who did not

possess

documents, Teichmann included, returned to Ellguth.

Unfortunately for Teichmann, not long after he had returned to the training farm, the
events that had been

ignited by Kristallnacht resulted in his second arrest, this time

brutal than the first. Indeed,
their Jewish

along with

was

on

the farm of

were

SA officers
lack of

face.20

Even though the leader of

being murderers because of the

vom

Rath

it is clear from the way in which he questioned their return from Poland that he

bitter at the failure of the attempt to

the Jews

local farmers, the arresting SA officers beat

prisoners with sticks and punched them in the

the Nazis accused all the Jews

killing,2'

some

more

transported in

were

open

censured for

eject the Jews

across

the Polish border. And, when

and closed lorries to the Police station at Kreuzburg, the

conducting

an

unauthorized

Aktion2" Perhaps because of this

authorization, the Jewish prisoners were only subjected to a short incarceration at

Buchenwald, under the auspices of the Schutzhaftregister as 'Jews in protective custody'."'

19
20

Ibid., pp.4-5.
Ibid., pp.8-10. Initially, the SA were searching the Jews for any weapons

- pocket knives and air rifles
they had to be confiscated from Jews following the vom Rath assassination. However, events
quickly escalated when the local farmers arrived to 'assist' the Nazi representatives.
21
Ibid", p.9.
22
Ibid., pp.11-2. Teichmann himself was put into an open-topped truck, and was therefore less comfortable
than those placed in the closed trucks, a brief example of the importance of luck in this particular context.
23
Ibid., pp. 16-7.

included

-

as
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Nevertheless, in spite of the lack of authorization of the Ahum that seized them, they
still taken to

a

concentration camp.

Nazis in this section

were

atrocities

as

And the improvised actions of many of the individual

reference to the

Solution.24 Essentially, this

drive the Final
Nazis

are a

were

willing to take their fight to

similarly improvised actions that would later
was a concrete
a

indication to the Jews that the

local level, paving the

way

for individual

party officials saw tit.

Surviving the Situation - Jewish Awareness:
Unlike the
from 1941

deportations during the Polenaklion of 1938, the deportations that took place
were

transit camps

serving

a

larger strategy: initially the incarceration of Jews in ghettos and

and latterly the destruction of Jews in death centres. To what extent the Jews

realized this strategy vet

still took part in the transports with little resistance has been well-

documented.""' The almost inconceivable idea of
own

life is not

extent to

something that

which this

was

the

can

case

facing

up to a

readily be understood by

genocide that threatens your

an

objective observer, but the

in the testimonies will be examined

closely throughout

this section.

24

KERSHAW, tan, "Improvised Genocide? The Emergence of The Final Solution' in the YVarthegau," in

Transactions

of the Royal Historical Society (Series VI, vol. II, 1992), pp.57-9; BROWNING, Christopher,
(Cambridge, 1995 ed.), pp.37-41, 47-8. Both speak of the atrocious conditions imposed
by starvation and disease in the ghettos of occupied Poland, the Generalgouvernement suffering more acutely
as officials dragged their heels over how to alleviate the problem. As a result, some Nazi ghetto administrators
strove for a 'productionist' policy with their ghettos, making them economically viable, whilst other
administrators applied an 'attritionisf doctrine, which condemned their Jews to starvation. Similarly, the
contradictory reactions of the various Nazis in Teichmann's account follow this trend, with some going
further than others in carrying out the Aktionen.
25
DAWIDOWICZ, War Against the Jews, pp.343-5, 355, 358. Dawidwicz discusses three reasons why this
would be the case. There was the unwillingness to divulge information about the killings that had seeped
through to the Jewish authorities in the ghettos, essentially because it was treated as inaccurate rumour or, if
true, would only make the Jewish prisoners' existence more miserable There was also the belief that anything
would be better than the starvation of the ghettos, particularly the "attritionist' ghettos. And, most importantly,
the adherence to the Hakicha
Jewish law
that placed much emphasis on the solidarity of community, even
in adversity. This was particularly critical when the Judenrcite had the option of sending a select few to their
death to save the community as a whole. If the select few were not criminals, the Halacha forbade this even at
the expense of the community's existence. ZUCCOTT1, The Holocaust, the French, and the Jews, pp.90-1,
Zuccotti develops this idea of 'Jewishness', citing the defiant wearing of the Yellow Star in occupied France
even if it left the wearer vulnerable to deportation. ARONSON, Shlomo, "The 'Quadruple Trap"' & Asher
COHEN, "Resistance and Rescue" in CESARANI, David (ed.), Genocide and Rescue: the Holocaust in
Hungary 1944. (Oxford, 1997), pp.96-7, 132. Aronson emphasizes that the Jewish victims expected to be
"looked after' by their Judenrate as upholders of their community, which, although not entirely accurate
because of the examples that exist of hatred and resentment shown to Judenrat members, does further the idea
of community. Cohen strips down to basic psychology in stating that, without directly witnessing the
atrocities themselves, the Jews were unwilling to accept the rumours - no matter how convincing - instead
believing that their 'local' context would be different. HILBERG, Destruction, pp. 195-6. Hilberg, within all
The Path

to

Genocide.

-

-
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Certainly

a

majority of the WLA documents suggest

Nazi misinformation

example of Mrs B., whose entire family

deported to the Dutch holding

was

family

list

Jews of

as

was

she

was

news

more

than she did. In addition, there

illegal for Jews to

that stated that

people

arrived at the camp
had to be

use

on,

was

access to

on one

was

of the

regular

such that

Her friends evidently knew

radio-sets around the

occasion Mr B. heard

being gassed in the eastern

were

later

fumigated. It

them,

were

awareness,

came out

of events given to Mrs B. from such deliveries

deportations.28

of Vught

the exemption

on

nationality'.26 The lack of awareness, however,

expected to be told of the nature of the

nothing

through

destination. The luck for

enjoyed by inmates at Vught and Westerbork, namely the

friends.27 The

post from

sooner or to a worse

Mrs B.'s British birthplace, which put her whole family

'preferable

relative freedom

camps

Bergen-Belsen, demonstrates that luck, rather than

prevented the B. family from being deported
the B.

awareness

unwillingness to accept the extent of the 'Final Solution'. The

or an

and Westerbork prior to

lack of

a

a

and, whilst it

BBC World Service report

camps.29

they brought with them lice and,

camp,

as a

When

new

deportees

result, part of the

this that Mr B. assumed to be the "gassing" that

was

camp

referred to

by the BBC.

Tauba Bindel also alludes to

where she

was

a

deported in September

lack of

knowledge about the meaning of Auschwitz,

1942.30 Indeed, throughout

deportation, Bindel and her husband displayed only partial

events leading up to her

of the rapidly

awareness

developing situation in occupied Belgium. They put their two small children into
orphanage, which ultimately saved their lives, although they
been involved in

some

this

ensure a

measure

their young

did

children

of the

were

early

purges

on

the list of expendables

Nevertheless, the Bindels then made

no

fortunate not to have

of foreign orphanages by the

greater chance of survival for the

high

were

further effort to

Nazis.31

whole family

on

ensure

However,

as parents

arrival at the death
their

an

own

and

camps.

safety and

were

of these

interpretations, states that most victims could not compute the complexity of events that had trapped
(and threatened to annihilate them) and were resigned to an "automatic compliance" with the Nazis.
26
P.lll.h (Westerbork - Bergen-Belsen) 14b, p.7. Report by Mrs B given in the form of an interview, in
February 1955. The WLA analyst makes the point that Mrs B.'s report, whilst basically trustworthy, is not
them

,

always sufficiently clear and includes some obviously incorrect figures. However, the details used here have
been supported directly or indirectly by other sources.
27
In a similar way, the Jews of Paris enjoyed this freedom and were surprised by the sudden deportations
from the beginning of 1941. ASSOUN, BLOCH, & LEVY (dir.). First Convoy ffilml
28
Ibid., p. 12.
29
Ibid., p. 12.
20
P.lll.h (Auschwitz) 1047, p.6. Interview in Brussels, 1957.
21
Ibid., p. 1. The children were put into an orphanage in the summer of 1942,
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caught out by
express any

They

a

sudden arrest by the Gestapo in late-summer 1942. Bindel, herself, does not

surprise at this action, but the couple's

were,

house, thus preventing

saved them from

prevent their

own

lack of preparedness is surprising.

however, unlucky at the time of their arrest,

surrounded their
awareness

Deportation

a

as

through

any escape

likely removal to the

gas

the GFP had completely

a rear

window.32 Their partial

chambers, yet

deportation completely.

An anonymous account

puts this partial awareness into perspective on a deportation

train from Theresienstadt to Auschwitz.

Although expressed

in a

pseudo-poetic style by

dislocated from the action he describes, the basic trends are there.

narrator

enough to

was not

coming from the so-called "gentle camp" Theresienstadt, the prisoners
they must tell

of its true nature, and

no-one

were

were

told not to throw

a

Particularly

warned that

paper

(possibly

containing accounts of their experiences) out of the train. Despite this Nazi fear, they knew
little of their fate and still

Germany

as

promised.

S3

absent-mindedly threw
he

was

shot dead for

destination, the author
human

expected to be taken to

However, when

a

one

disobeying the previous
the

group

labour

camp

somewhere in southern

of the Jews in the carriage next to the author

fragment of margarine

expresses

a

wrapper out

of a crack in the cattle truck,

instruction.14 Whilst

realization that the Jews

no

wiser

were no

as to

their

longer deemed

by the Nazis. Essentially, this corroborates Asher Cohen's point concerning the

psychology of belief through

beholding.35 That the author's presumed father did

subsequently hide his war-wound and join his
is the strongest

tragedy that

emerges

son

in the labour

from this testimony and

camp

was

not

and potential survival

borne out of this lack of

awareness.

The letters of

an

anonymous

girl, only referred to

as

"a

young

Protestant of Jewish

descent", chart the worry and concern in Berlin in December 1942 when Jews, who had

32

Ibid

,

pp .3-4.

The GFP

were

the Geheime Feld Potizei,

or

Secret Field Police - an extension of the Gestapo
by escaping through his window as the Gestapo

Cf. this with Herbert Keller's escape, when he averted arrest
waited at his door (Chapter ii: Emigration, p.23).
33

P.lll.h (General) 576, p. 1.

Anonymous semi-prose of a transport from Theresienstadt to Auschwitz. The
delivery, including the finale in the gas chambers, makes this document somewhat untrustworthy
were it not for the careful analysis by the WLA. It is likely that, as one of the few survivors of the transport
(those who were sent to the labour section of Auschwitz and not the gas chambers) this was the author's only
way of translating the event to paper. It is also possible that the author is the boy, who is split from his father
and assigned to the labour camp, as the latter is followed by the narrative to his death. There is guilt
discernible in the delivery of the piece.
34
Ibid., pp. 1-2.
elaborate

35

COHEN, "Resistance and Rescue", p. 132.
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been

relatively free

describes the

up

until this time but

by the Gestapo. She

place to place to avoid the "headhunters" lurking in

looking for deportees. These "headhunters" had already carried out the reprisal

murders of
internees.

up

stifling, expectant atmosphere in their "heavy life" ("schweres Leben"), in

which all the Jews have to rush from
the streets

being rounded

were now

Deportation

36

eight members of the Jewish community after the
She also mentions

been interned in
concerned the

a

a

poem

concentration camp

that

was

written by

since 1940. It

are

they taking you? Where will

They know only

of

of their

some

unnamed pastor, who had

entitled simply "Deportation" and

was

deportations of the Jewish inmates from his

"Whereto

an

escape

camp:

your

path end9

thing: the final destination is barbed

one

wire."37

The

dignity and self-control

by the pastor in the Jews' troubled expressions

seen

("verstorten Angesichts") convinced him of a powerful Jewish spirit. It also infers that the
terrible

reality

was

being met by

active resistance. And

destination

was

not

even

many

then, this

'barbed

thousands with only this defence and not
not

was

a more

the whole reality, for the Jews' final

wire', although this

may

not have been

recognized

Nevertheless, the young girl who includes this poem to her reader stresses the great

importance that the Jews of Berlin placed
for the salvation of their

them with
the Nazi

a

false

sense

race

and showed

of hope

propaganda that lured

and

more

her fellow Jews of the horrors that

Berlin had

16

no

were

knowledge of the

they

were not

as

more

it imbued them with hope

alone. Tragically, it also imbued
messages as no

better than

Jews into the genocide machine.

Berlin, expressed

a greater awareness

lay ahead of her. In

one

than

many

of

of her letters to her elder

in England at this time, she mentions that non-Jews in

camps yet

she still

expresses

her lack of hope, particularly

P.III.c.524, pp. 1-2. Two letters (and a poem by an unknown pastor who had been interned in a

concentration camp since 1940)
Jewish girl of unknown age from
was
37

such testimony,

and rendered such well-meaning

Gertrud Hammerstein, also of

daughter and son-in-law, who

on

at

dated 14lh and 15th December, 1942, written by an anonymous Protestant
Berlin. Judging by the maturity of her writing, however, it is likely that she

least fifteen,

Ibid., p.4. ["Wohin wird man Euch fuhren? Wo endet Euer Pfad? / Sie wissen nur das Eine: das Ziel heifJt

Stacheldraht."]
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it her destination

notified that

were

illusions

as

Tragically, she

Poland.

chances of her survival. However, she did expect

survive, perhaps lulled by the
was

proved

wrong.

daughter and son-in-law

daughter and husband

rumours

her

under

no

daughter

of Theresienstadt's reputation.

Hammerstein herself succumbed in the

was so

was

younger

subsequently deported to Auschwitz and

were

this all-to-common result that
And many

Even when she and her younger

they had been designated for Theresienstadt, Hammerstein

to the

and partner to

her

were

Deportation

camp

itself and

gassed/9

It

was

carefully hidden by the Nazi propaganda machine.

believed it.

Indeed, the perceived safe option of deportation to Theresienstadt is a prime

propaganda.40 Edith Sondheim,

example of this

the Jews of Dortmund had when

destination.41

Even the transports
were

they

on

in

poorly treated both

passing. Theresienstadt

are

mentions the hope and confidence

of the old and infirm, who made
the clearest

was seen

camp

in this context

as

and

on

almost

There

was

doubt

the majority of

up

a

arrival,

are

east.4"1 Klein

very

18

sense

of what

well in the

P. Ill

c.

case

only mentioned

was

only

on

the

already under the

heading to Theresienstadt.

right

up

until the moment of realization, which partly explains the

great relief as their train pulled to a halt in Czechoslovakia and not in
confused

way

saviour. Indeed, Friedrich

train at all because he had volunteered to travel with his mother, and was
was

their

deportation train when the deportees realize that

bound for Theresienstadt and not the much-feared

impression that she

was

sign of methodical extermination in the

the journey to the

Klein describes the sheer relief within the

they

one,

they discovered that the Czechoslovakian town

inmates at Theresienstadt but
were

for

was

Poland.41 This

safe, and the exaggeration of supposed 'safe-havens', worked

of Klein and his group. In fact, on his later arrival in Auschwitz in

1062, pp.6-7. Collection of three letters written between October and December 1942 to her daughter

and son-in-law

living in England. As

a result of the war, the letters were not delivered until after the war, by
kept them safe until that time (Hammerstein, herself, was doubtful the
reach their destination). The elder daughter then passed the letters on to the Wiener Library.

Hammerstein's maid in Berlin who
letters would
39
40

ever

Ibid., p. 1.
SCHWERTFEGER, Ruth, Women of Theresienstadt: Voices from

a Concentration Camp. (Oxford, 1989),
15-8 Schwertfeger mentions the "beautification of Theresienstadt" by the Nazis, including the planting of
flowerbeds at its entrance and the setting up of fake shops to give the initial impression of a model camp,

pp

befitting
its 'respectable' Jewish population usually of advanced age.
41
P.lll.c. 157, pp. 12-3. A collection of eight letters to a young girl, Use, who was in Sweden from relatives probably her parents - living in Dortmund This letter is dated 14th December, 1942, ironically the same date
as the young girl's letter from Berlin. She was also destined for Theresienstadt
42
P III.c.745, pp. 1-2. Personal report, split in two parts; the first part dealing with the Theresienstadt transport
and the second part dealing with the Auschwitz transport. Received at WLA in 1957.
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September 1944, he
queue was

Deportation

selected for forced labour without realizing that the alternative

was

bound for the

gas

chambers.44 Janka Galambos displayed

a

similar lack of

knowledge of Auschwitz to Klein. Galambos had been ghettoized in Hungary and, thus,
shut off to any

was

possible information

who had been in Pilsen in
Western

Europe. Yet Galambos and Klein reacted in the

through

machine

was

by

any awareness

pure

even

destination represented

one

the

falsity of its "privileged" status, and this lack of knowledge

transit station for Auschwitz

"privileged" deportees

in

special bloc

away

-

where

were

treated

from the real

purposes as

Theresienstadt

a

very

camp.

the deportees

not recognized, nor was

misinformation

was

the

subsequently murdered. Effectively, it
Jews would accept such issues

as

specifically for

encouraged to write to relatives back in
-

to inform them of

of truth
camps.

was

only when confronted with the truth that

the reality of Theresienstadt. And often this truth

cynically inverted by Nazi propaganda

deportations from transit

was

was.46 With their task completed, the entire "privileged transport"'

was

inversion

However, their treatment

great resistance to deportation had been made

pleasant Auschwitz

This

well, provided with excellent food and clothes

were

how

was

or

another. Clearly,

Herting discusses the arrival of the first "privileged transport" to Auschwitz.

The

many

was

over

Europe.

Zalke

propaganda

as a

same

been assimilated into the genocide

reality of Theresienstadt

a

than Klein

with the

same way,

the

same across

more so

chance that Klein survived this selection and

of the situation. He had

misunderstanding of what

a

and

occupied Czechoslovakia and closer to the less constricted

knowledge.47 Indeed, it was only through
not

much of the east

as

is also

as

Schwertfiger has

illustrated.47

represented by surprise at the speed of the

One such example is Dr Hans Cramer, whose wife was a

part of Westerbork camp's Joodsche Raad

and subsequently

more aware

than most of Nazi

machinations, describes the similar belief in safety at Westerbork, certainly compared to
feeder camps

(such

as

Ellecom, which

was

particularly harsh).'

out, conditions at Westerbork were worse than

41
44
45
46

47
48

However,

expected and its status

as

Cramer points

as a

transit

camp

Ibid., p.2.
Ibid., p.4.
P.III.b. i 178, p.3. Interview conducted in February, 1960.
P III h

(Auschwitz) 239, p.3. Interview conducted in March, 1956.

SCHWERTFEGER, Women of Theresienstadt. pp. 15-8.
P.Ill i

(Holland) 667, pp.22-3, 32-3. Extensive letter, with admissions of error through poor memory.

Highly valued in the Archive
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from Holland

to

the East made it

a

dangerous place to be. Cramer also suggests that Nazi

efficiency could often take even the most vigilant

unawares.49 On one occasion, 3rd October

1942, all Amsterdam Jews in Dutch forced labour
with their
were

families, deported to

picked

up at

the station

as

Deportation

Westerbork.50

camps were

suddenly seized and, along

Even those who worked outside the capital

they boarded the train back home. This ruthlessly efficient

Blitzkrieg action accounted for 15,000 Jews and would have prevented all but the luckiest
and well-informed from

escaping it.

Dr Martha Mosse describes the swift and sudden

in

February

1943.51

that carried out this

In this instance, it
Aktion,

from their factories and

as

was

deportations of Jews from Berlin

Hitler's SS-Body Guard (the Leibstandarte-SS)

in Cramer's example taking Jewish forced labourers away

straight into transit

camps

before departing east. In just

one

week,

7,000 of the 10,000 remaining Jews in Berlin were deported in this way. Only the attempted

deportation of Jews in so-called 'mixed marriages' to 'Aryans'
Jewish spouses
strikes

protested at

RosenstraBe.92 There

were

was

thwarted, after the

non-

similar instances of such lightning

throughout the Reich and its occupied protectorates, much

more

than there

were

examples of Nazi incompetence. Essentially, the Nazi regime appeared most capable of
carrying out its 'Final Solution'

So

realization,

how could Jews escape
or

partial realization,

options available to the Jews
deportation
49

50
51

across

or

avoid it

now

its territories.

deportation? As has already been demonstrated,

was not

enough of

trapped in Germany

altogether.5'

a guarantee on
was

its

own;

the only

either to delay the moment of

For example, both Kurt Hausmann and Lotte Heskel

Cf. BROSZAT, Hitler State, in which the Nazi state is
P.III.i (Holland) 667, pp.34-5.
P.Ill c.962,

portrayed

as

utterly chaotic.

pp.6-7. Interview conducted in July 1957. Mosse also collaborates with other details given
deportation process in Berlin, namely the shooting of eight Jewish community officials and the
over-riding belief amongst Berlin Jews that Theresienstadt was 'safe'.
2
Ibid., p.7. See also the testimonies of Schafer, Schwarz, and Cohn in Chapter iv: Forced Labour, pp.94-101,
and STOLTZFUS, Nathan, Resistance of the Heart: Intermarriage and the Rosenstrasse Protest in Nazi
Germany. (London, 1996). Rosenstrasse was the name of the street in Berlin where the Gestapo was holding
2,000 Jews from mixed marriages in a temporary holding centre awaiting for their deportation. This
deportation
had to be cancelled after the non-Jewish spouses of the Jewish prisoners publicly protested.
53
H1LBERG, Destruction, pp. 180-2. Hilberg puts the Jewish population of Berlin, the city featured most
prominently in these testimonies, at 54,000 by the end of June 1942. At this point, the number of Jews who
were exempt from deportation - either as an essential forced labourer, in a mixed-marriage (as the Jews
detained in Rosenstrasse were), or a member of or connected to the Berlin Judenrat - made up a significant
proportion of this number. With deportation "material" still required, these 'exempt Jews' were now being
evacuated eastward as well. After one such seizure, around 4,000 Jews evaded deportation after being warned
by their employers (similar to the example of Lotte Heskel), much to the chagrin of Josef Goebbels. These
self-named U-Boote, or 'submarine Jews', had to have money, presence of mind, social ability, and steady
about the
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decided to go
Heskel

even

underground following

being warned

away

increase in the severity of the deportations, with

an

from the Theresienstadt

Through various Gentiles, often linked to resistance
there

necessary resources,

were

Deportation

or

54

rumour

by her kindly employer."

Communist movements with the

able to remain in Amsterdam and Berlin respectively,

although it must be stressed that they put themselves in that situation by actively avoiding

deportation. Two further examples, both from Berlin, demonstrate the assistance afforded
by non-Jews. Elise Wolff had remained in the Gentian capital throughout the

to some

period,
on

that

an act

was

of the

awareness

deportation, she

was

initially to do with not wishing to disrupt her life but

danger that surrounded her. Indeed, when she

was

was

also based

called

able to hide with her non-Jewish friends, returning home only

pre-arranged signal when the threat had lifted.This foresight saved her

on more

for

up

on a

than

one

occasion, although her ultimate escape involved an illegal flight into Switzerland for which
she

briefly interned in various Swiss refugee

was

Unlike Wolff, Anna Drach had

regime
1934

take

as

as a

camps.

already experienced the extreme nature of the

she had been imprisoned for four months between October 1933 and February
distributor of

a more

'illegal

pamphlets'.56

Perhaps it

sober view of the so-called resettlement

was

this experience that made her

("IJmsiedlimg") of Jews in Berlin from

1941 and

question the reputations of Theresienstadt and the mysterious Auschwitz just

Goebbels

was

Drach

a

directive to get the Jews out of the German capital/" As such,

subsequently spent the rest of the

within Berlin,
makes

issuing

an

greatly assisted by

a

war

-

as a

number of other Jews did

network of friends and resistance leaders.

58

-

hiding

Drach also

interesting point about the Orthodox Jews (Glauhensjuden), whom she

actively refused to

go

as

into hiding purely

as a means

says

of avoiding suffering. This would, in

part, explain the misguided stoicism of some Jews mentioned in the pastor's poem cited
above.

discovered. Indeed, Hilberg puts the figure at only a few hundred Jews across the entire
to survive this way for any length of time although definite figures for such clandestine
existences are difficult to ascertain. It is likely that a great number - perhaps many more than Hilberg
suggests - were able to survive in large cities such as Berlin, protected both by the scale of their surroundings
and the underground and resistance networks that permeated these areas, as politically-organized Jews.
4
P.III.d.706, pp.2-5 & 802, pp.9-14. See Chapter iv: Forced Labour, pp.94 & 102 for more details.
P.HI.f. (Germany) 937, pp. 1-3. Interview conducted in July 1958.
56
P. III.c. 597, p. 1. Interview May 1957. It is only implied that Drach was an active member of the resistance.
57
Ibid., pp 1-2. Cites Goebbels: "Der letzte Jude muB raus aus Berlin" - Every last Jew must leave Berlin.
Ibid., pp.3-9. She even speaks of the twenty times she had to change her lodgings, each time being helped to
nerves.

Many

Reich who

were

were

able

'

some new

address.
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Often

hiding

helpful contacts,

as

well

as a

that Drach and Wolff had
offer them
done

enough

was not

its

on

degree of

own.

luck.39

so

successfully required

many

Many Jews-in-hiding without the contacts

usually entered political

resistance movements, which could

or

underground support network. Indeed, in two separate examples, Jews had

an

just that and when subsequently captured by the Nazis found that they were treated

differently to other Jews who had been rounded
one

To do

Deportation

such person.

Originally

a

up

in the usual

Ester Tenzer

manner.

was

Viennese Jew, she heeded the warnings of Kristallnacht and

joined her family who had fled to Belgium. She became involved with the Belgian
resistance movement in 1940 and

helped to distribute illegal pamphlets to German soldiers

attempting to dissuade them from their

service.60

Belgium until the end of March 1943, when she

In this capacity', she
was

Although her account is somewhat brief, it would

favourably than her regular Jewish inmates,
Nazi (the reason

for her arrest) and not

Bernhard Natt,
and elaborates

prisoner

on

more

this

finally arrested for her illegal work.

appear

was

treated

Auschwitz, for her status

more

as an

own cunning

a

similar fate to Tenzer

political

as a

were

was

and sheer good fortune, seeking out unusual refuges when

being made and

never

being at home when the Gestapo

hiding in the houses of his father's patients (he

managed to avoid deportation, unlike his father who

was sent to

was a

doctor)

Buchenwald after

Following this, Natt fled to Holland but encountered similar problems there

under the Nazi occupation,

1943, Natt realized that it

although Natt worked for the Joodsche Raad until 1943. ' From
was no

longer safe to work in this

way,

probably

as a

result of

meeting four resistance men who did much to rescue Jewish children from the Nazis
therefore

anti-

Jew.

as a

point concerning prisoner status, although he survived

deportation searches

Kristallnacht.

that Tenzer

born in Frankfurt-am-Main in 1919, suffered

called."1 Very often he
and

able to remain in

through circumstance than favour. Essentially, Natt had avoided the

deportations by his
the

even at

was

knew the

and

dangers. Through these connections, Natt returned to Germany

ironically to acquire greater protection from the various underground movements there.

59

After all,

in moving lodgings twenty times, Anna Drach would still have to know when to move and where
relying on others for such advice. Even then, a tight network of information could not
predict every Nazi Aktiun. Dr Cramer admits he was surprised on several occasions and that even the most

to move

to, often

vigilant

60

were taken unawares. Supra., pp67-8.
P.lll.h (Auschwitz) 1114, pp.3-5. No date given,

although she does talk of still seeing her Auschwitz tattoo
sometime between 1957 and 1958.
in August 1955.

after fourteen years, which would place this account
61
P.lll.h (Auschwitz) 139, p. 1. Interview conducted

62

Ibid., pp.2-3.
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With the three other young men

foundry

Dutch worker 63 However, he

as a

was nervous

Germany, during which they had to convince

return to

of

he had travelled with from Holland, he got work in

using their obviously fake

entered Holland

papers

and

were

a

metal

about the precarious nature of their

a

border guard that they

returning for that

reason.

only to be convinced of returning to Germany

As

a

were

guilty

result, he

re¬

once more so as not to

endanger the lives of those he had left behind. Naturally this to-ing and fro-ing aroused
suspicion and he

was

denounced to the Gestapo, who arrested him. However, Natt later

realized, when he arrived at (and survived) Auschwitz, that he had been arrested
and

a

political threat, not

notable moments of

luck6"1

whom the main purpose
attributed in

no

as a
-

He

even puts

down to his status

of the

small part to

Jew.64

camp was

as a

his survival

-

which, of

course,

political prisoner and not

intended. Ester Tenzers survival

as a spy

a

can

Jew, for

also by-

this trend.

Herbert Kruskal offers

a

definitive account of the

only other alternative to avoiding

deportation until the last possible moment, namely deferment. A Dutch Jew, Kruskal
fetched with his
makes his
all the

Kruskal

family to the transit

example of deferment

more

-

camp at

from within

gone

one

of the

camps

feeding the death centres

because

of

an

entire family

greatly differing

Westerbork introduced Kruskal to

a

a year

-

previously,

into hiding, colloquially termed "ducking", to avoid

deportation. The problems of "ducking"
case

was

Westerbork in September 1942, and this

important. As the deportations in Holland had begun exactly

explains that he had

Kruskaks

had

Dr

ages.66

Neubiirger, who

were

increasingly difficult, in

Their resulting deportation to

was

from the

same area as

Kruskal

l,;<

Ibid., p.3.
Ibid., pp.4-5. Even the transport to Auschwitz was "not too bad"', according to Natt, who even described his
arrival as appearing at a holiday camp, such was the nature of the tall, clean buildings and the coloured guardpost lamps surrounding them.
6'
For example, he was badly injured whilst working in the cement factory (in which he had to catch heavy
"4

sacks of cement

his back) and was sent to the camp

hospital. As a result, he was operated on by Dr Fischer
notorious figures at Auschwitz - and would have died had a Jewish doctor not managed to
arrange a blood fusion with a fellow inmate. Recognizing this tightrope existence, Natt adopted an antisentimentality, much as Primo Levi did, which placed survival and the search for food ahead of friendships.
The degradation of human spirit and the degradation of the camp contrasted with its initial outward
appearance was what stood out most in Natt's recollections of Auschwitz. See also LEVI, Primo, The
Drowned and the Saved, (Trans. Raymond Rosenthall, London, 1989), and LEVI, Primo, Survival in
Auschwitz; the Nazi Assault on Humanity. (Trans. Stuart Woolf, London, 1993).
66
The other obvious example of the difficulties of "ducking" an entire family is, of course, illustrated in
FRANK, Anne, The Diary of a Young Girl - the Definitive Edition. (Eds Otto H Frank and Mirjam Pressler,
Trans. Susan Massotty, London, 1999).
-

one

on

of the many
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and knew many

of the

same

people there 67 Their meeting

danger of deportation and also

gaining initial

deferment

as

crucial

as

it introduced the

Kruskal's wife put herself forward

a way out.

physician and Kruskal himself as

was

Deportation

as a camp

"war worker" in the camp's Application Bureau, thus

a

'valuable'

members of the

Westerbork

community.

Interestingly, at this stage, this guaranteed immunity for the whole Kruskal family,
Nazis wanted to

keep them together

deferment in this context

was

The most effective
to Palestine. Not

not

unit. However, it

as one

long-term solution. But others

a

example of this

only did this provide

a

becoming

was

as

the Weinreb Affair. As

Kruskal and Weinreb

already had

a

near

as

the

became clear that

arose.

viable candidate for emigration

psychological uplift in

existence, but it also guaranteed deferment from as early
describes

a

soon

as

an

otherwise doom-laden

1942.6K One such plan Kruskal

neighbours in their hometown of Scheveningen,

close relationship that sought to provide Jewish

settlements akin to the late Nathan Birnbaum. In this way,

they

were

mass

both experienced at

dealing with adversity and the re-organization of their lives therein. In the thirties, they had
settlement

set up a

had

near

Antwerp for German and Austrian refugees and, from this, Weinreb

gained valuable German contacts, who, by the time of the deportations in 1942, had

offer of

negotiate

legal emigration to the then unoccupied Southern France. Weinreb
many

families, and

until it contained

so on,

was a

project

was put to

popular

very

as

days, Weinreb

this arrest
free

names.69 Obviously, because of this,

this time! This popularity

man at

was

thousand

over a

the test when he

quickly repudiated him,
within two

able to

people onto this emigration list; at first twenty-five people, then twenty-five

Weinreb
-

was

an

-

and the viability of the

was

arrested by the Nazis at the end of 1942. Many

was

proof that what he offered

again.

Of course, Weinreb

was

was

worthless. Yet,

flirting with

powers

far

greater than his own and, following a second much longer arrest, Kruskal took himself off
the Weinreb list. This
1944 but the

proved wise

point of the list, in

deferment had been

gained for

as

the listees

many ways,

many

were

"busted" (deported) finally in January

had been achieved: the reprieve of lengthy

hundreds of Jews, albeit precariously.

"7

P III h (Westerbork) 137, pp. 1-8 Extensive report
1944. This illustrates the notion of indispensability

70

written by the author on his arrival in Palestine, July
of Jewish workers - many of the Jews working at
Westerbork were the same Jews who Kruskal had encountered in his previous forced labour assignments.
68
Ibid., p. 13. Many of the 'older1 forms of deferments had been "busted", in Kruskal's words, and the holders
sent to Poland. It was therefore critical to be one step ahead by learning the system and acquiring the new
deferment quickly. This he was able to do as his job was processing such applications for inmates.
69
70

Ibid., pp. 13-6.
Ibid., pp. 17-8.
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There

were

grandiose designs
was

the claim of

of the other party

other forms of deferment that could be claimed in addition to such

many

as
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Weinreb's. Two such plans offer

contrasting conclusion. The first

a

'semi-Aryan descent' through extra-marital affair. With the corroboration

involved, this deferment protected Jews for sometime.

1 The second

was

the release from internment, and therefore the threat

of deportation, of Jews in mixed-

marriages

those Jewish inmates who qualified

for such

on

an

condition of sterilization. This

offer, and 95% responded in the affirmative.

trick and those 95%

deported to

were

Kruskal mentions the great
the camps
east to

a

72
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Tragically, this proved

"special labour camp" and heard of no

Nazi

a

more.

fear of deportation; the lack of knowing the truth about

in the east not preventing over-active (yet accurate) imaginations, believing the

equate to

grasped

was put to

death.73 As a result of such thoughts, even a week's deferment was quickly
week of life. This ad hoc survival

as an extra

the transit camps.
Palestine who

Kruskal and his family

were

to be

were

was

effectively the only existence in

saved by being put

on a

exchanged for German POWs, although he

list of emigrants to

says

he has

no

idea

why, citing only the order for the "Kruskal deferment" by the Supreme Sturmfiihrer at the

Hague.74

However, he does state that this deferment

avoiding deportation. Indeed,
deported at the

same

time

some one
as

administrators cared little for the
of

a

Kruskal's addition, partly because the Nazi

were
camp

potential Palestinian transferees. This invoked the wrath
a

fury, stressed that such Jews

deportation but hostages for the Reich and that

tolerated.77 Eventually, those listed Jews

were

no

were not

similar mistakes would be

transferred to Bergen-Belsen, the

designated for such people, and then to Palestine. The Kruskals
This

watertight guarantee of

hundred of these exchange 'hostages'

visiting official from the Hague, who, in

"material" for

was not a

were part

camp

of this transfer.

example emphasizes the tightrope that all survivors had to tread. A random

intermixture of

awareness

and luck allowed the Kruskals to survive,

and to react, as with many

succumbed, either to

a

other Jews in this section. Yet there

misunderstanding of the situation

deported. Only the final decision at the gates of the
immediate death. Both

awareness

and luck

were

needed here

were many

or to

gas
as

being able to realize
others who

misfortune, and

chambers could

were

now avert

well.

Ibid., p 19 It is not said whether this form of deferment was taken advantage of by Jews not fulfilling the
criteria, although it is altogether possible that this occurred with the assistance of a maid or non-Jewish friend
7i

Ibid pp 19-20. This
P III h (Westerbork)

process is also mentioned by Dr Hans Cramer (P 111 i (Holland) 667, p.40).
137, pp.20-1.
Ibid., pp.38-9. This order was given in November 1943, after much bureaucratic discussion
,
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Was

of the Deportations:

enough though? Were the deportation trains themselves

awareness

gas

chambers

the

deportations

as

the

gas vans were; an

was one

Deportation

an

extension of the

example of death-by-lransit? The traditional view of

of filthy, sealed, wooden trucks with holes covered by barbed wire

crammed with

upwards of seventy

conducive to

thinning of numbers of the thousand deportees and to crushing the general

a

will of those who
indeed there is

remained.76

eighty deportees. These cattle-trucks

or

Such visions

are

often used to portray

were

clearly

the Holocaust, and

question that such conditions represented the majority experience.

no

However, whilst actual numbers cannot be ascertained without Nazi documentation not
available here, many
that made up

WLA testimonies contradict this picture, reinforcing the testimonies

the First Convoy documentary that described

mechanical constraints that affected

was

this the

Germany increasingly throughout the

only reason? Would the

continuation of the need to mask this
and what the Nazis

of the

deportation by regular, albeit

carriage.77 The reality of such circumstances also reminds

third-class, railway

But

a

perceived

use

of

proper

us

of the

78

war.

trains also have been

a

reality, especially in transports from Western Europe

as more

civilized

society?79 This clearly develops the notion

geography and timing of the deportations that could influence the luck of survival. In

this way, we can see

how such differences manifested themselves psychologically in Jewish

deportees being transported in

a

carriage rather than

comfort would have detracted from the

a

cattle-truck and whether this relative

perilous destination and its simple, yet potentially

fatal, selection therein. Furthermore, this aspect will demonstrate whether the soldiers who
75

Ibid., p 38.
HJLDEBRANDT, Gelbe Stern [video], actually shows the inside of one such truck, focusing on the grime
on the floor and walls, and illustrating the confined space in which so many Jews were packed: GILBERT,
Holocaust, pp.393-6 & photographs between pp.672 and 673; DAWIDOWICZ, War Against the Jews.
76

pp.363, 367-8.
ASSOUN, BLOCH, & LEVY (dir.). First Convoy [film].

which details the first deportation of French
The Jews were
Holocaust, the
French, and the Jews, pp.88-9 also documents this transport, but gives the footnote that such conditions were
"a rare alternative to the horror of sealed and pitch-dark box-cars".
78
If nothing else, the bartering of Jews for trucks negotiated by Adolf Eichmann with Joel Brand in April
1944, illustrates such needs by the Nazis. "Do you know who 1 am? 1 have carried out the Aktionen in the
Reich
in Poland
in Czechoslovakia. Now it is Hungary's turn. 1 let you come here to talk business with
you. Before that I investigated you - and your people.
[a]nd 1 have come to the conclusion that you still
have resources. So 1 am ready to sell you - a million Jews. All of them I wouldn't sell you. That much money
and goods you don't have. But a million - that will go. " As cited in F11LBERG, Destruction, p.325.
'9
MARRUS, Michael, The Holocaust in History, (London, 1989ed ), pp.65-6. Marrus makes the point that,
whilst the Nazis sometimes despised indigenous western populations, they were nevertheless deemed to be of
,

Jews from the concentration camps at Drancy and Compiegne to Auschwitz in March 1942.
taken to the most notorious of the death camps in third-class carriages; ZUCCOTTI, The

-

-

..
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unloaded the "material" reacted any
from proper
trucks

as

trains

humans

as

as to

differently to the much calmer

the dehumanized

passengers

Deportation

passengers

emerging

emerging from the cattle-

animals.

Certainly, the Nazis wished to keep
particular, such
adhered to

covers as

Theresienstadt

as a

"ghetto of old people",

officers.S1 Indeed, there

by Nazi

hide the 'Final Solution'.

up pretences to

were to

80

In

be strictly

the not insignificant problem of

was

transporting thousands of Jews at a time across the length and breadth of Europe with little

public reaction. Despite this, there
from all

across

witnesses.

One anonymous

Indeed, the wife of

a

suffocating atmosphere

given bread by
Czechs

they

-

brutality and

with her

was

secrecy

-

as

wagon

holding 150

oppressive enough, yet the

were seen

any generous

often being acted out in unison.

women.

Jews

were

packed "like

Of course, this tight and

passengers

had to duck at

every

by passers-by. They nevertheless cried out and would be

people

on

the platform. In this instance, she stresses that the

proved to be the kindest and the Germans the meanest.

This idea of

differences of

hiding the 'Final Solution' gains significance in the geographical

deportation conditions. The crude and filthy

wagons

depicted in Per Gelbe

Stern, with the only 'windows' being broken gaps in the wood blocked up

wire,83

any

interview with survivors at Bergen-Belsen uncovered these two

Bergen-Belsen.8" On this journey, the

sardines" into the wagons,

case

brutal and hid little from

were

Polish Jewish doctor discusses her family's journey from camp to

until arriving at

station in

great many cattle-truck transports conducted

occupied Europe, transports that

almost contradictory' facets

camp

were a

appear more

Europe. A

frequently in the testimonies of deportations in and around eastern

anonymous report

therefore, before the

with barbed

of the deportations from Stettin

implementation of the 'Final Solution'

-

on

12th February 1940

-

and

discusses the extensive delays

higher racial quality than those in the east. This was reflective not only of the Nazis treatment of gentiles from
equally importantly of the treatment of Jews in the east and the west.
80
In much of the language used in directives concerning the 'Final Solution', euphemisms such as "evacuate"
and "relocate" were used instead of "exterminate", to hide the subject even in official documents.
81
P.III.c.302, p. 1. Minutes of an RSHA conference, 6th March 1943, on the subject of the further deportation
the east and west, but

of the 55,000 Jews from Reich and it's territories (the A It re ich, the

Ostmark, and the Protectorates) The main
speaker at the conference was Adolf Eichmann.
8-1
P.lII.h (Bergen-Belsen) 566, pp.2-3. Anonymous report - possibly by a journalist - on the liberation of the
Bergen-Belsen camp in the summer of 1945, focusing on an interview with a Jewish doctor, his wife, and
colleagues.
83
HILDEBRANDT, Gelbe Stern fvideo!. In the example used, it was said that 74 Jews were compressed into
a cattle-truck that was no more than about fifteen feet by five feet.
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freezing cold and cramped conditions in the cattle-trucks that took them into Poland 84

The notable

proportion of elderly Jews

these conditions, in a pattern
in Ghetto

Riga. In the

discusses the

of deportation policy that
affidavit of

sworn

deliberately

the transport

on

was

deportations, the death toll

treating

any

was

man

in Riga, Franta Winter

deportation of elderly Jews in sealed and

a

stifling heavy goods vehicles (the LKWagen) in February
Stettin

understandably diminished in

repeated, amongst other places,

ambulance

an

conditions of

poor

was

1942.85

In the

same way as

great, particularly as Winter was

the

prevented from

health problems.

In the west,

the cattle-truck transports

those further east. Elisabeth
at the end of

vom

May 1944, at

a

occasions proved to be

Kleeten-Nykerk

was

time when Auschwitz

operation. She does not provide

any

sadism of an SS officer

a woman

shooting

on

more

humane than

transported to Auschwitz-Birkenau
was

the only death

camp

still in

real details of the conditions, apart from the isolated
prisoner in the

face.86 Certainly, there is

no

other

suggestion of the terrible conditions experienced in the earlier examples, conditions
which other testimonies put great
describes the moment when

on

emphasis. Herbert Kruskal clarifies this point when he

twenty-four cattle-trucks arrived at Westerbork. It

was a

later

transport and, as a result, had a barrel of drinking water and an empty barrel for sanitation
loaded into each of the

87

cars.

' The earlier transports

did not have these elementary objects,

according to the notes that had been hidden in the returning trains. Vom Kleeten-Nykerk's
deportation train
the

was

probably

journey easier. One probable

was

the need to

not

wanting similar

that included such additions, which subsequently made

one

reason

keep the deportees

as quiet as

occurrences to

Bergen-Belsen. Another

provides

reprisals for their escape.

88

on

their

way to

dissuade prisoners from escaping.

example of this, in his deportation from Vught to

of two

This is

the part of the Nazis

the moaning prisoners at stations

an

Auschwitz. He mentions the escape

on

possible when the trains stopped at stations,

was as a concession, to

Arthur Lehmann

no

for this apparent humanity

a

men

from the cattle-trucks, and that there

were

useful demonstration of the comparatively moderate

84

P.111.c.622, pp.2-3. Contemporary report dated ls1 September, 1941. It was evidently written in the form of a
plea at the "completely superfluous measure" ["ganzlich iiberflussige Massnahme"] to the world outside.
s"

P.lII.h

(Ghetto Riga) 1035. Sworn affidavit against the actions of SS-Sturmfuhrer Maiwald, who

chief instigator
86

87
88

of this deportation.

P.lII.h (Birkenau) 851, p.l.
P.lll.h (Westerbork) 137, pp.27-8.
P.lII.h

Supra., pp.71.

(Vught) 573, pp.31-2.
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deportation guard operating in the west, certainly when compared with those in the east as
will be
such

seen

below. Lehmann also stresses the lack of clothing

wintry conditions; only thin-material overalls without underwear, although there

concession for the women,

who

further details, and it would

claimed. Lehmann's

were

only be speculation to state how

Because of these factors, there appears to

of this

geographical

some cases,

are

possible, and without panic.

as

lessening of poor conditions in the

in part because of the supposed racial superiority

Riga.*9

conditions, there

were many

deaths

from the Belgian

Here, Jews of all

tightly sealed cattle trucks that offered minimal

water, or

a

air to

breath

en route to

camp

of Malines in

ages were

transported in

or

light to

see.

As

arrangements.90

Whilst there

were

a

result

Auschwitz. Zalke Herting's

also heavy with fatalities, owing to the three-day journey with

lavatory

was to

plenty of examples of 'horror-deportation' from the west.

similar terms to those out of Stettin and

was

quietly

have been

Ester Tenzer describes the horrors of her transport

deportation

lives these conditions

area.

Nevertheless, there

of these

many

experience illustrates the basic tenet of the deportations: that

deportations from the west in

was a

provided with stockings. Unfortunately, he gives no

get the Jews out of central Europe as quickly and as

very

provided for the deportees in

no

food,

only forty people pressed into each

cattle-truck (a

comparatively low number), Herting does stress the filth that the deportees

had to endure

throughout the journey, and the diseases that resulted. Sara Goldsztajn also

experienced such circumstances,
The lack of sanitation and the

invoked

nausea

in many

environment in which

on

the twentieth transport out of Malines in April

subsequent accumulation of human waste within the truck

of the deportees, which of

they

1943.91

were

course

only added to the terrible

held. Goldsztajn does mention the

escape

by two

young

Jews, who took their chances during one of the many routine stops. Unlike Lehmann's
transport, there were violent reprisals for these escapes, although she only mentions the

murdering of one

young

Certainly, there

lady.

were some

terrible conditions to be experienced in the western

deportations. Nevertheless, those transports from further east
example, the Hungarian deportations

89
90

91

P.III.h

-

consistently harsher. For

which did not begin until 1944, when only

(Auschwitz) 1114, p.6. Supra., pp.70.
Supra., pp.67.
(Auschwitz) 1054, pp.4-6. Interview conducted in October 1957.

P.IU.h (Auschwitz) 239, p. 1.
P.Ill h

were
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Auschwitz

being used

was

as an

extermination centre

-

display

severity, especially within the context of speedy evacuation to
Galambos

was one

Hungarian Jewess caught

up

liquidated in July 1944. The Jewish prisoners
with pregnant women,

in this

process

persistent level of

a

liquidation.92 Janka

when the Pecs ghetto

packed seventy-five to

were

invalids, and babies squeezed,

or

sometimes

was

cattle-truck,

a

thrown, in.

even

9T

However, Galambos does mention that the deportees were provided with food (consisting
of stale bread and rancid sausage meat,

but only at the beginning of the journey) and

bucket of water, as well as a toilet bucket, which suggests
mentions

adopted at Westerbork

was

intolerable

was

succumbed

on

the

the

was

a

the initiative that Kruskal

also used occasionally in the east. What

was most

stifling, hot, suffocating conditions in the sealed truck, and

three-day journey.94 Galambos also claims that

many

many

others went mad in

this environment.

Eugen Heimler and Getrud Deak both experienced being crammed in
numbers into the cattle-trucks
in

a

cattle-truck with

on

their

even

been put

into

a

worse,

quite apart from being given

an

"intellectual"

-

on

specific, isolated incident, but it suggests that there

was a

a

doctor

-

she would have

greater threat to the Nazi racial

the journey. Of
was

murderous intent of the Nazi

were an

or

95
96

local level,

sadistic SS guards.

indication to the Jews involved of the

regime. Herbert Kruskal did not realize this until he witnessed

HANDLER, Andrew, A Man for all Connections: Rauol Wallenberg and the Hungarian State Apparatus,

1944-1945. (Connecticut, 1996), pp.35-8. Stresses the speed with which the 'Final Solution"
Jews was initiated from the beginning of the deportations to Auschwitz in May 1944.
94

a

a very-

general orders from Berlin to deport the Jews, and this again emphasizes the

Effectively, these conditions

91

this is

course,

much elaboration, at

importance of luck in survival, being deported either by humane

1,2

sustain herself in

bigger cattle-truck with eighty-nine others. This sadistic "special treatment"

hierarchy), endeavouring to cull their numbers

the

no water to

hundred-and-twenty.96 Indeed, had

because her father

targeted the 'stronger' Jews (who therefore posed

on

3rd July, Heimler was placed

transport, they were neither provided with food nor

the hot summer, as she was included in a truck of one

she not been classified

on

eighty-two others that he estimated would comfortably hold only

thirty-five.9" And, unlike Galambos'
water. Deak suffered

deportations. Indeed,

even greater

P 111 b. 1178,

pp.2-3. See Chapter iv: Forced Labour, p.121.

Ibid., p.3. This will be discussed later in this section.
P 111 h

P.III.h

(Auschwitz) 33, pp.2-3. Interview conducted in March 1955.
(Auschwitz) 864, p.5. See Chapter iv: Forced Labour, p. 116
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of the Hungarian

the brutal and horrific

deportation of mentally-ill patients from

dogma of the Third Reich, such people

were

deemed

they could not be pressed into forced labour. As
into trucks that

were

a

as

Hi.

Deportation

Westerbork.97

In the racial

unworthy of life

result,

many were

as

the Jews, for

drugged and pushed

already overflowing with conscious and often uncontrollable patients

and, amidst the turmoil, many nurses who were trying to calm their charges down were shut
into the trucks

as

well.

Essentially, this 'human cleansing'

caught in its crossfire

were

were

importance of the deportations

was

the only priority;

merely additional victims to the Nazis. In this

was

demonstrated. This

paraphrase A.J.P. Taylor; the regular transports

was

across a

any

who

way

the

the 'murder by timetable', to

network of railways that fed the

no

death camps.

Kruskal documents the increasingly frequent arrivals of deportation trains

from 1944, and mentions three such arrivals between
was

Theresienstadt, the second

to

aliens"
was

-

Jews of British

or

was to

Poland, and the third

American descent

made with first- and second-class

25lh February and 9th March. The first

-

was

the transfer of "genuine

to a Red Cross camp

in

carriages, the middle transport

France.99 The latter
was

by cattle-truck

However, the first transport was conducted using third-class carriages. Whilst containing
Jews who had similar deferments to Kruskal, this was nevertheless a proper

some

deportation, and not the first time that such
seen
as

many

arrivals and departures, and had

the brutal

process to

an occurrence

seen a

had taken

place.109' Kruskal had

variety of transportation types used. Just

deportation of the mentally-ill in cattle-trucks brought home the nature of the

Kruskal,

so too

did the occasional arrival of

a

regular railway carriage for

a

transport east beguile and confuse. As a Nazi tactic to wrong-foot the Jews into deportation,
it

was

effective; but it would

The

appear

that it

was not as

simple

as

this.

variety in interpretation of Nazi policy in the localities has been hinted at in the

previous chapter, especially the treatment of potential Jewish emigrants by different
Ciaue.And, in different contexts, the studies by Ian Kershaw and Christopher Browning
have

provided further

examples.102

officials chose different

97

P.III.h

,!<

However, whilst it is not inconceivable that different

qualities of transport for the deportations depending

on

their

(Westerbork) 137, pp.21-2.

BAUMAN, Zygmunt, Modernity and the Holocaust. (Oxford, 1991), pp.56-60
99
P.III.h (Westerbork) 137, p.42.
100
Ibid., p.39.
101

Chapter ii: Emigration, supra., p.31.
KERSHAW, "Improvised Genocide9," on the improvisation of various Nazi officials in the Warthegau
territory of Poland with the move to genocide; BROWNING, Path to Genocide, on differing interpretations of
ghettoization - the starving of the Jews by disallowing food stuffs ('attritionist') or making the ghetto a viable
economic entity ('productionist').
102
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interpretation of 'transport to the
mechanical restrictions of the

east',103

war.

it is

There

more

likely that this

modes of transport

Dr Rudolf

vehicles in very

Levy,

a

the

that Kruskal

on

11th

for the transports to

was

January 1944,

described).103

used for the first

demonstrated

result of the

camps was

on

the

impressive (see Fig.

deportations.104

Turkish Jew, discussed in his affidavit the

specific terms. Levy

Germany

the type

the efficient running of the

was as a

As

a

result, other

had to be found.

Northern
ones

on

Deportation

instances of breakdowns

were numerous

railways, and whilst the railway network that fed the death
3.1), these did impinge

Hi.

convoy

He

use

of deportation

deported from Westerbork to Bergen-Belsen in

as part

was

of an exchange with Palestine (similar to

taken there in third-class carriages, similar to

from France to Auschwitz. However, Levy claims that,

the east, only cattle-trucks

by First Convoy, this

was not

were

the

used. Of course,

case.

as

has already been

However, Levy's example does

suggest that there was at least a limited number of proper railway carriages used to
transport the Jews from camp to camp. A second example from Holland, this time

from

Vught, develops the geographical importance of using carriages for Jewish transports.
Himmler had
the rest of

already expressed

a concern

for the

of

rumours.106

deportees.1" ' Indeed, such
by getting

on

was

103

many

civilized part

the laxity of this arrangement that

other trains, usually with

stationmaster there. In full view of the
more

Mrs B. mentions the

Vught station, and that the Joodsche llaad was allowed to lay out

able to escape

the

across

Europe, and to have their incarceration and transportation advertised too

obviously would only add to these
went out

about Jews spreading Greuelpropaganda

a

carriages that
a

buffet meal

many

Jews

were

ticket provided by the kindly

general public, and in what the Nazis deemed to be

of Europe, such treatment

was

sometimes

P 111.c.293,

necessary.

pp.1. Certainly, Dr Albath was not willing to deport his prisoners from Dusseldorf to the east
providing them with food. Supra., p.57. Others did not do even this.
KM
HILBERG. Destruction, pp. 193-4. Hilberg cites the breakdown of the railway line to Sobibor death camp
in July 1942 and the lack of trains at the end of 1942 that worried the higher bureaucrats in charge of the dayto-day running of the deportations Indeed, this resulted in a volley of pleas and counter-pleas between the SS
and the transport authorities in which the relative values of rolling-stock were hotly disputed. Himmler even
accused Jews in the east of sabotaging the railways and using that as an argument for making Germany
Judenfrei as quickly as possible. One example, that of an anonymous Hungarian-Jewish forced labourer, does
tell of the deliberate sabotaging of railway wagons by re-healing existing rivets, rather than replacing them
with new ones, on damaged wagons, thus rendering them no more useful than they had been when damaged!
P.Ill i (Hungary) 160, p.19 GILBERT, Holocaust, p.376. Gilbert also mentions this anger at the lack of trains
for the deportations, citing Eichmann as one of the significant examples. Eichmann dubbed the cancellation of
a French deportation because of a shortage of trains as "disgraceful".
105
P.IlI.h (Bergen-Belsen) 294 a, p. 15. For the Palestine exchange, supra., p.72.
106
BRE1TMAN, Official Secrets, pp. 164-5; chapter ii: Emigration, supra p. 18ff.
107
P.Ill h (Westerbork - Bergen-Belsen) 14b, p.8.
without

,
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Fig. 3.1: The railway network for deportations to Auschwitz [Source Gilbert, Holocaust, p.377]

Perhaps it is for this
class

reason

that the 1112 French Jews were transported in third-

carriages to Auschwitz in March

1942.10X Having

to travel right across France and

Germany, this trainload of deportees would need to 'appear normal' to onlookers. Indeed,

l0x

ASSOUN, BLOCH, & LEVY (dir.). First Convoy [filffll-

81

ill

the conditions
was a

lulled the

even

deportees into

false

a

sense

security.109

of

then is

train

or not

of conjecture,

a matter

passenger

was

they would have been taken in whatever

was even

stations,

able

to

required for this journey. In

escape

similar

a

way, two

from his train, taking advantage of the

from the window of his train, which is evidence

does

only viable

from

cattle-truck

a

subsequently confirm that he

The
her

escape

was

in

enough that he

was

was

was on a

train' to describe her

Adolphe Dab

so.

trip.110 Dab jumped

travelling in

a passenger

transportation refers to

a passenger

train in the

same way

alight

he

confirms that the

even

was

pressed int(>

a

well
a

as

deportees

men.

the

gas

on

Interestingly, this illustrated

was not
-

the

sexes were
1 i

case

here. ~ When

the trucks that

were

the relatively favourable conditions, that would suggest that Bindel

passenger

train. With the other examples, this would indicate there
camps

that

were

were a

made in

trains and not cattle-trucks. The geographical locations of these examples, mainly

the very west

of Europe and with much of the Continent to

credence to the idea that such
the 'Final Solution' to the

occurrences were

cross to

for the sake of

perceived 'civilized'

areas

reach the

camps,111 add

image. To avoid advertising

of Europe (effectively the western

end), the Nazis chose wherever possible to deport Jews in regular, third-class trains.
109

111

1,2

used

chambers. It is this differentiation in

significant minority of transports from Western Europe to the

110

the

made to

was

deportation: for transport by cattle-trucks, the

away to

that Dab

treated comparatively well

Auschwitz, Bindel then refers to "les camions"

take the invalided
as

were

rough guide to labourer numbers, yet this

a

the train reached

deportees

work unit with the other

the difference in conditions of this

usually split in

of "le

train voyageurs, but the assumption here is that her use

being provided with bread and meat. At Malines, Bindel's husband

passenger

carriage,

train ("train voyageurs").

journey,

travelled in

a

through the wooden door. However, he

Bindel

language,

civilian

many stops at

does.111

to

a

testimony of Tauba Bindel, also deported from Belgium, does not confirm that

deportation

as

available

further examples tell of

in itself, that illustrates the pretend normality of the

an act,

was

but the lengthy delay of their deportation suggests that

carriage trains destined for Auschwitz, having crossed all of Europe to do

the

However, there

shortage of trains at this time that prevented the Jews from being transported in the

previous December. Whether

as

Deportation

Ibid
P.lll.h

(Auschwitz) 858, pp.6-7. The transport was in October 1942.
(Auschwitz) 1047, pp 5-6. Bindel's was the twelfth convoy to Malines and onto Auschwitz.
YAHIL, Holocaust, p. 149. Makes explicit reference to the splitting of the sexes prior to deportation.
P.III.h

82

i i i.

In

a

variation

this theme, Friedrich Klein

on

Czechoslovakia to Theresienstadt in

Again the cattle-truck
led

even

to

Auschwitz in 1944, he

partly because he had

use

ageing

passenger

transported from Pilsen in

train at the beginning of 1942.

the only form of deportation: the premium put

was not

officials to

some

an

was

[)eporfation

old

rolling-stock

as

here. Indeed, when Klein

waiting carriage

trains, and is just as
were common

later taken

was

hoped that the deportation train would break down, partly in hope,
seen

before."3 Certainly, Kruskal writes of similar

it happen

train.116 This provides another perspective
important to consider. It is

enough during the

How these two very

individuals involved is also
camp

and, to

-

arrive in
For the

a

war to

force

it

way

even

the

use

of

passenger

likely that these technical maladies

the best-laid plans to be altered.

111

revealing. Primo Levi suggested in 1986 that to survive

lesser extent, this

can

also be applied to the deportations,

a

a

death

Jew had to

good health and understand German orders. Other than that, luck dominated.

interesting subtleties. For instance, the

as

very

on

happened

different forms of deportation affected the psychology of the

deportees in the cattle-trucks and the

of dehumanizing the Jews

process

vehicles

on

instances at Westerbork when trains arrived but broke down, on one occasion this
to a

was

114

-

use

passenger

trains, this system of luck had

of cattle-trucks

was as

and thus 'confirming' their status

the most available form of transport.

much
as

a part

118

some

of the

Uniermenschen

-

What is interesting to note, however, is the

in which the SS guards reacted to the Jews in these two different forms of transport.

As

might be expected, those deportees crammed into cattle-trucks

were

treated

as

livestock, herded to and from their transport with regular and totally unnecessary

beatings."9 Zalke Flerting provides
describes how he and the other

field.120

"

'

It

There is

was

a

as

such example and he makes this connection

deportees

if the SS-men

document that features

one

a

were

were

marched off to Auschwitz through

fanners

passenger

herding

cows across

as

he

an open

their land. Herbert

train deportation from Hungary [P.IU.i (Hungary) 160],

which will be discussed below, infra., p.84.
lH
115
116
11'

P.111.c.745, p.2. Supra., pp.66-7.
Ibid., p.3.
P 111 h (Westerbork) 137, pp.39-40.

HILBERG, Destruction, pp. 170-1, 193-5. Hilberg documents both the importance of the railways for the
of unreliable machinery. In combination, the deportations had to accommodate

Wehrmacht and the problems
both of these factors.
1,8
n<)

Cited

as an

Ibid.,

p.

men
I/,U

afterword to LEVI, Survival in Auschwitz, p 180
16. Levi speaks of a "profound amazement: how can one hit a man without anger?" when the SS

began clubbing the Jews for
(Auschwitz) 239, p. I.

no reason as

they walked to the cattle-trucks.

P.IIJ.h

83

iii.

Kruskal's

description of the horrific treatment of terrified and confused mental patients

being packed arbitrarily into the trucks is
towards the

prisoners,

'underclasses'
the

were

or

treated
was

Tauba Bindel's

by the

Nazis.121 Quite

field

open

as

eyes

as

journey.122

the

gas

without the altered

treatment. For

that the deportees

example,

isolated

were

were not

any

on

maltreated by their SS

beatings, which would have

deportees. Thus it would

-

was

was

-

that
the

still evident in some

Hungarian Jew mentions the provision of water by

young woman

carriage

seem

dehumanized in cattle-trucks

greatly reduced. In fact, humanity

an anonymous

baby of a

water that the rest of his

in

labour.122 The author

was

able to have drink where others had

given

none.

so

much

Obviously,

example of humanity by Nazi individuals, and does not detract from the

immediate death that awaited the young

but it clearly

have

train differs from these

Indeed, when they arrived at Auschwitz, at the same

image of the Jewish prisoners

the SS to deliver the

ever

passenger

chamber, and does not mention

chances of maltreatment

camp,

of their captors.

enjoying the relative comfort of seating, albeit

been the result of such behaviour from cattle-truck

an

away

Herting, Bindel only documents the dazed confusion of the Selektion for the

labour camp or

this is

than

more

if the wooden-slated trucks took

experience of deportation by

of the

Jews how the so-called

apart from the racial dogma attached to

was as

that the Jews had in the

experiences. As well

any stage

some

also the image of humans transformed into nothing

wooden benches, Bindel also reports

guard at

further demonstration of this twisted mentality

merely the transport "material". It

the last shred of humanity

cattle-truck

a

instance that brought home to

an

deportations, there

animals,

Deportation

arose

happened in

a

mother and her newborn

on

arrival at the death

from the conditions of the deportation. It is unlikely that it would

crowded, filthy cattle-truck.

However, the deportations of the Jews were intended as a means to an end, rather
than

an

end

in

themselves. Of course, the conditions

did lead to deaths, yet even
some

m
I2i
1

124

with the

use

of

some

of cattle-trucks, it

instances, to give the impression of "Urnsiediting"

P.lll.h (Westerbork) 137, pp.21-2.
P.III.h (Auschwitz) 1047, p. 14.
P. 111, i (Hungary) 160, p.19 Anonymous report

-

-

though not all

appears

-

transports

that the Nazis wanted, in

the resettlement in the east. '"4

of a thirty-year-old Hungarian Jew.

GILBERT, Holocaust, pp.213-4. Gilbert cites the Lodz Ghetto Chronicle on the arrival of deported
'Western Jews' in Poland. Apparently, there was great confusion at their destination, as they had been led to

believe
a

they would be resettled in "some industrial centre". Some had even requested if they might "reside in
some sort," such was the delusion perpetrated by the Nazis.

hotel of

84

iii.

Often this

was

carried out in the

simplest terms, by providing the deportees not just

with food but also with currency; an

indication that there

measure.

M. Laszlo

experienced

a

merely

none

a necessary

a teenage

girl in

of the deportees

they might be taken to their deaths. Sometimes, quite the opposite; that they
1

would be taken somewhere better. '

reactions

as

number of such deportations as

Austria, yet long journeys in tightly-packed cattle-trucks made
believe that

future after their

was a

transportation.123 Even cattle-truck deportations were sometimes seen
wartime

Deportation

Grete Salus

provides

an account

of unambiguous

concerning her deportation from Theresienstadt to Auschwitz in the autumn of

1944. On the

one

hand, there

was

the ever-present foreboding of what awaited them,

■*

expressed in the words of her husband, "so,

now we are in

the trap."

127

But

on

the other, the

deportees made 'mechanical adjustments' and adapted to conditions, perhaps blocking out
the end of the

As

a

journey.

counterpoint to this 'humanity',

are

deportations that made the cattle-truck conditions
from Marines to Auschwitz
either the escapees or,

was

if they could not be caught,

a

realization of the murderous nature of the
conditions of the transport,

absent-mindedly threw

i::'

Sara Goldsztajn's journey

escapes

and the shooting of

selection of the remaining deportees.

of a transport from Theresienstadt to Auschwitz charts the change in

feelings, moving from initial hope of

on

a

some

number of Jews became increasingly alarmed and began to panic. Similarly,

the anonymous report

had

even worse.

punctuated with attempted

f

In this way, a

examples of sadism during

a

resettlement in

a

'better place' to the horrible

regime.129 Although the author does

not detail the

he does mention the cold-blooded shooting of a deportee who

margarine

the morale of the other

wrapper out

of the truck and the devastating effect it

deportees.

p.2. The anonymous report on the evacuation from Stettin in February 1940, in which each
deportee was entitled to carry 20 Zloty onto the train with them. A similar occurrence was allowed by the
Nazis concerning a deportation from Dusseldorf to Latvia at around the same time. P.111.c.293, p.l.
I2"
P.lII.h (Strasshof) 1059, pp.4, 7-8. Certainly, Laszlo was fortunate in that her deportations were conducted
P 111 c.622,

being liquidated and it is probably for this reason that she experienced so
transportations that did not leave Austria. Yet the tension and uncertainty did not appear to be prevalent
description of her feelings when on these unusual journeys.
P.IlI.h (General) 724, p.la. ["So, jetzt sind wir in der Falle"]
P III h (Auschwitz) 1054, pp.4-5.
P.IlI.h (General) 576, pp. 1-2. Supra., p.64,

at a

time when the death camps were

many
in the
1:7

nK
129

85

Deportation

in.

Gertud Deak

in

group,

perhaps experienced the worst of the cattle-truck deportations in this

of the

one

claims that the

lightning transports from Hungary in

many

deportees

were

calm, resolving to adjust to the conditions

Salus had done. However, as these conditions deteriorated

as

sanitation bucket and the

ever-stifling heat in the truck

hysterical. Even the sudden jerks of the train
station affected the mental
with her

as

it

as

could

work

even

before

Nevertheless,

as an

liberation of Bergen-Belsen, a

experienced, but not

were

on

much better at

Deak's

best they could

the overflowing of the

berjati

the deportees

standstill

many went

or

pulled

insane

away

to get

from

a

began to fight

or

lost their reasoning and their sense of

From what Deak claims here, the Nazis' policy of dehumanizing their

consequences.

had

-

as

they had been reduced to the status of animals in the

filth and heat of the cattle-trucks, the Jews

victims

-

came to a

stability of those inside and

neighbours. Essentially,

perspective.131

1944.130 Initially, Deak

a

arrival

at

the

camps,

and lead to such terrible

unnamed doctor pointed out in

surprising proportion of men died

single

woman.132

To all intents and

on

interview

on

the

the deportations that he

purposes, women

deportees

coping with such adverse conditions than their male counterparts. Even

harrowing and chaotic journey, the only mentioned fatality

Coping

an

was not

really

an

issue for the deportees in the

was an

passenger

old man.

trains, and this

brings to the fore the concept of luck and survival. Primo Levi's emphasis of fortune again
rings true here, and demonstrates how this concept often influenced events both with or
against the other factors of survival that have been discussed here. On the
lucky to be deported in the relative comfort of a

passenger

one

on

which to sit. However,

death camps

by the

same

made itself known in the cattle-trucks. Therefore, not

they

were

-

and not dirt

token, this 'civilized' mode of transport to the

also blunted the reality that lay at the end of the journey,

trains calmer,

was

train: the freezing cold nights or

intensely hot days would be blunted by the carriage, and there would be seats
-

hand, it

only

were

a

reality that often

the deportees in

less expectant of the horrors that awaited them,

as

passenger

the French Jews

explained in First Convoy.Mrs B.'s deportation from YVesterbork to Bergen-Belsen is a
prime

example.1'4 The Joodsche Raad

was even

'buffet meal' before the left Westerbork, so

I V"

131

132
133
134

allowed to provide the deportees with

deceptive

P.lll.h

(Auschwitz) 864, p.5.
Ibid., p.5. This is expressed in Deak's own words.
P.lll.h (Bergen-Belsen) 566, p.3. Supra., p.75.
ASSOUN, BLOCH, & LEVY (dir), First Convoy [film!
P.lll.h (Westerbork - Bergen-Belsen) 14b, p.7-8. Supra., p.80.

86

were

a

the conditions. Indeed, she and

iii.

her

family would almost certainly have been taken

their naivety
Britain and

subsequent

trains,

the passenger

as

he experienced both

sense

a passenger

train and

Klein

is

was

a

cattle-truck

deportation.10

tempered by the favourable

and the relief of arriving at the "good" Theresienstadt. In the

overwhelmed

by how slick the genocide machine is, and,

relaxed dream-like state bv experiencing what he feared the

a

have been negated by disbelieving the worst-case scenario, but at the

the harsh conditions of the cattle-truck has also overwhelmed him. As will be

following chapter, the Jewish deportees
of the gas
that luck
many

away

were

'given'

can

provide in such

if they

life-and-death moment:

a

were to get past

of Contrast

-

awareness

the Seleklionen in the right

group.

-

the evacuation of the all camps on

Jews

P. 11 I.e.745,

A few had these taken

or

Treblinka.

on

the eastern and western

same

were

far

worse.136

murdered,

As

can

be

seen

from Figure 3.2, the Russians

by the beginning of 1945, and had already overtaken the
Trebhnka, Sobibor, Majdenek, and Chelmno. Thus, the

of Jewish concentration
were

key

circumstances, the evacuations back to Germany, often using the

sites of the other death camps at

many

were

were

had almost reached Auschwitz

areas

much

of the cattle-truck deportations east

railway lines,

main

and perception

so

conditions is brought into focus by comparing conditions

fronts before the Allied advances. Whilst many

roads and

in the

seen

Evacuating the Camps with 'Death Marches

the so-called "death marches'

made in very poor

time

final chance of survival at the gates

when they boarded the carriages that took them to Auschwitz

The whole issue of deportation

136

a

same

chambers; that of forced labour. As Klein demonstrates, there is only

Conditions

135

In

Here, the 'luck' of experiencing the favourable conditions of the passenger train

appears to

to

because of

of security that affected the deportees on

train uncertainty prevailed, but this

paradoxically, is lulled into
most.

camps

transfer hostage.

use as a

conditions of the transport

cattle-truck,

the death

arising from this unthreatening train journey, had Mrs B. not been born in

Friedrich Klein confirms this false
carnage

unawares to

Deportation

were

many more

being abandoned, and, within this exodus,

a great

than succumbed during the original deportations. It

pp.2-3,

KRAKOWSKI, Shmuel in GUTMAN, Israel (Ed. in Chief), Encyclopaedia of the Holocaust. (New York,
1990), pp.350-2. Krakowski claims that at least a quarter of those Jews involved in the death marches were
murdered. H1LBERG, Destruction, pp.254-5. Hilberg documents the atrocities at Neustadt. near Liibeck, in
which evacuated Jews

were

shot

as

they emerged from the North Sea having been transpoited there in barges
pp.786-7. Gilbert explains that the Russian advance was measured by

from Stutthof. GILBERT, Holocaust,

gunfire in the distance, and when that gunfire got too close, the

87

evacuees were

transferred to trains.

Deportation

in.

is

probable that, with the precedent of genocide already set, such atrocities occurred more

readily than during the transports to the death centres. From this, the 'tainted luck' of
surviving the death

realized by

camps was

many: now

they had to endure

a new

danger.
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THE LIBERATION OF THE CAMPS

Fig 3.2: The 'death marches' and evacuating the

[Source: Gilbert, Holocaust, p.791]

camps

.Dr Elisabeth Lichtenstein documents her 'death march' from
to Buchenwald

entirely

on

just before Easter, 1945. The

camp

hundred-and-eighty mile journey, made

foot, took several days and Lichtenstein indicates that they sometimes marched

deep into the night to
sleep, they

one

Lippstadt labour

were

experienced

a

cover

the large distance. And when the Jewish prisoners

kept awake in constant fear of being

were

allowed

murdered.138 Similarly, Tauba Bindel

march from Auschwitz to Ravensbriick in January 1945 suffused with the

expectation of being shot in the nearby forests. Nevertheless, they went, believing it to offer

1,7
138

Ibid., pp.784-5.
P.III.h

(Lippstadt) 1116, p.8. Interview in July 1959. Lichtenstein mentions one particular night when they
sleep amongst the straw in a barn. The rumour quickly spread that the SS intended to set lire to
the barn whilst they slept In this heightened state of nervousness, no-one slept and thus continued the march
next morning more exhausted than they had been the previous evening.
were

told to

88

a

better chance of

so

up

for about

survival.139

On average,

they marched thirty kilometres

eight days. When they rested, it

with frozen limbs,

winter frost, and

or

was

in the

snow,

which meant

ill.

Deportation

per

day, and did

risk of waking

a

perhaps not at all. With the lack of any protective clothing in the

obviously little in the

way

of body fat,

many

died of exposure in this way.

Nevertheless, Bindel mentions the solidarity of the marchers in keeping each other moving:
when Bindel

too tired to

was

continue, she

was

supported by those beside her. If she had

was not

just walking that the 'death-marchers1 had

fallen she would have been shot.

However,
to

endure, there

were

Bindel illustrates, it

as

was

also the possibility of travelling by train. In this instance, the Jews

packed into open-topped trucks (that already had

transported for
Bertha

Reig experienced

topped freight
in the

week without

a

trucks.141

eight days

amputated

on

on

a

food.140

a

blanket of

snow

in them) and

Many died in these terrible conditions. Indeed,

similar transport, also from Auschwitz to Ravensbruck in

As

a

result of the intense cold to which all the Jews

the train, the toes

on

were

open-

subjected

her left foot froze and subsequently had to be

arrival at Ravensbruck.

However, it

was not

merely the conditions of the 'death marches', and the terrible

quality of transport, that is interesting to consider in relation to the original deportations,
there is also the behaviour of the Nazis themselves. As has
were

all sadistic creatures; some even made the Jews more comfortable on their

not

journey.142
increased

In the context of the 'death marches', their level of sadism appears to have

significantly, especially

who had not
SS-men

even

as

been ordered to do

much of the atrocities committed
so.

Sara

littered with corpses on

140
1"

P III h

Goldsztajn alludes to

taunting the hungriest Jews and then opening fire

marching column to grab vegetables growing

139

already been indicated, the SS

(Auschwitz) 1047,

p.

near

either side. Although

a

the

on

road.143

were

made by

numerous

men

instances of

them when they broke the
In this

third example of

way,

their path

an evacuation

was

from

15.

Ibid.,

p. 16.
P III h (Auschwitz)

270, p.4. It is not inconceivable that Reig and Bindel were involved in the same march,
although
nothing
certain
can be stated on this point
142
Supra., p.84. The example of the Hungarian doctor who was provided with water to deliver the baby of a
Jewess suffering from labour pains.
143
P.III.h (Auschwitz) 1054, p. 15. P.III.h (Ravensbruch / Forbach), 167, p.3. A letter between a son, "Jim",
and his father just after the war concerning the fate of his wife, Marie Therese, who experienced much the
same thing as Goldsztajn Essentially, anyone moving out of line was "shot down like a dog". Of the 1700
who began the march with Marie Therese, only 600 made it to Ravensbruck.
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Hi.

Auschwitz to Ravensbriick, hers was

experienced

it

as

had to endure her

was

definitely not the

significantly shorter. This is

same

march that Bindel and Reig

brief example of luck,

a

Deportation

as

Goldsztajn

suffering for nearly two weeks less than her counterparts.

Certainly, this sadism surmounted the earlier deportations. Elisabeth Kalkstein
offers the
and

comparison of

remaining

SS not to be

as

one

hundred-and-twenty-five Jews crammed into freight trucks

such for ten days in the freezing cold without

caught by the Allies, and particularly the Russians, seemed to have been

equalled only by their desire to continue exacting their
points out,

food.144 The desire of the

even

revenge on

in the chaos of Germany, where civilians and

the Jews. As Lilla Bleich

even

other members of the

SS, those controlling the 'death marches', continued to shoot escapees and punish their

charges.Fanny Heilbut provides

an

interesting footnote to this when she

treatment of the Wehrmacht with that of the SS.

Essentially, it

who gave

Jews food during these difficult weeks, supplying

unfriendly

environment.146

was

a

compares

the

the ordinary soldiers

friendly

presence

in

an

(Conclusions:

The

implementation of the 'Final Solution' affected most of Europe. To be caught within it

was

to

be

caught in

appearance

a

mechanism that could quickly result in death. However, the outward

had to mask

a

terrible reality; for the Nazis could not afford to advertise their

genocide. And it is this weakness that offered opportunities for
existed and circumstance

yet

was

right. To do

so was

fallible rounding-up of Jews for deportation

killing machine. Unfortunately,

very many

machine, inexorable and unstoppable

as

a

Jews

14:1

more

either to know how to avoid the efficient
or

Jews

be able to work the rules within the

were so

overwhelmed by being in this

only corroborates Hilberg's assumption that

overwhelmed by this that they

point. Unquestionably, there

nothing

144

was so

were many cases

were

"lambs to the slaughter'

than Umsiedlung, the relocation in the east. But there

P.III.c.825, pp. 7-8. Interview conducted in December 1957.

(Bergen-Belsen) 911, p.5. See Chapter iv: Forced Labour,
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up to

of Jews accepting the deportations

actively avoiding them.

P.III.h

if knowledge

it appeared to be, that they resigned themselves to

their deaths. However, the evidence here

European Jewry

escape,

p.

106

are

as

other examples of

Deportation

ill.

To avoid the

importantly with places to hide. Alongside the underground resistance movement,

or more

this

often in evidence

was

Germany.147 Despite
the forced labour

or

deportations also required support from non-Jews, either with advice

discounting theories of almost universal anti-Semitism in

this, the deportations
installations, at

were

still about "material"' for the

gas

basic level, and this material had to be seized. To

a

achieve this, the Nazis were able to counter the terrible rumours that would
the true nature of 'the east' either with

the

Umsiedlung policy

or

Theresienstadt.148

example

assurances

that the

deportations

with specific references to certain

not

were

camps as

merely part of

'safe options', for

some

filthy cattle-trucks with sadistic guards, others could be in

passenger
use

deportations from Western Europe is also obvious, suggesting

caution in the

deporting of large numbers of Jews passed

many

as

Jews could found

comfortable but nevertheless still human. The correlation between the

trains and

spread about

Sometimes this manipulation affected transport conditions,

depicted in the varied experiences of deportation. Whilst
themselves in

chambers

trains,

of passenger
a

degree of

potential witnesses.

But, just as the cattle-truck conditions could claim their victims, it was a small
number
the

war.

-

certainly compared to the evacuations and the 'death marches' towards the end of

It could be said that it

was

the blunted

relatively normal third-class carriages who
the death camps,

were more

for their arrival at the gates of the

From the confines of
that those who

awareness

a

of those Jews

susceptible to the Selektionen outside
gas

chambers

came

merely

of

a

shock.

experienced the degradation and animal squalor of a cattle-truck journey

Certainly, luck played

were

was more

carriage to the life-or-death decision of the Selektionen, it is likely

truer reflection of what the Nazis deemed the Jews to be

factors that

travelling in the

into

a part

-

would be better

choice that confronted the

a

prepared.

in these experiences, but it should not override the other

play in this context. Ultimately, the deportations to the death

a means to an

-

end, and not necessarily
deportees

on

an

end in themselves. It

arrival at the death

camps

was

camps

the simple

that would offer the last

reprieve from death.

146

P.III.h

(Bergen-Belsen) 555, p.9. Had it not been for the two SS superiors in Heilbut's group, the German
agreeable "masters". Interview conducted at the Wiener Library.

soldiers would have made thoroughly
147

14ii

GOLDHAGEN, Hitler's Willing Executioners.
SCHWERTFEGER, Women of Theresienstadt.
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iv: Forced Labour
"In

case

of

public attention to the Jewish Question,

discussion of the Final Solution in the future must
it

be

can

work

pointed out that the Jews

merely

a

However,

being included in appropriate

are

units."1

Martin Rormann's circular, taken at
was

cease.

face value, would suggest that Jewish forced labour

front for extermination. However, Jewish forced labour

Jews able to work and

whilst the Jews

every

were

played

the

was a

crucial role in surviving the death

a

camps.

outweighed the desire for total annihilation. This does not
necessarily

a

guaranteed 'way out',

as

mean to say

war economy

war

offered

many

deportation trains. This
of forced labour

Jews

was

an

conditions varied immensely throughout

alternative to the

survival at the

very

survival

or

whether luck

affected

by geography; if there

played

as

was

moved from the Fatherland. And

Jewish

population that two

"useful' Jews

to

the labour camps

these ideas would appear to
not. In
out

order to

of the

included in

chambers just

as

lengthy and

they arrived

a

effort in this way was

the

enough to offer

role. Secondly, how this survival

was

less chance of survival the further the experiences

thirdly, whether there
forward existed

on

the

was a
ramp

and the 'useless' Jews to the

hold the key to explaining why

proximity of the concentration

camps to

some
in a

realization amongst the
into the death
gas

camp:

versus

survived whilst others did

geographical context borne

the labour units, most of which

solidarity

in

the

chambers. Certainly,

Figure 4.1. Within these sections, the testimonies will be discussed in
individuality

on

three counts. Firstly, whether the

on

explore this the testimonies will be arranged

three thematic contexts:

1

ways

war

important

gas

a

edge of the genocide, and the testimonies

experiences demonstrate this

attribution of Jewish 'value' to the German

far

that forced labour

Germany and her territories. Nevertheless, the needs of the Reich to continue
costly

Effectively,

archetype of the IJntermenschen in Nazi theory, in practice the

advantages of a cheap and ultimately expendable workforce to bolster the

was

reality for those

a

are

further

the workplace, treatment by

non-

33/43g issued by Martin Bormann on 11th July, 1943 concerning discussion
["Bei der offentlichen Behandlung der Judenfrage muss jede Erorterung einer
kunftigen Gesamtlosung unterbleiben. Es kann jedoch davon gesprochen werden, dass die Juden geschlossen
zu zweckentsprechenden Arbeitseinsatz herangezogen werden."]
P.III.c. 1168. Rundschreiben

nr

of the Jewish Question.
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Jews, and finally the geography and timing of the forced labour. In addition to the camps

themselves, experiences outside of the

camps

will be considered

as

well

as a

wider

investigation into conditions outside of the Reich itself The first section will take
conditions inside the Reich to

use as a

comparison with those outside of it.

Fig. -I. I: Location of the major concentration and death

Non-C 'amp

There

camps

[Source: Snyder, Encyclopaedia,

p. 57]

Forced Labour:
examples of Jews who managed to avoid the much harsher forced

are numerous

labour in the work camps.

The main

reason

why these people escaped deportation to camps

is, seemingly, a geographical one. Ironically, the German Jews in the major cities of the
Reich

-

and most

notably those in Berlin itself -

occupied territories. Essentially, it

was

were

given

more

the non-German Jews who

freedom than those in the
were

much

more

quickly

incorporated into the mechanism of the Final Solution than their German counterparts. In
part, this could be
outside in, but the
Nazi anti-Semitic

explained in terms of the Nazis 'cleansing' their territory from the

more

powerful

reason was

policy.2 Of course, this is

the problem of strong public opinion against

not to suggest that German Jews were

Contrary' to GOLDHAGEN, Daniel Jonah, Hitler's
Holocaust, (New York, 1996) and its notorious notion of

safer, for

Willing Executioners: Ordinary Germans and the
complete German complicity in the Nazi genocide is

BURLEIGH, Michael and Wolfgang WIPPERMANN, The Racial State: Germany 1933-1945. (Cambridge,
1991), pp.77-8, 111-2. Provides examples of non-Jews ignoring the boycott of Jewish business in the thirties
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there

were

Gauleiters who

some

Judenfrei. But there

are

more

were

efficient than others in

examples that document

a

getting their

area

less treacherous experience of forced

labour, and these will be discussed here.

The first group

beginning of the
were

luck

able to get
or

of examples is

a

good demonstration of the treatment of Jews at the

and thus before the 'Final Solution' began, showing how some Jews

war

into places from where they would not later be deported, either through

through realizing the broader picture. The personal account of Siegfrid Schafer,

recorded in 1956, tells of the announcement that all able-bodied Jews in Berlin had to

report to the Jewish Labour Employment Office in the Fontanepromenade at the end of

1939.3

This

is

an

interesting depiction of Nazi anti-Semitism before the Wannsee

Conference confirmed the destruction of
its

European Jewry and how far it appeared to

implications. Essentially, ''able-bodied" Jews such

labour to

as

Schafer, fulfilled

replace the regular workforce already mobilized for

already recognized

as

valuable to the

war

effort,

even

war.

unskilled Jews,

a

go

in

need for menial

Thus, the Jews

were

they

were

as

long

as

physically able to work. Another example, that of Lotte Heskel, confirms this. In her work
at a

Berlin

factory between 1941 and 1943, Heskel realized that, notwithstanding the

sometimes terrible

conditions, her work

was

contributing to the

war

effort and that her

efficiency in carrying it out contributed to her

survival.4 Such employment

helmet

military'

making, which Dr Philipp Schwarz

was

assigned to do between April 1941 and

clearly valuable to the

war

effort. Of course, there

September 1942,
as

as

was

Siegfrid Cohn, who worked in

a

were

others, such

lighting factory constructing strip lights and thus

provided regular, 'non-military' objects.'

well as the public RosenstraBe demonstration in 1943, which was both a display of "ordinary Germans"
demonstrating against Nazi anti-Semitism and an advertisement to other Germans of the Nazi 'Final
Solution', bringing with it further awareness of the true situation. STOLTZFUS, Nathan, Resistance of the
Heart: Intermarriage and the Rosenstrasse Protest in Nazi Germany. (London, 1996) targets the latter example
providing greater detail that is elaborated on later in this study, infra., pp.98-9.
P.III.b.616, p. 1. A personal report written by Siegfrid Schafer for Kurt Lewin in Berlin and received in 1956.
4
P.111.d.706. p.1. Extracts from two letters written by Lotte Heskel in the Autumn of 1945 concerning her
as

'

wartime

experiences.

P.III.e.394, p.2. Interview with Dr Philipp Schwarz, a high school teacher from Bad Diirkheim, about his
survival

through forced labour. P.III.b 860, p.l Personal report of Siegfrid Cohn made in 1955 concerning his
by so-called 'Aryan' wives for the release of their Jewish
husbands from the deportation groups.

forced labour in Berlin and the demonstration
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Clearly

Jews to work at this

work, albeit

a

of menial employment

every aspect

time.5

And it is

was

covered by the directive to put

important to note that the Jews

were

still paid for this

pittance. Lotte Heskel discussed this in her letters, telling her reader of the

confiscation of her and her husband's fortune and the

provided by the Gestapo for her

work.7

laughably small monthly allowance

In addition to this, the Jews in Berlin

were

relatively free (certainly compared to those in the camps). Some appeared to live at their
own

homes (Heskel was

although

many

others

particularly proud of hers) and walked to work

were

his account. Thus such

an

provide

many

the

to

war

tasks that

already been mentioned, Jews such

effort

were

so

still

at

were

contributing specifically

hardship. Anti-Semitism did not suddenly

a

comment

the Jewish Labour

the Untermensch treatment that
was to

Schwarz

as

important in the running of the country. In this context, forced labour

the occasional

The clerks

appeared to be acceptable wartime

by manufacturing military helmets. Others contributed towards everyday

would not have seemed such
Nazis

clues about the reality of Nazi

Only the work itself would do that.

The nature of the work, on the surface, also
effort. As has

morning,

re-housed in 'Jewish areas'. Cohn talks of a similar freedom in

existence could not

intentions towards the Jews.

every

would

may

have provided

intended for the Jews. For

clean out the toilets with three other Jews

Lehrter Bahnhof. The

with the

merely have been brushed aside with experience.

Employment Office
was

appear

on

Employment Office displayed

a

some

inkling

as to

example, Schafer's first task

long-distance trains coming into the
sadistic enjoyment of the Jews' nasty

work; the Office gave no information about the type of work, merely telling them they
would realize their task

by the smell. Of course, this also would suggest that the details of

Jewish labour at that time

were

his

employer

the

Employment Office and

-

the discretion of the

employer. Unfortunately for Schafer,

Herr Bandmann, the Oberinspektor at the station

When met with the request
response was

at

his workers only

gave

of

a

a rag

-

was more

sadistic than

and scouring powder to clean with.

scouring brush to assist their work, Bandmann's

angry

that because of the Jewish lineage being rooted in dirt they would all be fine
Q

coping with the excrement in the railway carriages. He also insisted Schafer continued to

0

YAHIL, Leni, The Holocaust: the Fate of European Jewry, 1932-1945. (Oxford, 1990), pp. 146-9. Yahil
by Heydrich in September 1939 to commanders of the Einsatzgruppen which
made an explicit reference to making use of Jewish labour before "the final aim" could be achieved.
7
P.III.d.706, p.l.
discusses the directive issued

8

P

111.b.616,

pp.

1-2. "Ihr Juden seid

es

doch gewohnt im Dreck
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work with
fever. It

erysipelas infection

an

not uncommon

was

Oberinspektor merely

as a

cruel joke.9 As

in

have been

the freezing cold winter of

dangerous

task." Neither he

treatment; what is clear is the very
the

factory by

seven

slavery, but it would

nor

erysipelas

on

the other hand,

infection, but when

factory whose work entailed

a

inexperienced worker as he
any

as

favourable,

a

seemingly

was smarmy

would

particular hardships
-

or

ill-

often they had to be at

was a very

tangible form

working conditions

were not

he

recover

was

a

unusual.1"

again requested to the

was sent to a

Siemens-Schuckert

-

if

any

were

common

-

although his report

the Jewish workers there

were

given.

all around them, he describes the work

scenario for the Berlin Jews. He also makes

interesting and fundamentally important observation about his department

Baumeister, who

was,

dangerous substances, much like Cohn. Schafer

And, despite the dangerous elements that

an

Cohn admits that his work fitting

difficult but he also mentions handling

work placement. He

what protective equipment

arduous, even

in hospital for eight weeks, recovering from his

he did

exposure to

was

treated well enough not to have their suspicions

were

was

of it

that the lead oxide he handled could attack internal organs,

does not say

conditions

an

some

early start to their working days

that they

Fontanepromenade to obtain

was aware

1941.10

that

o" clock in the morning. Essentially, this
appear

pool of vomit by the

of this treatment, coupled with the

Heskel stress

aroused. Indeed, in the context of the war, such

Schafer,

agrees

company was not

(fliissiger Luft) which, particularly for
a

a

eventually transferred to hospital by the station physician.

together strip lights for the Osram
gas

pushed into

a consequence

gives less detail about her work but

scrubbing potatoes

liquid

his face and enjoyed watching him suffer from the

for Schafer to have his hand

fever and infection, Schafer was

Heskel

on

manager,

Herr

and insincere about most things yet appeared genuine in his

regret of the Jewish situation. Nevertheless, he only ever made pro-Jewish comments

alone

9

Ibid., p.2.
P III.d.706, p.l.
11
P 111.b.860, p.l.
10

12

MASON, Tim, Social Policy in the Third Reich: the Working Class and the 'National Community', (trans.
Broadwin, Oxford, 1997ed), pp.198, 209-10. Mason discusses the lengthening of working hours by up
four hours in a week as Germany prepared itself for war. In addition to this extension, Mason points out

Joan
to

that workers had to contend with the

tightening of resources and a subsequent fall in living standards,
discipline, separation from family, and sometimes the requirement to remain in a certain
job, even if the worker in question wanted to move on. These were the sacrifices that German workers had to
make as industry accelerated the pace of rearmament, and may well already have been experienced by many
intensified labour

of the Jews here.
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with the Jewish workers and at all other times

was

only too willing to give the Nazi

salute.13 However, he allowed his workers to provide the Jews with
supplement what

to

meagre

rations they

were

Schwarz,

a

litre of milk

every

day

much in keeping with the other accounts,

generous,

and illegal, offers of work

or

assistance.14

teacher by profession, was able to school Jewish children illegally in the flat of

non-Jewish

a

plight is alleviated by

a

entitled to.

This kindliness towards Jews is very
where the Jewish

Forced Labour

colleague. Later he

granted four weeks extended leave by

was

a

compassionate doctor because of a light injury sustained when he worked at the Anhalter

Bahnhof.17

Heskel also mentions

1942, she met

a

her

a

a

house at

later got

her

a

were

number of non-Jews who aided her survival. In October

well-known local lady who worked at

job at the

secretary.16

agency.

Early

a

one

arrested by the

Cohn's arrest

agency.

nominally acceptable job

as a

The lady let

by the Gestapo, and

In addition, Heskel's boss at the

agency was very

courier whilst in reality-

Importantly, Cohn misjudged the help he received from
morning, he

was

that he must hide. Cohn dismissed this claim
was soon

forwarding

He also provided her and her husband with shelter when there

street searches for Jews.

non-Jewish worker.

He

a

time when the Heskel's actual home had been seized

supportive, providing her with

making her his

a

as

warned that the Gestapo

were

coming and

rubbish and continued his work

Gestapo officers who had indeed entered the Osram

brings to the fore

an

important issue, and

one

one

as

normal.

factory.1

that the detailed

example of Schafer also emphasizes. The rest of his story is revealing both in terms of how
he

survived, thanks to

realization of

u

some

one

anti-Nazi factory owner, and what it can tell us about the

Jews of what

was

actually happening around them. With their survival

P.III.b.616, p.2. Schafer appears resigned to the fact that many German people at this time were like

Baumeister;

not realizing the full extent of the "Jewish situation" and still captured by Hitler's charisma.
BURLEIGH, and WIPPERMANN, Racial State, pp.86, 93-4. Mentions the differences in opinion even
amongst rank-and-file Nazi supporters, citing one pro-Nazi businessman condemning his "vulturous"
colleagues for greedily preying on the Jews, in a similar manner to Baumeister In addition, the example of
14

Victor

Klemperer, the philologist, is given. Klemperer provides the differing reactions of'ordinary Germans'
seeing his Gelbe Stern, some shake his hand and give their support, others hurl abuse. It is this
dichotomy that also manifested itself in the workplace.
15
P.ltl.e.394, p.2. He was working as an assistant porter and was injured when a heavy case fell on his foot.
16
P III.d 706, pp. 1-2. It is important to note that, at this time, Jews were given only manual labour at the
behest of the Gestapo. Thus Heskel's boss was risking his own safety in disobeying this order.
17
P 111.b.860, p.l.
on

the

street on
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the

comes

question; 'how9' Was it luck

worked for Baumeister until

judgement?18 Interestingly, Schafer

it

or was

Forced Labour

February 1943 and well into the deportation timetable. It

should be stressed that Berlin

was

19th May 1943 and

declared Judenfrei on

so

all four

examples here tell of experiences beyond the point that the Nazis had ostensibly 'cleansed'
their

capital of Jews. He gives little detail about his difficulties in surviving this critical

period, instead describing the third and final work placement that he received. Incredibly,
he

was

actually arrested by the Gestapo and imprisoned for eight days without

having been given. However, he gives

no

further details

on

any reason

this, including why he

was

released, except that he was sent back to the Employment Office and posted to the
Edelwald-Gesellschaft,
a

by

company run

hiding

a

placement that probably saved him. Schafer

the DAF

a

gap

years

and would face

swindle. Schafer survived to the end of the

This fortunate escape

of its

found himself in

anti-Nazi, Ernst Schroder, who, it would later turn out, had been

an

Jewish couple for four

a

now

from deportation, at

a

a

small prison sentence for branding

war

in Schroder's

time when Berlin

refuge.19

was

in the final stages

'cleansing', is supplemented by the accounts of Cohn and Schwarz which fill in the

about Schafer's detention and release by the Gestapo. Schwarz experiences

detention

Schafer, at Circus Busch, and

to

Berlin Jews

similar

also there for eight days. He talks of other

was

being there with him and the release of all assimilated (arisch-versippten) Jews

after this time
Cohn's report

by the Jewish community, although he gives

focuses

husbands from
for not

a

on

no

further

details."0

However,

the demonstrations by Aryan wives for the release of their Jewish

Gestapo arrest, and thus provides the remainder of the loose ends. His fate

heeding his colleague's warning is transportation along with

Moabit barracks where

they

are

separated in to two

and those in full Jewish

marriages. The latter

mixed

taken back with

marriage and

was

are

many

groups:

over

150 others to

those Jews in mixed marriages,

deported immediately, but Cohn had

a

others to RosenstraBe and compacted into
1

office

rooms

"like sardines in

was

held for two

was

also arrested when he

a

can" (wie Sardinen

in

einer Biichse

zusammenliegt):

days longer than Schafer and Schwarz, in which time his 14-vear-old

He
son

attempted to find his father and also brought to RosenstraBe. He

18

Certainly, as is mentioned in Chapter iii: Deportation, Primo Levi puts great emphasis on luck. See LEVI,
Primo, Survival in Auschwitz: the Nazi Assault on Humanity. (Trans. Stuart Woolf, London, 1993), p. 1 80.
19
P III b 616, pp.2-3

20
21

P III d 394,
P III b

p.2.

860, pp. 1-2.
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describes the terrible conditions for the Jews:
sacks to

sleep

on

and

one

forty to fifty in

a room

Forced Labour

with only ten straw

communal toilet for all of them. Nevertheless, the non-Jewish

'Aryan' wives of those detainees demonstrated repeatedly for the release of their husbands,
despite being driven
after ten days all

were

Schwarz refers to
to a

away

on

by Gestapo and SS officers. The demonstrations succeed and

releasedThis demonstration could be the 'Jewish community' that

his release,

Protestant would have

marriage. However, it is
same reason as

although it is neither clear whether his annulled marriage

qualified him

very

whether Schafer

nor

likely that they

were

himself in

was

a

mixed

released from Gestapo detention for the

Cohn.

This whole

episode in the accounts of Cohn, Schafer, and Schwarz is particularly

important in terms of surviving through realization of the true situation. The warning that
the

Gestapo

were

in his factory did not convince Cohn and when he is subsequently told

that all Jewish workers have to assemble

on

the

ground floor with all of their personal

belongings, he still does not consider the implications of such
down the stairs to be arrested by the Nazi

and Schwarz
that

give little in the

way

a request.

Instead he hurries

officers waiting there."" Similarly, both Schafer

of explanation for their arrests and it must be assumed

they wandered into the hands of the Gestapo much in the

same way as

Cohn.

Effectively, the problem that would explain their trust in such a perilous situation is that

they had been lulled into

a sense

of safety by the relatively favourable conditions at their

respective factories and did not accept that they

were

in

any

danger. For Schafer in

particular, Baumeister's obsequious character would have condemned all his Jewish
workers to the
one-to-one to

experience

deportation

cars

if the Nazis had requested it yet he

inspire loyalty. Indeed, Schafer's

as

case

offers

a

was

supportive enough

useful model for forced labour

he encountered three types of employer: the sadistic Bandmann, the

supporting but subservient Baumeister, and the benevolent Schroder. The latter
if only

because to be charitable in Nazi Germany

The former

was

also in

a

minority, although

a

was to

much

was a

risk imprisonment at the

more

significant

employer model that is most important. The lack of security in

22

one.

an

very

rarity,
least.

It is the middle

apparently

secure

STOLTZFUS, Resistance of the Heart, pp.209-57. Detailed account Rosenstrasse demonstration, stressing
was the only successful demonstration against the Nazi regime, that is also alluded to in BURLEIGH,
and W1PPERMANN, Racial State, pp. 111-2, pointing out that the longer the demonstration went on, the more

that it

other
23

'ordinary Germans' would

grasp

the implications of the whole incident

P.111.b.860, p i.
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environment would have been

enough to condemn

they would not expect the Nazi killing machine to
realization of what

was

Jews to their deaths just because

many

for them. This dulled the

come

happening to their people and diminished the

wary

spirit needed to

survive.

From what

we

have

seen

in the

examples here, there

uncertainty for survival through forced labour outside of the
of

sense

normal

camp system.

security exuded from apparently trustworthy factory

lifestyle of living at home and not in labourers'

camp

much greater level of

was a

barracks would perhaps have

a concept as

could exist. Indeed, it

who

by this than the

women.

Although

we

in Nazi

explained by

women

were

men

was

nothing with which to

would appear to

was

different to how the three

In

was:

compare

slavery for

have accepted their work

a

way,

worry

was

into underground life in light of what she

and

remorse at

humane

way

treated it. This
men,

especially

the female forced

actually happening to Jews

was

told.

being made from Berlin, Fleskel

were

seen a

male colleague

having lost his wife and daughter in the deportations

and she realized that the Jews in her workstation
Even at this

the

fortune of war. This would explain

questioned her kindly boss about the deportations. She had already
by

on,

easily

brutal dictatorship. On the other hand,

as a

February 1943, when the final deportations

driven mad

men

more

their experience and would ultimately

only Heskel who asked questions about what

and made her escape

caught out

having less experience of the workplace than

regard their work for what it really

why it

men

Germany with its "Kinder, Kirche, Kiiche" maxim. In this

labourers would have

the

the

the 'Final Solution'

only have HeskeFs account to base this

in which she treated her forced labour

could be

was

and the relatively

owners

appealed to those who would not want to accept that such
might be argued that it

Both the false

were

being lined

up

for Theresienstadt.

time, the north Bohemian concentration camp enjoyed a reputation as a

place of privilege in spite of its recent designation

as a

transit station for

Auschwitz."4 Nevertheless, Heskel asked her boss specifically about these "privileges" and
what

they really meant for the Jews. He hesitated and then said that there

at Theresienstadt and that the same

else.

24

He

finished

dangers would have to be

by recommending only two

courses

SCHWERTFEGER, Ruth. Women of Theresienstadt: Voices from

pp.

15-8. Discusses the beautification of the

camp,

a

overcome

there

as

of action: suicide

privilege
anywhere

or

illegal

Concentration Camp. (Oxford. 1989),

and to its ultimately fake prestige
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underground life, and assisted the Heskel couple when they chose the latter. This tightrope
existence is

highlighted by the uncertainty of the rest of the Heskel family who had been

deported. No word had been heard of them by the time she
make up

her testimony in autumn

the unwary

money
Jews

being

as a

an

or

was

not

was

traps laid for

immensely perilous, with the risk of

professional Jewish informers and the lack of food

acceptable survival for

workforce

write the two letters that

1945.2" Ultimately, Heskel had avoided the

by the Nazis, but underground life

being discovered by the Gestapo

came to

very

few

people.26

Even manipulating the value of

always enough to guarantee safety. Schwarz makes

reference to his children, who were on the minimum age

or

a

brief

for forced labour yet who both

obtained work." Their survival is not documented.

Nevertheless, all three of the

who

men

were

detained by the Gestapo were

subsequently released, and this introduces the most intangible of variables into the
equation: luck. Of course, non-camp forced labour is not a regular Holocaust scenario but it
reinforces the luck element

as a

fundamental factor in

applied to all contexts. For example, whilst
the Lehrter

Bahnhof,

were

not

evidence in other documents.

some

pleasant, they
He

was

are

surviving the Holocaust that

be

can

of Schafer's experiences, particularly at
minor in comparison with most of the

fortunate in the

slight nature of

lot of his

a

employment, and this is supported by Heskel, Cohn, and Schwarz. Even at SiemensSchuckert

or

Osram

handling lead oxide

or

liquid

gas,

work conditions

inspire loyalty to the firm amongst the Jewish workers there. And the
avoided
even

a

way

were

enough to

in which all four

deportation with the Gestapo in close proximity and then all staying in Berlin,

continuing a relatively normal wartime life until the end of the

war

in two

great deal to luck. Heskel rode hers the most pertinently, yet ended up in

of situations;

having to survive for two

years

cases,

owed

the most difficult

illegally underground. Nevertheless, it

was

the

acceptance of what was actually happening to them and the adaptation to surviving the

onslaught combined with their good fortune that allowed them to

25
26

P

escape

the death

camps.

III.d.706, pp.2, 6.

H1LBERG, Raul, The Destruction of the European Jews. (New York, 1985 ed.), p. 182. Hilberg

only

a

few hundred Jews throughout the entire Reich managed to live illegally underground for

claims that
length of

any

time.
27

-

a

P III e.394, p.2. Schwarz's daughter, who was 17 in 1943, worked clearing away debris from bombing raids
only manual work allowed for Jews by this time. However, his son was sent to a family in Strasbourg to be
chef. As has been pointed out, neither's fate is recorded
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Forced Labour in Buchenwald:
Set up

in 1937

as

the Central German concentration

camp to

complete the set of three

(Sachsenhausen and Dachau having been created in 1933), Buchenwald gained a fearsome

reputation
death of

as one

of the concentration

prisoners, particularly in its notorious

German soil and featured

This

complexity

Karl Koch

was not

brought to the

a

number of

was

was some

becoming

camp.

was

to

were

four years

also

one

forced labour in 1938. Whilst the

camps

mentioned above

were

one anonymous account reports

being

that,

on

prepared for the Pogroms to be carried out in November and that Dachau

emigration

was
-

In the

camp

conversations he picked

hoped to be the result of this
was at

up on,

Buchenwald with 500 other Jewish

20-years-old, which would suggest that it

was some

he

campaign.30 He - a "50

of 75, although these numbers quickly trebled. Their guards
to

on

following the "Asozialen Aktionhe quickly learnt that

be vacated for this purpose.

between 16-

of the largest

from inauguration, the extremity of Nazi anti-Semitism

Prozeniinvalid from the Great War

of

concern

holding places for Jews. Indeed,

understood that Jewish

the age

was

9

arrival in Buchenwald in June 1938
the Nazis

It

enough to hide the murderous efficiency that SS-Standartenfuhrer

obvious. Already the three

more

transformed into

quarry.

sub-camps that housed different kinds of prisoner.

Two of the three relevant documents here

Final Solution

obviously assigned to the working to

camps most

were

men

up to

SS officers

kind of SS experiment

containing and working Jewish prisoners and useful experience for the

young

officers.

Indeed, many of the superiors were in fact criminals under SS jurisdiction, who provided a

good example for the

2S
29

This is not

young

SS officers of beating

actually confirmed in the

BUCHLER, Yehoshua R

,

case

any

unwilling prisoners.

31

of Dr Schwarz.

in GUTMAN, Israel (Ed. in Chiet), Encyclopaedia of the Holocaust. (New York,

1990), volume I, pp.254-5.
P III h (Buchenwald) 655,

30

p.

1. Anonymous report received from Jewish Central Information Office in

1957.
31

KLEE, Ernst, Willi DRESSEN, and Volker RIESS, 'Those Were the Days": the Holocaust through

the

Eves of the

Perpetrators and Bystanders. (Trans. Deborah Burnstone, London, 1991), pp.24-33, 76-86.
Discusses the regular use of criminals to incite pogroms Lithuania, especially in instances when the SS was

wanting to be seen as the initial perpetrators As has been illustrated here, the use of criminals in camps
similarly common as their lawless mentality was conducive to murdering prisoners. In addition, there
were some examples of SS officers refusing orders to murder without punishment, although these were less
not

was

common.
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prisoners

were

given few meals, although what

war.12 The

favourably to the fare provided during the
documents,
an

was

hour later.

they

were

a

lasted through until 8pm, with

was

lunch break of half-an-

second roll call of 45

a

quarrying for materials that would construct the

prisoners."

Any perceived laxity in their efforts

horribly imaginative

ways

in addition to the

punishments involved being tied to
a

a tree

in

an

was

more

camps

any

details

this, only reliable information from fellow

as

that would later

punished in

a

number of

regular beatings. Usually

uncomfortable position, often

dislocation and therefore unconsciousness. In addition,

hung, although the author does not give
on

typical day, which the author

Quarry work then lasted until midday, stopping for

told,

sadistic and

inducing

compares

4pm. All prisoners had to be in their beds by 10pm. The nature of their work, as

house Jewish

these

given

notably tough, however. Workers had to rise at 3am to be ready for roll call

hour. Further work in the quarry
minutes at

was

Forced Labour

some prisoners were

he himself had not

inmates.34 The bodies, it

seen any

was

evidence

supposed,

were

burned.

The sadism of the camp was a

reflection of its commanding officers, in particular

Karl Koch,

whose reputation defined Buchenwald. Koch

took bestial

delight in dealing out his punishments. Anything from solitary confinement to

being set

upon

by guard dogs

was

and-a-half months that the author

starved themselves to death,

frailty. A further

physician

camp

fact, it

convicted murderer who

encouraged and regularly carried out. Indeed, in the twowas

at

Buchenwald, he estimates that between 150 and

died.11 These included many suicides, particularly amongst older inmates who

180 inmates

their

was a

was

cause

perhaps at the hopelessness of their situation combined with
for suffering and fatality

the lack of medical support. The

dismissive and totally unhelpful and allowed

forbidden to declare oneself ill,

was

was

as

there

was

many

apparently

inmates to die. In

no

medicine at the

Instead of being given medicine, any invalids were beaten up by the guards usually

camp.

point of death/' This illustrates that it

to the

part: the camp environment, and the

was not

just the work conditions that played

living conditions therein,

was

also

a

major factor in

determining survival. The author himself was released from Buchenwald thanks to
Ibid.,
•M

14

45
36

p.
t

uwuiuiv.

»-»«

V* 1

nr»noo<*A

Ibid., p. 1.
,

p

a

visa,

1. 300g bread with 15g margarine and I5-20g jam, lYi litres soup, and, in the evenings, a small

/-*-p
wi

Ibid

a

2

Ibid., pp.2-3.
Ibid., pA
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although he gives

no

further details,

that he

save

was

joined by 52 others in possession of

similar documents.

Ben

Horowitz fills in this detail

according to him, would have been
prisoners proved their worth either
deaths

were

emigration document.

an

as

with his account of Buchenvvald.

workers

or

37

The visa,

Effectively, the Jewish

by leaving the Reich completely.

his

annoyance at

a

footnote to his interview, Horowitz's account is coloured by his

poor treatment

despite his service in the Austro-Hungarian

Great War. His bitterness at such treatment, in the

army

he makes out.

Nevertheless, Horowitz

concurs

the work and the lack of medical support

Buchenwald.49

distinct

impression that,

expendable to the Nazi

Ferdinand

even

terrible

with the previous account on the basics of

and, although he does not elaborate, the general

He also mentions that

conditions, and often committed suicide

in the

opinion of the interviewer, led him to

exaggerate his experiences, which, although bad, would appear not to have been as

brutality of

Any

merely evidence of the murderous intentions of the regime. However,

according to Zadek in

as

38

as a

some

result.41'

inmates went mad with the

Both of these documents give the

before Kristallnacht, the Jews

were

very

definitely

cause.

Lowenberg corroborates this experience, extending it into the

war years

with his account of Buchenwald from December 1943. When he arrived at the camp on

the

day before Christmas Eve, Lowenberg understood the extent of

for

the first time: the

a

concentration

camp

walking rag-clothed skeletons of the inmates amongst the barbed wire and

machine gun towers.

Even five

years on

quarrying for stone, but of course, the

from the previous accounts, the work still involved

quarry

by

now was

much deeper and entailed

a

much

greater distance across which the prisoners had to drag the

stones.41

had to endure the winter in the exposure

Sometimes, the officers (and he

names

3'

three in

P 111 h

of that

quarry.

particular) would throw rocks at the prisoners

(Buchenwald) 170. Interview with Peter Zadek

who sometimes commented

on,

-

one

of

many

but did not alter, the original texts

author's

-

as

In addition, the workers

they dragged the stones out

reputable interviewers for the WLA
in December 1955 concerning the

experiences in Dachau and Buchenwald before the war.
leave the Reich required significant financial resources either in bribes or through emigration
taxes (See Chapter ii: Emigration).
39
In this way, Zadek's assessment can be taken as somewhat subjective.
40
Ibid., pp.2-3.
41
P III h (Buchenvvald) 960, pp. 1-2. An account written in Wroclaw, Poland in September 1945.
3,s

Of

course, to
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of the

pit42 At that time, the

quarry was

had to endure the sadism of the

responsible for
or

home to

some two

thousand forced labourers, who

camp's officers. Becker in particular

was

probably

of the deaths at Buchenwald, either through his organized manhunts

many

straightforward physical abuse. By 1943, Koch and his infamous wife (the so-called

'witch of Buchenwald') had established themselves as Buchenwald's overlords, above the

day-to-day killings but known for their occasional horrific acts of evil.43

In this context,
to

its

KZ Buchenwald

infamy. Survival here

had to work

together to

with the horror around

was very

cover

was one

of the most infamous camps and it lived up

much down to luck and avoidance of trouble. Inmates

each other's tracks and such companionship assisted coping

them.44

Evil characters such

examples of what the SS consisted of, but they
Essentially, such examples

as

as

Koch and Becker

were not

were

extreme

exclusive to Buchenwald.

this illustrate the extent to which the Nazis would

go

both to

exploit and to annihilate European Jewry.

Forced Labour in

Bergen-Belsen:

Situated in North

Germany, it

was

officially established in April 1943

(AufenthaltsJager) for holding prisoners who
Allied

countries.43 This, however,

was not

of the notorious concentration camps
murdered many

42

detention

camp

be exchanged for Germans held in

its major success for the Nazis. Belsen is another

that, whilst not in possession of

thousands of its inmates by other

the 'Beast of Belsen',

43

were to

as a

means.

gas

chambers,

Hauptsturmfuhrer Josef Kramer,

epitomized its cruelty.

Ibid., p. 3. Oberscharfiihrer Becker, Unterfuhrer Kiisch and Klinger were the three named.
Ibid., pp.3-4. One time, Koch's wife took a liking to a prisoner's tattoo to the extent that her husband had

the

man

murdered and his skin turned into

44

a

lampshade.

LEVI, Primo, The Drowned and the Saved, (Trans. Raymond Rosenthal, London, 1989), pp.60-2 Levi
recalls a torridly hot and dusty day in a building at Auschwitz when he discovered a pipe dripping water in the
room he was clearing of rubble following an air raid. He describes the thought process he went
through to
determine what he should do about his

discovery. He

was on

his

own

and thus could take all the water for

himself; he could tell the whole clearing-squad and maybe get a fraction of what he had found; or he could
share the water with his friend. He chose the latter and so satisfied the thirst of both himself and his friend,
who would also look out for him

on

other occasions. This illustrates both the role of luck

the water alone and had the

(in that Levi

came

ability to make this decision) and the role of comradeship (in his sharing of
the water with his friend) However, this was a double-edged sword in that he did not share it with the whole
squad of Jewish workers in the building. Essentially, selfishness was needed to survive and, as happened in
Levi's case, this was specifically to the detriment of other Jews. Thus, whilst comradeship assisted survival in
part, Jewish prisoners needed to be in the right place at the right time to guarantee it
45
KRAKOWSKI, Shmuel, in GUTMAN, (Ed in Chief), Encyclopaedia, volume I, pp 185-8.
across
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The account of Lilla Bleich illustrates the

tight networking of the various

throughout the Reich and its territories, that held together
Bleictrs Czech

Levice and then, in June, onto
matter of life or

because she

death,

Kurzbach,

a

set to work

and there

village

was

selected

near to

Breslau just

over

transported first to Ghetto

as a

forced labourer, interesting

were no

area.

Conditions here

were

were

bearable

deaths.46 Indeed, they remained in Kurzbach for 3Vi months until they
Germany

as

the Russians advanced. At this point, all the invalid

shot by the Wehrmacht.

The Bleichs arrived at
continued. The camp was

in

Bergen-Belsen at the end of February, and the horrors
a state

of total disarray and chaos at this time, and

infinitely worse than Auschwitz. Indeed, there
distributed into

taken to

were

the Polish-Czechoslovakian border, and

digging anti-tank trenches in the immediate

were

a

only fourteen at this time. Fortunately, her mother was selected in her

was

taken back into

prisoners

war.

Auschwitz. Here the major selections for labour, the simple

made and Bleich

were

were

and each could provide support for the other. From Auschwitz they

group

were

the end of the

birthplace of Leliexovce had been absorbed into Hungary in 1938. As

in April 1944, all the Jews of Leliexovce

consequence,

even at

camps

were no

roll calls

nor were

the

new

was

prisoners

dwelling blocks. Even the food supply became less and less frequent. As

result, the inmates

in

were

a

terrible state;

infested with lice,

a

starving, without

accommodation, and half-insane. Bleich believes that many thousands died because of
___

these conditions,

dying, in her words, in the state of

context, the importance
and her mother had

of work became valuable for

an

an

entirely different

being occupied with work,

important role in keeping their sanity. Whether it

vegetables for food

or

merely cleaning rubbish

away

recognized that they worked to stay alive. Very few
still tried. If too many

Thus,

absolute "MuselmanrF.

always tried to get work, for they realized that to do

themselves useful to the Nazis. Now,

played

an

even

was

were now

In this

reason.

Bleich

so was to

no matter

make

how menial,

up

and preparing

camp,

the labourers

digging

around the

47

able to work but hundreds

appeared for work, the SS-women beat the weak until they died.

attempting to work

was a

risk, but

one

that had to be endured to survive such

terrible conditions. Of course,

with

quickly and

required to incinerate them. Bleich, who had just turned 15,

44,
4'

P.III.h

many

Jews

were

(Bergen-Belsen) 911,

pp.

Ibid., p.6. A "Muselmamf was

so many

prisoners dying, the piles of dead bodies

grew

1, 4-5. A report constructed from communications with Mrs Lilla Bleich.

an

entirely wretched and miserable
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was

spared from this task but nevertheless witnessed it.

advantage in this respect

as

the

young

girls

were

48

Certainly, her

age was an

usually sent out into the fields to gather

vegetables.

Two documents

who had been at

Bergen-Belsen

Eldest at the camp,

working day
on

was

confirm that

a year
anyone

a

Dutch biochemist

longer than Bleich, and Josef WeiB, the Jewish
from 14 to 80

was

required to work and that the

long and arduous. It is also suggested that the Arbeit'skommandos picked

the elder workers,

never

supplement this information. Dr Philip Arons,

perhaps

as a means

of thinning out

numbers.49 The

camp

amply equipped for such vast numbers of Jewish prisoners. Sanitation

non-existent and accommodation

why Bleictf s

group was not put

the malnutrition

leading to

a

was

in

a

terrible state of

into accommodation

on

itself

was

virtually

disrepair, which would explain

arrival. Indeed, Dr Arons mentions

prevalence of such diseases

as

Oedema, Typhoid, Jaundice

(which Bleich contracted), and Spotted Fever and the terrible effects they had

mortality
caused

rate.30 Not only

were

there such instances

as

was

on

the

blindness and glandular disturbances

by vitamin deficiencies, but the desperation of

some

inmates led to

cases

of

cannibalism.31

From these

testimonies, Bergen-Belsen appears to have been among the worst

concentration camps.
took its toll

worsening of

so

Whilst there

camp

conditions in early 1945 (contrary to Buchenwald) offered
a

illustrates the allowance of young

49

fewer reported examples of mindless sadism, which

extensively at Buchenwald, the extent of disease in the camp and the

existence for the inmates and

48

are

a

perilous

high mortality rate. Nevertheless, Bleich's experience
Jews to work and the importance of family in surviving

Ibid., pp.6-7.
P III h

(Bergen-Belsen) 842, pp. 1-2. A statistical summary of the period 13.8.'43 to 10.4745 by Josef WeiB
Philip Arons which talks of a 13 hour working day; P.111.h.(Bergen-Belsen) 839, pp. 10-11. Written
report on Dr Arons experiences.
50
This terrible state of hygiene was severely worsened by the evacuees from the camps farther east who were
marched back to Germany and resulted in the deaths of many thousands of Jewish inmates over the winter of
1944, including Anne Frank and her sister. VAN GALEN LAST, Dick and Rold WOLSWINKEL, Anne
Frank and After: Dutch Holocaust Literature in Historical Perspective. (Amsterdam, 1996), pp. 116-8;
FRANK, Anne, The Diary of a Young Girl: the Definitive Edition. (Eds. Otto H Frank and Mirjam Pressler,
Trans. Susan Massotty, London, 1999), pp.338-9.
51
P III h (Bergen-Belsen) 839, pp. 10-11, 14; P.IILh.(Bergen-Belsen) 911, p.8.
and Dr
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such

conditions.52

camp,

The two accounts of Arons and WetB

and highlight the medical deficiencies that

were so

provide the framework of the
devastating. They also describe

Bergen-Belsen in terms of ruthless efficiency, with long working hours and little tolerance.
This would reflect the rule
late in 1944 and

inaugurated by Josef Kramer, who assumed control of the

quickly gained

fearsome reputation

a

This illustrates the element of luck with
and

some

the "Beast of Belsen" as

commanding officers,

of whom, such as Kramer and Koch, were

Forced Labour in the

as

ruthless

all suffered in different ways

compared with

Belgium lost 24,000 of its Jews,
100,000)." In

from

some ways

Belgium and perhaps

such

a

many

more

the country most

an

were

lenient

sadistic.

Belgium, and the Netherlands;

other countries within the Nazi sphere.

fraction of the losses of France (75,000) and Holland

this

can

be explained by the number of emigres fleeing

Germany; the Dutch- and Franco-German borders

out as

or

of whom

result.

Occupied Western Europe:

The three countries to be dealt with in this section; France,

(over

some

a

camp

were

much greater than that with

difficult to police for immigrants. But it is Holland that stands

ravaged by the Holocaust, and this perhaps explains why there is

abundance of Dutch testimonies in the WLA

compared to French

or

Belgian. As

a

result, the focus will be put mainly on the Dutch Jews, particularly with the role played by
the Jewish councils in

conscripting Jewish forced labourers.

Marius Flothius, whilst not a Jew
his resistance activities. His

himself,

was

put to forced labour in KZ Vught for

testimony, whilst minor in this context, does give

a

brief

description of conditions. Notably, he reports how much they could change with the
replacement of

one

especially brutal commandant for

a

second much

more

lenient

commandant, thus demonstrating the part that fortune could play in surviving in Holland.
Flothius also describes the terrible

particularly badly. Ninety-three

living quarters, with the

were

shut into

P lit h

a

cellar

women

every

labourers being treated

night, compacted

so

tightly

(Bergen-Belsen) 911, pp 7-8 Bleich's mother contracted Typhus just before the liberation of the
in April 1945 and Bleich nursed her through it. In turn, when Bleich herself subsequently fell very
gravely ill with Jaundice, it was the assistance of her mother, which allowed her to survive.
HILBERG, Destruction, p.339. PRESSER. Jacob, Ashes in the Wind: the Destruction of the Dutch Jews.
(London, 1965 trans: Arnold Pomerans), p.539, YAH1L, Holocaust: ZUCCOTTI, Susan, The Holocaust, the
French, and the Jews. (New York, 1993), p.3. The French figure appears to be the most questioned: Zuccotti
puts the to be nearer 80,000 (24%) and Yahil adds a further four thousand to this. Only small differences are
given for the Dutch and Belgian figures. Proportionately, however, it was the foreign Jewish population and
potential emigres who suffered the most, losing nearly half their total number
camp
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that

mad whilst others

some went

suffocated.1 Proof, if proof be needed, that there

thin line between favourable conditions and conditions that

Dr Hans

Cramer, in

an

were

was a

inherently life-threatening.

extensive letter, details the mechanics of the Dutch Jews"

fate in the Netherlands. In this letter, he

talks of the

awareness

amongst the Dutch Jewish

community of the nature of the Nazi regime and the panic caused by their quick occupation
of Holland.3'

Many attempted to leave the country

their terror and committed suicide. The many

completely36 whilst others succumbed to

examples of

experience in

pre-war camp

Germany make it likely that the German Jewish emigres would have warned others of such

experiences, whether
moved

or not

they

were

heeded in

quickly but calmly in marginalizing the Jews, although it

1941 that Jews

were

called up

for forced labour. This caution

achieving deportations and not wanting to
fact, this
result in

awareness was

cause

reprisals, although Cramer does not

conditions

varied

supervisors they

were

was

was not

due to

a

before August
fine balance of

alarm, particularly with such

awareness.

In

such that, when requested to work, some did not turn up. This did

Those who absconded

that

Cramer reports that the Germans

any way.

obviously did

give

details.3'

so

with good

immensely. If workers

were

reason,

assigned to experienced labour

treated well (some of the older labourers

workstations close to where

but it must be stressed

were even

assigned to

they lived). However, those assigned to the Dutch SS

were

under the

jurisdictions of especially harsh taskmasters. Indeed, the Jewish workers

were

often their

'training' ("Schulung") and thus susceptible to torture and starvation. One

camp

in

particular that Cramer notes featuring such conditions

Amsterdam. When the workers

recuperate in

to

4

were

was

Ellecom, just outside

transported from there to Westerbork, they all needed

hospital.38

P.III.h

(Vught) 804, p.6 Personal account given in January 1958, concerning forced labour experiences in
Philips factory at Vught.
P.IlI.i (Holland) 667, pp.2-3. See Chapter iii: Deportation, p.67
See chapter ii: Emigration.
>7
YAHIL, Holocaust, pp.155, 162-3, 195. Cites forced labour procedures in Poland that included the
assistance of the Jiideurcile If numbers were not met, the punishments would be far-reaching. Indeed,
abductions of Jews fit for work became, increasingly common, although, on occasions, this appeared to be for
the 'fun' of torture Often, reprisals meant an increase in deportation numbers.
58
Ibid.,pp.22-3.
the
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;y;

Walter Ludnovvski's

Nazi requests

testimony gives

for workers. Ludnowski

Ludnowski obtained for his
This job

have accepted that the call to work

appears to

call to Poland. When the request

more a

vivid illustration of the desire to side-step

a

for

young

eighteen-year-old

Jewish workers

son a

job at

an

was

was

made in July 1942,

old-people's home

male

as a

a

temporary exemption for his son from any other kind of

labour, and thus the threat of

deportation.1,9 Indeed, the nursing home provided the entire

nurse.

Ludnowski
own

represented

family with

home into

one.

a

three-month respite

After this time, all old

invalidated, but they had provided

cover

for

as

it

gave

people

the father

were

idea to transform their

an

deported and the protection

was

entire family, which subsequently went into

an

hiding.60
Underpinning the bureaucratic chain of command that attempted to dupe the Dutch
Jewish

population

Dutch.61
runs

was

the Jewish council, Judenrat in German and Joodsche Raad in

This council, and all its evolutions in France and

through virtually all of the testimonies in this section. The

only able to counter the Joodsche Raad for
critical in his report

regime in much the
was so

proper

same way as

the Joodsche Raad. The information it

were many cases

deportation62

positions,

even

though

the Final Solution in this part

a

branch of the

Gestapo"63

1942 the AJB

urged

was

on

the Nazi

gave to many

Jews

of Jews breaking into the labour offices and
access to

forced labour positions that

It is interesting that there

selfish attitude and quick wits

was

were

such

a

drive to

vital in surviving

president of the Jewish Bund (or league)

similarly scathing of the Association des Juifs

1>I

in Holland

of Europe.

Monsieur Ciechanowski, the

~9

awareness

long. Indeed, Kurt Hausmann is highly

work permits in order to gain correct

would allow them to avoid
obtain such

so

main theme that

a

of the Jewish Hilfscomite in Amsterdam, which fawned

misleading that there

stealing

60

Belgium, is

en

in

Belgium, is

Be/gique (AJB) which he dubbed

as "a

However, these warnings usually went unheeded. When in mid-

young

Jews from non-Belgian families to apply for work at Malines,

P lit d (Holland) 827, p.6 Interview conducted in December 1957 by Elli Kamm.
Ibid., pp.6-8.

HILBERG, Destruction, pp.85-6; YAHIL, Holocaust, pp. 155-63. Both depict the Judenrale in terms of
patronage, favouritism, and outright corruption.
'2
P.Hid (Holland) 802, pp.5-6. Letter to relations written immediately alter the war ended of this German

Jews

experiences in Holland, the country he emigrated to in the 1930s.
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the Bund

attempted to dissuade them, claiming that Malines

annihilation. The AJB
Bund's

keen to

was

deny this and stress that it

warning proved correct when those who applied

Vanden

Berg, who

document. He

the Association also saved
were

only work. Of course, the

deported immediately. M.S.
interesting footnote to this

all, he

lists.64 The fact that those

replaced by other Jews does not give him

if they had not been replaced

says,

would have been killed.

betraying the Jewish population, points out that

people by taking them off the Gestapo

taken off had to be, and were,

After

concern.

an

stepping-stone to

helped organize the lists for deportations and forced labour, and, in answer to

the accusations levelled at the AJB of its

who

was

were

voted onto the AJB, provides

was

was just a

Again, it is in

on

some ways an

cause

for

the list then those in the AJB

understandable form of self-

preservation, but what is disturbing is Vanden Berg's almost cold indifference to those he
sent to their

deaths,

Chaim

year-old

as

if all he had to do

Pergament,

son were

a

Polish

was

emigre

provide the lists and fulfil 'his

quota'.65

living in Paris, tells of how his wife and ten-

arrested by the Gestapo in the

summer

of 1942. In

an

effort to have them

freed, Pergament went to the Union Generate des Israelites de France (UGIF) for advice.
He

was

promised their release

Ardennes.66
returned

to

had been

He

was

paid

very

on

condition of agricultural work at Poix-Terron in the

little and fed

on

Paris, the UGIF informed him that, far from being released, his wife and child

deported and he

never saw

them again. This deceit

provide the Nazis with another worker and
After all, whilst he did not know the
would have done. A mother and
have been

starvation rations for ten months. When he

no

a

gave no

was

concocted solely to

consideration to Pergament's plight.

likely destination of his wife and child, the UGIF

ten-year-old

were

primarily expendable,

so

there would

question of their deportation, yet, instead of warning Pergament, the UGIF

"3

P.III.g.252. Short interview with the AJB president in 1956 on how his organization worked in relation to
other, Nazi-serving apparatus.
64
P III i (Belgium) 275.
65
PRESSER, Ashes in the Wind, pp. 135-9. Presser documents the Joodsche RaaJ at Westerbork transit camp
and how it coped with the deportation demands in the summer of 1943 and the zenith of the death camps.
There were of course no hard facts about the 'Final Solution' yet, despite members of the council being
strongly opposed to implementing the Germans' wishes, no-one resigned. Effectively, this illustrates the need
for power in a hopeless situation. The various Jewish councils had that power, up to a point. YAHIL,
Holocaust, pp. 169-70, 210-24; HTLBERG, Destruction, pp.75-7, 85-6 The comparison of Czerniakow and
Rumkowski, both members of Polish ghetto Judenrcite, who dealt with this poisoned chalice proffered to them
in different ways. Rumkowski adored the power and had ghetto stamps made in his likeness. Czerniakow
showed his colleagues the stash of cyanide tablets he kept if ever the moral pressures became too great
Clearly there were numerous ways of coping, one of which was the way that Vanden Berg demonstrates here.
66
P.111.b.673, p.2. A sworn affidavit, January 1955.
the
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falsely enlisted him into labour to gain their release. This testimony illustrates how much
the Jewish councils could lean towards the Nazi cause,

how little

they did for their fellow

Dr Cramer had

an

Jews.67

affinity with the Dutch Joodsche Raad

leader of the Westerbork Judenrat after their
to

get a guarantee of safety from deportation

was

right, but others

influence.6S

In

were sent

his wife became

a

deportation. She claimed to have done so only

for herself and husband. To

some extent,

she

in their places and only because of the Cramers' position of

by stating that, with the death penalty for disobeying orders, it made

non-

Joodsche Raad Jews

Joodsche Raad leaders. The
the

as

fact, Cramer supported the typical Judenrat decision of sending Jews to their

deaths in Poland
difference that

usually for self-preservation, and

only drawback

deported,

were

was a

heavy

as

no

opposed to the murder of

conscience.67

Perhaps indicative of

mentality of Joodsche Raad officials, whilst Cramer accepts the misleading tactics used

by the Joodsche Raad to get Jews to
scramble for
expresses

this distaste in terms of the robbing of survival from others, ignoring the fact that

did.70 Interestingly, the large-scale Arbeitseinsatzen, which stole

valuable Jewish workers from Dutch factories for deportation,

hostility by employers that
were

the deportations, he is distasteful of the frenzied

exemption stamps, given to those close to the Joodsche Raad leaders. He

this is what he himself
many

go on

some

regime and their

with such

actually set fire to the offices in which labourers' records

kept.71 Effectively, the Judenrate

the Nazi

was met

were

own attempts at

working against the needs of everyone except

survival.

D'

YAHIL, Holocaust, pp.238-9. Yahil sees the Judenrate in the context of their no-win situation; that of
maintaining the Jewish communities whilst at the same time having to carry out Nazi orders for deportations.
Whilst there were those in these councils who did seek self-preservation, Yahil stresses that at no time did
Jews seek to "murder each other" for the sake of staying alive, citing an example in Slovakia where the
Judenrat 'trafficked' some lives in order to save the lives of others. H1LBERG, Destruction, pp.85-6. Hilberg
makes the more convincing point that these councils contained both competent and incompetent men and
women, the selfish and the unselfish. As Dr Cramer demonstrates, even within one person there can exist
these two contradictory characteristics, such was the nature of their work. In Pergament's case, the UG1F which was very similar to a Judenrat - was merely fulfilling numbers, both for the deportations and the
labour units. ZUCCOTTI, The Holocaust, the French, and the Jews, pp.161, 191. Zuccotti discusses the
UGIF's almost single-minded desire to acquire Jews for forced labour, citing the example of two French-born
Jewish children urged to report to a children's centre after their parents had been deported. These centres were
easy targets for the German deportation trains. Herbert Kruskal makes the point that, in Westerbork transit
camp, it was the old who were chosen for the deportations first in order to save the younger Jews. Of course,
this was an horrific decision to make, but one that made sense in balance (see Chapter iii: Deportation).
Zuccotti does clarify this decision in terms of providing a work force to avoid an increase in deportations.
68
P 111 i (Holland) 667, pp.31-2.
69
Ibid., pp.27-8.
Ibid., pp.33-4.
71
Ibid., p.35.
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This basic desire for

the terrible situation

imposed

survival, in itself, is understandable. It showed
on

European Jewry by the Nazi and the ability to adapt to it.

However, the Jewish councils in each of these three countries
and not to the survival of their

of

awareness

own

were

subservient to Nazism

people. The selfishness of keeping oneself off the

deportation lists and adding others instead is morally reprehensible as it was done so
callously. The position of the Judenrate

was

in

no way an easy one,

symbol of the cynical manipulation of the Jews by the Nazis to

and stands out
use

their

own

as a

kind.

Nevertheless, the deliberate misleading of Jews in furthering their own survival rather than

offering warnings to those that did not recognize the full threat is perhaps the biggest failure
of the councils.
were

Unfortunately, whilst this mechanism would explain why

taken from the Netherlands, in

so many

Jews

particular, there is not enough evidence to offer

definitive deconstruction of the betrayal of these Jewish councils.

Sufficed to

say,

a

the

extremes of survival are laid bare within these testimonies.

Forced Labour

in

Auschwitz:

Unquestionably, the most infamous of all the death
terms

of

notoriety and statistics. It

murdering

over a

the focal point of the Nazi killing machinery;

over

was

the gateway to

was

also the

war

place where

the

camp

provides

a

and how murder and labour
many

main Auschwitz block and

Indeed,

section.72 Effectively, Auschwitz-

the front-line of the 'Final Solution', provided bv the invasion

of Russia in 1941." In this way,
within the theatre of

camps.

180,000 Hungarian Jews from 1944 and a number

Hungarian testimonies will be discussed in this

Birkenau

Auschwitz-Birkenau both in

million of its inmates and outlasting all the other death

Auschwitz assumed the burden of
of

was

camps was

useful introduction to the genocide

ran

simultaneously in this context. It

of the selections for work

across

Upper Silesia

was

designed specifically for forced labour to feed the

were

constructed

war

made. Indeed, around the
a

village of 30 sub-camps,

effort.74 Thus, it represented the key

to survival.

72

H1LBERG, Destruction, pp.250, 338-9
MAYER, Arno J., Why Did the Heavens Not Darken9 The 'Final Solution' in History. (London, 1990 ed ),
pp.267-73. Whilst Mayer describes the 'Final Solution' as a side-show to Operation Barbarossa and borne out
of its failure to succeed following Stalingrad, he does still make a valuable point that the two policies invading Russia and systematically murdering Europe's Jews - are inextricably linked if only because the east
73

provided
"*

a much more conducive area in which to conduct the killings.
GUMKOWSKI, Janusz and Kazimierz LESZCYNSKI, Poland under Nazi Occupation, (trans. Edward
Rothert, Warsaw, 1961), pp.79-80. Amongst the more notable companies who took workers from Auschwitz
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Janka Galambos tells of her
in Southern

journey along with the other

Hungary to KZ Auschwitz, and the fact that the

1944, meant nothing to the Hungarian
carried out the first
treated

brutality

name, even as

Jews.7:1 Interestingly, midwives and

were

was a more

productive

new

girl

girl had her baby snatched from her by

deportees. The baby
never saw

the life of the

mothers

her baby

was

a

girl for there

safety net for

a

were some

essence,

as

Jewish inmate who mingled with the

old lady in another

this

may

group

and the Jewish

sound, the prisoner actually saved

who could not be saved: the old, the

very young,

the girl had been transformed from

is not

uncommon,

an

and

expendable

particularly at Auschwitz. Lilla Bleich, whose

Bergen-Belsen has previously been discussed,

her home in
occurrence

As terrible

an

a

potential worker.

This kind of story
of

quickly given to

again.'6

carrying babies. In

prisoner to

account

still being

arrivals, whose lack of awareness might have cost even more of them their lives.

One Jewish
new

July

of subduing

way

prisoners. However, the inmates at Auschwitz nevertheless had to provide
their

as

of the Nazis in achieving the Final

powers

always used if there

was not

late

not SS officers

body searches. This would suggest that the Jewesses

humanely and illustrates the coercive

Solution:

from Ghetto Pecs

women

was

first sent to Auschwitz from

Hungary-occupied Czechoslovakia. She witnessed almost exactly the

as

Galambos, when

one

same

of the political prisoners, who assisted the SS in

unloading the Jewish deportees, said to Bleich's mother: "give the child to grandma!"

referring to her nine-year-old daughter and

an

daughter attempted to

were

go

with them, they

again the next day. Of course, they
later mentions that it

baby sister in the
78

did.'

group

not

selection

was

work in these

uncommon

marked for the

Unlike in Galambos'

In this context, a

to

was

never

to

friend.77 When both she and her elder

held back and told that they would meet

actually

gas

experience, it

elderly

see a

saw

either of them

again.

healthy girl join her ailing mother

chambers just because that

was not

Crucially, she

*

so

her

what families

was

usual for families to be

or

1 ■

easily split

up.

Viennese Jewess, Hilde Denneberg, wrote in her account that this initial

very

effective in thinning out numbers, in part because of the

sub-camps

were

many

family

IG Farben (synthetic petrol), Krupp (detonators), and Deutsche Erd- imd

Steimverke (cement).
75
SANDBERG. Moshe, My Longest Year:

in the Hungarian Labour Service and in the Nazi Camps. (Israel,
with this, saying on one occasion that the Jewish absence of
fear derived from ignorance of what was happening.
76
P.III.b.l178, pp.3-4. See section on Hungary p. 121 n.97.
P.III.h (Bergen-Belsen) 911, p. 1. See the section on Bergen-Belsen, p. 106 n.46.
1972),

pp.

18-9. Sandberg's

own account agrees
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members who remained
moment for any

together in the

family member, and, in

would have been less

transported separately. But for the
their hands,
women

who

in this grey area

were

there would be

were

-

no

saved by

down the groups

for matters to be taken out of

healthy in themselves, but with

a

baby

or

that would normally be condemned as

anything but. For the baby

of ridding the

process

or

the elderly relative,

group

of those too weak to

already exhausted by the deportation and the stress of conditions,

strain.80 This

still further. Then

was
came

merely part of the procedure, designed to scale
the final selection,

Mengele, the camp's chief physician. He

skin diseases

As Bleich

was sent away, to

a

meeting with the notorious

charged with picking off those prisoners

was

who he deemed unfit. Bleich recalls that anyone
any

were

acceptable workforce. Bleich talks of an early morning roll call that lasted six hours

collapse under the

Dr

-

a gesture

only the initial

was

and caused many women,
to

they

saving gesture.

However, this
an

bitter

men as

children than their wives, who

was necessary

of survival

heartless but which, in Auschwitz, was

be

it

was a

usually by inmates already knowledgeable in how the selections worked. Many

elderly relative

an

women,

young

It

easier time for the

many ways, an

likely to be with

gassed.7J

that would be

group

who

was

sick, pregnant,

or

infected with

be joined by other disabled prisoners and then gassed.

points out, the number of 'disabled',

or

injured, prisoners

rose

the longer they

o 1

remained in

a

state of limbo.

Nicholas

Rosenberg,

an

engineer from Budapest, admits

that, when his group encountered Mengele, the reasoning behind the selection process was
still

a

mystery to them all. He also suggests that it was the women who were more aware of

men.8"" Effectively, it

what

was

were

valuable to the Reich's needs that

going

on

than the

minority that Mengele kept for his

But it

what

was

engineer,

was

not

just

a

being looked for,

own

in his

an armaments experts, or,

whether

or not

the Jewish prisoners

they survived, although there

was a

significant

terrible experiments.

physical selection,
many

was

group

in the

as one anonymous report

shows, in realizing

lied about their professions claiming to be

case

of the author,

a

railway mechanic. As

j8 Ibid., p.3.
P.Hl.h
80
81

(Auschwitz) 755, p.2. Personal report recorded in 1957 on the author's time spent at Auschwitz.
(Bergen-Belsen) 911, p.2
Ibid., p.p.2-3.
P.III.b. 1164, p.2. Interview with Alex Szanto in January 1960.
P 111 h
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of this foresight, he

consequence

machinery.83

assigned to

was

a

huge plant repairing railway

Even ignorance of the tools used could be side-stepped by claiming only to

have used different machinery. And the author even found

damaged
this

wagons

gained the author
However,

reputation

as a

being in the right place

-

deportation experience and life in

becomes much
was

Not only did

fast worker and assured his existence in the plant!

in this instance, the right physical state

or,

right time. Anyone could faint having been made to stand for

that the

new ones.

repaired would not last long, but the speed of this process also

was

a

of quick-fixing the

has already been pointed out, not everyone can have such foresight; it is more

of luck and

a case

the

as

way

by re-sinking the old rivets rather than putting in

that what

mean

a

than just an

more

a

a

-

solid six hours. Add to

ghetto, and surviving the Mengele decision

achievement. For

now

their fate, at least in the short-term,

assured.

Gertrud

Deak,

drawn-out process

twenty-year-old Austro-Hungarian Jewess, elucidates

a

after Mengele's final selection. There

standing at roll calls

or

on

the

hours spent

were many more

merely waiting around. Sometimes the guards would subject the

prisoners to pointless 'medical' examinations of the throat and hands. Indeed, after
number of days of this,
at

least

the prisoners

proved that they

were now

weeks, however, until her
with

given

group was

were

valued alive rather than dead.

assigned to

softening of attitude to them. They

a

a

were

a

not

with them, that the shoes

were

was

marked

fed "extremely good" sauerkraut

was

soup,

the reality of the

soap

were

made from the skin of

created from Jewish fat.

85

into which they had been split, had to handle sulpha-products. This

fortnight,
P III i

number of

quickly put to work and but continued to be fed well. One of the four

dangerous and they

P III h

was a

workstation. This moment

they had been given

and that they had washed with

They

S'1

It

SS-guards stressed again and again that they had gassed those comrades who

now

dead Jews,

groups,

84

shower, provided with clothes, and transported in spacious train carriages to their

situation: the
were

a

inoculated against Typhus and Diptheria, which

workplace (Hessisch-Lichtenau in central Germany). Against this

50

at

were

many came

(Hungary) 160,

well-fed and worked lightly

as a consequence.

was very

However, within

down with sulpha-poisoning, and died after several days in

pp.

19-20. See section

on

Hungary, p.29 n.82.

(Auschwitz) 864, p.8. Extensive personal report.
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Deak

in

was

of the

one

other

working in the nearby munitions factory,

groups

manufacturing shells and mines. The shells that Deak's
each, and she had to transport fifty of them
metres down a hill. She

before

as

it

was

heavy

on

group

worked

understandably

very

group was

dangerous.86 Much

like the report

scarcer

and

This appears to
encountered

assigned to

scarcer

have been

a common

as

the

war went on,

an

already terrible work environment. She had been

continuous maltreatment from the sadistic

up

with

a

fourteen hour day,

SS-Scharfuhrer, and latterly

Bergen-Belsenf

some

protection

However, with the luck of the right people, it

Nicholas Rosenberg and Edith Neumann,

as

a

was

outbreak of

an

Typhus.8' Lilla Bleich also experienced such instances, particularly after she
to

with

Hilde Denneberg also

occurrence, as

aeroplane factory in Freiberg and had to put

88

the railway

and the SS-officers less and less tolerant.

declining conditions in
an

on

women

able to exploit the lack of close observation and

sabotage the shells, rendering them useless. Conditions worsened

becoming

hundred

wagons to a storeroom one

points out that this kind of work had not been done by

machinery riveting, Deak's

food

weighed 20kg

on

was

assigned

possible to enjoy

fourteen-year-old Viennese

orphan, experienced.

For

Rosenberg, his previous vocation

getting him into
Auschwitz, he

Bobregh. In

an

was

a party

as an

environment in which he

engineer

was

was a great

familiar. From the selections at

assigned to the Siemens-Schuckert-Werke in

of skilled technicians, he

was

assistance in

within

one

a group

of its sub-camps at

of fellow workers who

respected him and shielded him from the brutalities of the SS-officers. Certainly,

Rosenberg benefited from
use

of proper

camps.'

85
86

as
87
88
89

luxurious existence than most forced labourers, having

furniture, washing facilities, plates, and cutlery

marmalade rather than
89

a more

an

unknown broth from

Nevertheless, he

was

as

well

as

being fed bread and

huge filthy communal troughs

as

in

many

still susceptible to malnutrition, cold, and exhaustion from

Ibid., p.9.
Ibid., pp. 10-1. Deak may have got sulpha confused with sulphur, as she describes those who were poisoned
also

having yellowed skin,
(Auschwitz), p.3.
See section on Bergen-Belsen,
P.III.b. 1164, pp.3-4.
P III h

p.

106 n.46.
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the very

long workday and also had to walk the tightrope of chaos that epitomized the final

months of the

war

in the labour

Edith Neumann also

camps.90

experienced such intense hardships, especially from air raids

causing panic and confusion amongst her supervising officers. And, particularly for a
fourteen-year-old girl, the long hours of building of houses and ditches, often reinforced
with cement, took their

toll.91

by the other prisoners (many of whom
guards

as

were

POWs) and, in

crucial

position she found herself in and the innocent charm of a

can

have

and

grandmother to Auschwitz in the first place.

bearing

on

survival

Both Neumann and Bleich
hindrance to survival. The
that

was

the Wehrmacht

some cases,

well. Compared to Bleich's testimony, Neumann's account demonstrates that

both the luck of the
a

looked after

But, in spite of her age, she was treated well and

especially

as

give examples of family being both

an

assistance and
was

Mengele, who only sought healthy individual Jews for

their deaths because they

a

family. As has been

seen

in

ever a

realization that they

were

in

were

in

majority of these testimonies, there

the jaws

of the single largest killing machine at the centre of the 'Final Solution'. There

death.

hardly

adapt because of the reality of leaving

a

member to

go to

or space

a

same

time

valuable support

as

the later experiences in the labour

camps

show such

living, the

process was

long, arduous, and well-drilled. But it

survive Auschwitz in this way, as a
Jews

90

were a

in

a

in the appalling conditions. As for Auschwitz itself, its

notoriety remains unquestioned. Even in the selections for labour, which effectively
chance of

their

explore this theme fully, but the selections highlight the inherent inadequacies

family unit at the

unit to be

was

many cases

Unfortunately, there is not enough evidence contained within this archive

this thesis to
of the

was

adaptation to suit the specific needs of the Nazi selections, but in

the family unit was unable to

a

something

the vast

evidence of

girl

she had voluntarily followed her aunt

compulsion of the family unit to remain united

anathema to the likes of

labour. Indeed, many met

-

younger

was

was a

possible to

forced labourer, giving credence to the theory that the

valuable asset to the Nazi

war

effort and

Ibid., pp.5-7.
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in surviving.
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Hungarian Forced Labour:
As far

as

The

war.

the Jews

were

concerned, Hungary was one of the safest Axis regions during the

Hungarian Jewish population of 725,007

protected from the continuous Nazi

was

for Miklos Kallay's government to implement the Final Solution programme, and

urges

pinned their hopes of indefinite survival because of this
that survival

as

a

Hungarian Jew

was more

likely than

European states overpowered by Nazism. However, this

Kallay
was

was

fact.92
as a

way,

Certainly, there

But this is not to say
was a

definite Nazi

that the Jews

presence

between 1938 and 1941, but Jewish men

clear-cut

were

assigned took their toll. Indeed,

faced

a

well before the occupation of 1944. Not only

of military

age were

Nuremberg Laws introduced
also conscripted into

Of course, this

failings than for

factors in
factors is

some

a

labour

the Jewish workers

42,000 died in this Hungarian Labour Service

struggle for survival despite Kallay's refusal to implement the Final

existed in any way, nor
own

When

occupation, and often in the hands of SS officers. Thus, the Hungarian Jews

terrible

Solution.94

a case.

free from danger before this time.

system known as the Munkaszolgdlai. The war-related work projects

before the

appear

Jew from any of the other

was not so

there restrictive economic and racial laws similar to the

were

it would

replaced in March 1944 by the pro-Nazi Dome Sztojay, the illusion of safety

shattered.92

were

In this

an

enquiry

is not

claiming

an "easy way out

of the Final Solution'

is it asserting that the Jewish victims suffered

any

other

reason.

It is merely

weighing

a

up

more

through there

of luck with additional

attempt to understand how survival was possible. One of the key

geography, and Hungary's Eastern European position,

in Nazism's twisted racial

as

hierarchy, classified it in much the

additional

was

perceived

same way as

its close

low

as

it

neighbours: above all else expendable.

However, the Jewish value to Nazi
the

war

aims

emigration of Jews in the thirties had been

was

a

clear especially in 1944. Just as

useful smokescreen for Nazi anti-

91

P.III.h (Auschwitz) 42, p.4. Personal report on the author's experiences in Auschwitz and forced labour in
Hamburg and Altona.
'n
BRAHAM, Randolph P., in GUTMAN, (Ed. in Chief), Encyclopaedia, volume ii, pp.698-700 The figure is
taken from the 1941

census.

93

CESARANI, David (ed.), Genocide and Rescue: the Holocaust in Hungary 1944. (Oxford, 1997),
introduction, pp.5-10, 13-4. Cesarani discusses the "whirlwind of destruction" from the occupation of 1944
and contrasts that with the earlier

feelings of comparative safety

-

comparative, at least, with neighbouring

European countries.
94
BRAHAM, in GUTMAN, (Ed. in Chief), Encyclopaedia, pp.699-700; HANDLER, Andrew, A Man for all
Connections: Rauol Wallenberg and the Hungarian State Apparatus, 1944-1945. (Connecticut, 1996), pp.29eastern

30.
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Semitism, the bargaining chip that European Jewry represented to the Nazis became

crudely overt with the matter of Hungarian Jews. The meeting between Adolf Eichmann
and Joel Brand, a leader of the Jewish rescue committee in
contextualized

was

by Eichmann's blunt appraisal of the situation:

"Do you

know who I am9 1 have carried out the Aktionen in the Reich

Czechoslovakia. Now it is
you.

Hungary, in mid-April 1944

Hungary's turn. I let

Before that I investigated

conclusion that you

still have

of them I wouldn't sell you.
-that will

you

and

-

resources.

Thai much

you come

am

money

in Poland

-

in

here to talk business with

people.... [a]nd I have

your

So I

-

ready to sell

you

-

a

come to

the

million Jews. All

and goods you don 7 have. But

a

million

go..."95

Effectively, this horrific 'sale' illustrates the mentality of the Nazi regime concerning
Jewry. Exploitation in

any way was as

acceptable

straightforward genocide to them. In

as

fact, two weeks before this exchange, the Armaments Ministry obtained personally from
Hitler authorization to take 100,000 of the
and relocate them in construction
were

deportees from Hungary bound for Auschwitz

Staff.96

projects then planned by the Pursuit Planes

Jews

still needed alive.

One such Jew

was

Mrs Janka Galambos. Her

family (herself, her husband, and her

eighteen-year-old son) experienced different aspects of the Holocaust, but it is her

experience of the afore-mentioned relocation project at the Argus Aeroplane works in
Berlin-Reinickendorf that is most
contrast to

From the

the initial work in the

ghetto, the

revealing here. Certainly, it provided

ghetto's gardens that allowed Pecs to be

women were

an

important

self-sufficient.97

deported to Auschwitz where the weak weeded out and

gassed to leave the remainder as potential workers. They remained at Auschwitz, waiting.

However,

as

workers and these
the

has already been stated, the Nazi

new

deportees

were

war

effort

was

in desperate need of

quickly earmarked for just this position, working at

Argus Aeroplane factory. Indeed, the conditions at the Reinickendorf camp

beds, small desks, and wooden stools

-

were

-

luxurious in comparison with other camps

perhaps because of the importance of the work being done. Nevertheless,
95
96

As cited in HILBERG, Destruction,

p.325 (my italics).

Ibid., p.324.
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designated Untermenschen, the Jewish labourers
forced labourers
first

were

questioned

Galambos' group
work itself was

on

or

their vocational history and abilities and put to work accordingly.

worked twelve-hour shifts, either day and night,

something that Galambos did not understand
was

on

alternate weeks. The

though she found it fairly

even

considered important by the Germans. There

guards.99

Interestingly, from January 1945, not only did treatment get
chain of command
context of the

taken

was

out

claimed.

'Final Solution', it is not

of the

surprising that

Again the Jews

crumbled
Jewish

beaten

were

army.100

A

the

Hungarian

kept

they

were to

on at

P.lll.b. 1178,

98

a

Indeed, if

in summer.

dressing

on

as

wear

anyone

the wound. Those who

viciously, sometimes to the point of death. As the chain of command

even

officers in charge began to show acts of kindness to their

some

when the

Hungarian Jew, who

and

defence system

camp was

vacated to flee from the advancing Russian
many

others

were

able to

escape

from the

good.

army

attitudes to Jews

''

allowed to put

In this confusion, Galambos and

Germans for

a

treated inhumanly, being refused permission to

were not even

further, however,

prisoners

of the rank-and-file SS

many

factory and driven into the forest to dig trenches,

injured themselves, they
were

but also the

bitterly cold conditions, nearly all the Jewish prisoners

anything other than the minimal clothing provided back

did

worse,

began to decay to be replaced by chaos and confusion. With the brutal

resorted to mindless violence. In the

it

at

regular roll calls and therefore the chance of beatings, often meted out by sadistic SS-

A ufseherinnen

were

98 Their guards

Wehrmacht, and only later Gestapo officers. The

straightforward, but she recognized that it
were

segregated from the non-Jewish

who enjoyed better conditions and board.

either members of the SS

were

Jews

the camp,

at

were

Forced Labour

as

gave

of which he

was a part,

comrades and Jews

the Russian Front

take

up

his account anonymously, talks of the anti-Semitism in

as

as

and provides

a neat

prisoners. The Jews

comparison of Hungarian

were

the rest of the Hungarian

in

army

landmines and collect the dead, but the reality

a separate

regiment

retreated. Officially,

was a

likely death at the

p.2. Extensive interview conducted by Alexander Szanto in London, February 1960.

Ibid., pp.6-7.
99
Ibid., pp.7-8. In this instance, the guards were female as indicated by the feminine construction of the noun.
lu0
Ibid., pp.8-9. One SS officer offered to cook all the Jews soup. However, it was bad and those who drank it
suffered diarrhoea. It is unclear whether this
not

point

any

was

intended

blame at him
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hands of the Russians.

Fortunately, he managed to bribe the German officers in charge to

allow him back with the other

Hungarians.101 Back

drafted into forced labour in November 1942

his hometown of Volove, he

was

along with all other able-bodied Jews. He

was

in

assigned to fortification work in Rumania, putting
trenches

along various frontiers. It

heavy work and the guards

was

beatings of fatigued workers. However, relatives
company group even

barbed wire fences and digging

up

were

often cruel in their

allowed to visit and the author's

were

managed to bribe their supervisor into allowing them

some rest.

Indeed, apart from the occasional cruelty', the freedom allowed for the prisoners was
indicative of the
retreat, which

There

more

favourable treatment

consigned

are

many

also many

Jews to their

as

workers

compared to the disdainful

army-

deaths.102

examples of forced labour within Hungary and its immediate

vicinity that document these attitudes further. Indeed, the example of Tibor Vandor
provides
course,

Jewish

a

vivid description of what the Munkaszolgalat entailed, before the occupation. Of

in 1942-43, those in charge were Hungarian gendarmes

prisoners

-

Hungarian soldiers

were
were

punished. However, this ill-treatment
still

open to

on

minimal food rations. In addition,

whereby the Jewish prisoners

If their "Bon" ticket

was

and dirtiest work to be

perished in the

allowed home

not redeemed in this way,

found.1"4

atrocities, the worst of which
contamination of

were

was

The

was never

on

a

101

an even

enough, for the

time and for hundreds of

sadistic "Bons" system

was set

condition of returning with

money.

they

Hungarian soldiers

a

were

flogged and set the hardest

were

equally willing to commit

the setting on fire of the camp sick-bay to prevent further

spotted fever that had begun to spread. The inmates inside the sick-bay-

flames.105 These atrocities worsened the further

east the company moved,

heading into the Ukraine. On the peripheries of occupied Europe, there
been

was

corruption and would exploit the Jews' finances

In addition they would march for weeks at

pointless kilometres
up

notoriously vicious with

and not SS officers, heavily armed and commanding respect. If none

given, then the Jews

ruthlessly.103

-

greater propensity for

appears to

have

barbarity.100

P III i

(Hungary) 160, p. 17
was deported to and conscripted into forced labour at Auschwitz.
103
P III i (Hungary). 1136. Interview conducted by Alexander Szanto in 1959.
,w
Ibid., p.5.
105
Ibid p.9.
BARTOV, OMER, The Eastern Front 1941-45: German Troops and the Barbarisation of Warfare,
(London, 1985), pp.76-81, 104-11. Bartov documents the barbarisation of the Eastern Front during the war.
102

The author later

,
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Imre Schulz offers

after the occupation,
1944

had

along with

not

spent

telling contrast with his experiences of the Munkaszolgdlat

and therefore, under Nazi jurisdiction. He
the

many men over

the previous

Even when he

a

was

two

Forced Labour

age

of the

years

was

suminoned

on

of forty. However, unlike most of the others, he

war

in the Munkaszolgdlat

as

he had

an

exemption.

days late for his labour assignment procedure, Schulz

punished, and in fact claims that he gained from the delay by being assigned to
supervisor, who allowed them their

barracks.1"7 Indeed, there

small

own

15th May

was not
a

lenient

accommodation rather than cramming them into

leniency to taken advantage of in the Munkaszolgdlat

was

system, as another testimony supports. A mother of four was not requested to follow her
husband into forced labour and

However,

the

supervisor's

was

easily able to

leniency

go

underground to

escape

deportation.

quickly counteracted by the

was

108

infamous

Judenkommissar, Endre Laszlo, who published a strict rule that Jewish workers were not to
receive

private

accommodation.109

Despite this, there
worker
Jews
the

was

was a set

of four

placed. The first and second

very

specific groupings into which each Jewish

groups were

carrying white wristbands; the third and fourth

Glaubensjuden, and they carried yellow

in the

made

up

groups

of baptized and westernized

comprised the Orthodox Jews,

wristbands.110 Although the baptized Jews were

minority and therefore the weaker of the two

pairings, they enjoyed slight

group

privileges because of their 'western' affiliations, which another worker at Gbdollb,
Alexander Szanto clarifies
the western Jews

Schulz

gives

as

being allowed

provided them with

no more

details

on

claims that the Orthodox Jews

a

a

day of rest

on

Sundays.111 This bias towards

crucial extra chance of survival. Unfortunately,

this aspect of his experience, but

were

an anonymous account

subjected to particularly sadistic

punishments.112 He

highlighting the role that Nazi racial dogma played in its implementation. The anti-Semitic and antiCommunist message was regularly interspersed with normal front-line radio programmes and the idea of the
Ihnermemchen in the east was constantly referred to as the cause of llie Wehrmctchf s sufferings. In this way,
three out of five POWs were shot by the German army, rationalized both in racial and 'praSmatic' terms.

Taking part in such killings

was seen as

preferable to the 'proper fighting'

on

the front-line in part because of

this.
107

P III b

1122, p. 1. Interview concerning industrial conscription of Jews in occupied Hungary.
(Hungary) 895, pp.2-3. Not so much leniency
109
Laszlo was a notorious anti-Semite who was entrusted with the running of the Hungarian Endlbsung,
deporting and murdering hundreds of thousands of Hungarian Jews. After the war, he was tried and
subsequently
executed by a people's court.
110
Ibid., p.2.
111
P III i (Hungary) 763, p.5. Szanto's own report made in January 1958.
112
P III i (Hungary) 897.
,0>!
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does illustrate the

cynical

who needed it yet,

company

work,

everyone was
person out

superiors absorbed into this hierarchy, handpicked by

conditions dictated

punishments if he

camp, meant

that

even

in their

every one

pertinent point about luck and survival. Not only

a

was

desired,"1 but also the Jewish prisoners realized that conditions would

the

that countless Jewish labourers had died in the Ukraine and the

maltreatment, hunger, and cold, much the
account.

Whether

although

many

Indeed, they knew from experiences earlier in

same

they moved further east

believed to be

as

to

sneak off home for

It

was

situation that Tibor Vandor speaks of in his

or not was a matter

good
as

as

long

they could be. They

as a

even

couple of days to get

during such visits that they discovered what

their property,

Ostfront because of

outside of their control

attempted to stay at the Godollo site just outside Budapest

involved with the

were

by the mood of their commander, who could deal out sadistic

the further east their company went.

Mimkaszolgalat. Effectively, with

they lost all possessions and

deportation. With this
to

were

of the Nazi-

numbers there

own

worsen

were

for cruel jokes and

overcome.

Schulz also makes

war

required to assist.

this broke the spirit of the prisoners and the fact that there

Hungarian officers working at the
danger to

emergency

dispensation merely marked that

humiliation. fti many ways
also Jewish

hierarchy that dealt out medical dispensation for those

in times of heavier

And the 'KS' medical

Forced Labour

news,

Schulz

says,

were

enjoyed

some

conditions

freedom, being able

money or sort out
was

as

family

affairs.114

happening to those Jews not

no use

attached to them other than

filled into closed ghettos to await

he knew that the

company was

enough of a refuge

stay there.

Nevertheless, at the end of June 1944, the company was relocated to Lipse to

develop
Jewish
that

a power

station in the oil producing

prisoners not used to manual labour

weighed seventy kilos

or

area

were

of Hungary. It

was

here that the older

hit the hardest. Dragging around buckets

hauling building bricks in twelve-hour shifts with just

a

thirty-minute lunch break inevitably took its toll. Punishments, including Laszlo's favourite
hill run, were dealt out often to those whose

113

work level dropped. Only the corruption and

P.Ill d

(Hungary) 895, p.5. Kommandant Laszlo often made his Jewish prisoners run up a nearby hill and
they reached the top. If they could not be seen at its peak doing this, they were made to run again.
Schulz says that Laszlo particularly enjoyed watching those that could not do so break down in front of him
114
Ibid., p.3; P.III.i (Hungary) 763, p.6.
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privilege system moderated this, and

everyone

seemed to want to make

Jews."3 Despite this, however, Schulz points out that
experiences

-

conditions eased and prices went down

loomed. But with this

the greater

came

September 1944, he managed to bribe
from the

papers

a sergeant to

the Russians advanced and defeat

look the other

way

stayed with the

camps

and, in

whilst he stole false

some

colleagues."6

company

He

until the end of

war.

The

example of Hungary offers

Certainly, there
Solution'

was

much blamed

telling insight into the anti-Semitism of the east.
the Jews in this

on

officers in

of Europe and the 'Final

picture of Hungarian anti-Semitism

war.

Essentially,

as

defeat loomed, both German and Hungarian

charge of Jewish prisoners softened to their charges' plight and there

numerous cases

of Jews

provided opportunities. It must also be remembered that the
was

forced labour before the

reluctant to implement the 'Final Solution' and,

occupation

was

much less

nevertheless hard, and anti-Semitism,

made matters

worse.

money

are

escaping deportation because of this, although the confusion of the

advance also

Hungarian government

gaining

a true

area

gleaned from these testimonies, particularly with the political distortions in

Hungary at the end of the

Russian

a

provided the chance for reprisal. But

cannot be

was

of the

much like Galambos' later

-

office and subsequently escaped with

company

money out

danger of 'death marches' to the

believes that he would not have survived had he
the

as

Forced Labour

an escape

as

such, the

from deportation. The work

particularly from the armed forces in Hungary-,

But, at this stage of the war, the Germans were more interested in

from the Jews than working them to death. Only geography could work

against the prisoners at this time: either
the much feared anti-Semitic

going west to

the death

camps, or

regions of the Ostfront. Whilst there

further east into

are some

misleading

aspects to this section of the enquiry, explained in part by the desperation and confusion
with the end of the war, the

perilous

115
'!"

P III d

areas

example of Hungary

appears to

be the gateway into the truly

of the Reich's occupied territories.

(Hungary) 895,

pp

4-5

Ibid., pp.5-6. The bribe cost Schulz his last 1,000 Pergo but was the only way that he and

get back to Budapest.

125

his friends could

hr

4.2

:

Hasten)

Europe and its major concentration

camps
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[Marrus, Holocaust, p.61]
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Forced Labour in the rest

ofEastern Europe

-

Poland, Latvia, and Lithuania:

Of all the Reich's

conquered territories, the Eastern European

Lithuania

a

gained

reputation

as

the harshest (so did the Ukraine, although there is no

evidence available here to demonstrate

east' that this reputation

represented the killing
Stutthof, which

was

of the death camps
Lebensraum
the Nazis

this).117

It

took seed, but there is

zone

of Poland, Latvia, and

areas

of the fear of 'moving further

was out

a core

of truth attached to it. Poland

of the conquered territories housing all

transfonned into

an extermination centre

(as shown in Fig. 4.2). And this

was

at the

seven

-

including KZ

beginning of 1944

118

-

exacerbated by the acquisition of

together with the vast numbers of expendable Untermenschen.Interestingly,

sought to create

a

schism of bitter hatred between the Jews and the Poles, usually

by offering financial carrots to

one

but not the

other.120

This cynical ploy

was

used

throughout the east and is responsible for these territories gaining their overly anti-Semitic
reputations. Lithuania, which lost 90% of its Jewish population in the Holocaust (one of the

highest in Europe), featured such
nurtured it

to

a potent

implement the Final Solution

Lithuanian volunteer militia that the Nazis
more

effectively.121

Latvia also witnessed

major contribution from its natives in the implementation of the Endldsung,
whom served in the SD
beliefs

or

merely

treacherous

security

a case

corps.122

It is not clear whether this

was

some

a

2,000 of

due to anti-Semitic

of surviving the occupation. Nevertheless, this illustrates the

background to this

area

of Europe. But how treacherous

was

it? Certainly, the

geographical trends indicate that conditions for the Jews worsened the further east, but
there

are

also

examples of humanity. Essentially, this harsh reputation

was

founded

on

the

greater chances of being assigned to a sadistic supervisor but ignores the great value the
Nazis

placed

on

the work they forced the Jews to

This did not appear to
camp, near

be the

case

carry out.

in Nache Bochenek's experience

Sosnowice in south-west Poland. Bochenek

was

in

Parchnitz

conscripted into forced labour

117

One example is KLEE, DRESSEN, and RIESS, "Those were the Days", pp.88-135, 174-207, 220. Klee
provides various examples of murder in the east, as well as the occasions of sadism, with the only justification
that was given by the perpetrators (apart from having to carry out orders) was the Untermenschen propaganda;
that this was a necessary action for the good of Germany. On this evidence is the east's terrible reputation

founded.
118
119

120

YAHIL, Holocaust, p.532.
GUMKOWSK1 and LESZCYNSK1, Poland, pp.22-6, 59-62. Untermenschen covered both Poles and Jews.

Ibid., pp.27-8.
GREENBAUM, Marsha, The Jews of Lithuania. (Jerusalem, 1995), pp.3 13-4.
had control of all possessions that were looted but the massacring that often took
Izl

militia

was

enough of a distraction for those most likely to
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oppose

Ultimately, the Germans
place at the hands of the
Nazi occupation of the country.

iv: Forced

at

the

Aloys Haase cloth factory. Of course, this did not hold the

and the
were

supervisors

were

same

value

Labour

as armaments

brutal and sadistic towards its female workers. The conditions

terrible; the sanitary arrangements were woefully unhygienic and the sick bay was

consequently always overcrowded. The head of the factory
workers dressed in
this way,

flimsy clothes and bare feet

50% of the workforce

was

maximum output was

who could not

anyone

healthy, strong
expected. If it

carry

indifferent to having his

they struggled through their workday. In

as

struck down with TB. Nevertheless,

compelled to work and the weaker and
heavier machines that

was

more

women

was not

the materials

was

exhausted workers

everyone was

assigned to the

were

would struggle to operate. Always the

achieved then meals

were

beaten until unconscious. It

withheld, and

was a

truly cruel

outfit, and in the strongest tenns exploitative. Fortunately, from this and similar evidence,
the

instigators of this forced labour

Hinde Weissbaum
Jewish

a

women

call. This deliberate

through

a

remarked upon

labourers

labourers

women
-

was not

stand, sometimes all day, during roll

to
-

perhaps through misogyny, perhaps

always the

case.

experiences as a

serve

U4

the 'Final Solution' is

child at the hands of Ukrainian

the treatment the Jews received in the Budzin

guards,

Ukrainian

factory they

camp,

working in. In the former, there

whipped, beaten, shot,

were
many

were

of whom

were

guards (following their

or

which

was near

was

camp

extensive

tortured under the auspices of the

Ukrainian. However, in the

new camp,

there

were

1 05

mass

desertions) and conditions improved. " Dichter

EZERGAILIS, Andrew, in GUTMAN, (Ed. in Chief), Encyclopaedia, volume iii, p.851.
P.Ill h

(Sosnowice) 852,

pp.

1-2. Prisoner affidavit requested by the liberating Russians to indict those at

the camp for ruthlessly exploiting forced labour. The Czech government was
the supervisors involved on the basis of such evidence
125

At Thom, Blatterspiegel

Auschwitz, with the treatment that he received when moved to another unnamed

sadistic SS

122

Poland.124

in northern

by Abraham Dichter in his

brutality; prisoners

u2

Notary Public against Kommandant

manipulation of native Eastern Europeans to

closer to the aircraft

no

women

targeting of

soldiers. He compares
to

camp

basic desire to dominate

The Nazi

1 ">3

war. "

labourers about the head until they bled. His cruel and violent

force his

nature also led him to

before the

statement

Blatterspiegel of Thorn labour
regularly beat the

successfully indicted at the end of the

similarly experienced the extreme work conditions meted out to

and made

women

were

P III h

P.III.h

(Thorn-Labour Camp) 1037. Recorded in 1949.
(Budzin) 168, pp 3-4. Interview with Peter Zadek, December 1955.
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successful in arresting

many

of

iv:

claims

the

German

guards

significantly

were

more

Forced Labour

lenient than their Ukrainian

counterparts, particularly towards the German Jews. Nothing else is mentioned on this

point, although his friend at the

camp,

particular atrocity of Ukrainian SS
common

in the second camp,

prisoners in

Manfred Heymann, confirms their cruelty with

men

beheading

a

child.126 Brutality

small

one

still

was

however; sometimes the German guards opened fire

response to escape attempts or

hung supposed

escapees

on

by the wrists from

a

However, they were not entirely random attacks and so allowed the Jews a chance to

tree.

distance themselves from any

potential violence.

Interestingly, Dichters describes conditions in the second

in early 1943

as

relatively favourable, illustrating the fortune of being assigned to certain installation

as

compared to others. Usually such 'favourable' conditions
placements that actively contributed to the

war

were

breakfast, but this

was

with 4oz of bread and the
number of

workers
new

were

an

was

the customary

hour whilst the guards

offset by the reasonably good quality meals of cabbage
warm

prisoners sleeping

various work camps

enjoyed in military

effort. Naturally there

early start for workers, who had to stand in the Appellplatz for
had

camp

sleeping quarters, although only because of the high

there.1"' Ultimately, it

that defined these conditions

made to stand in the

Appellplatz

-

-

was

the extent of brutality in the

for example, how long the Jewish

and this could change with the arrival of

personnel.

Heymann

with this summation, although he describing conditions

agrees

"appalling" without elaboration. " Heymann's only admission to agreeable conditions
the

was

much

more

full concentration camp

being

lenient. Later, the

was

camp was

turned from

a

Judenlager into

and conditions improved greatly, particularly with better food

given.129 Of course, with full concentration

for successful escapes
any

as

replacement of the evil and sadistic Oberscharffiihrer Veiks with Obsersturmfiihrer

Tauscher, who
a

soup

camp status

there

were

also

now

reprisals

by fellow inmates. Nevertheless, Dichter does not complain about

of these things and, in

some ways, appears to

have experienced few hardships. He

was

P III h

(Belsyce) 146, p.4 Interview with Peter Zadek, September 1955.
(Budzin) 168, pp.3-4.
12s
P III h (Belsyce) 146, p.4.
129
Ibid, p.5. Perhaps this "good" was due to the fact that concentration camps
Jews, unlike the Judenlager, which of course were solely Jewish.
127

P III h

129

were

for non-Jews

as

well

as

iv: Forced Labour

protected by

even

a

anti-aircraft

factory

hospitalized

was

food, saved his

As

German employer when he contracted Typhoid whilst working in
near

Leipzig. Even

as

late

as

December 1944,

Jew who

life.130

an

interesting observation

about child survivors of the Holocaust. Some, such as Dichter, retreated into
and did not mature

properly, whilst others, such

better. In Dichter's case, he acted like a

with

some

amusement.

as

Heymann who

on

witnessing

borne out of the
to

the

there

so

much

numerous

was

versa.

included in many

His survival, in part,

Polish transports, which

Polish executions. These he described with delight,

irony of seeing the Germans do to the Poles what the Poles had previously

Jews.1,1

done

less sensitive, coped

Indeed, this amusement at death is symptomatic of the anti-Jewish

his lack of Jewish features and he

resulted in his

was

themselves

"precocious fourteen-year-old" who regarded death

feeling encouraged by the Nazis amongst the Poles and vice
relied

was

liquidated and the gesture of his employer, who also provided him with

supplement to this, Dichter s interviewer makes

a

any

an

more

This is the anti-Semitic context of Eastern
difficult without

Europe that made survival

good fortune intervening.

Indeed, just as Dichter and Heymann were assigned to military factories, so too
were a

number of other Jews. This illustrates the

failing

war

effort and the

Certainly, Dichter
he

was a

border,

a

was

way

desperate need of Jewish labourers for the

in which this could enhance the chances of survival.

saved from execution at Auschwitz because the transport of which

part was hurriedly re-assigned to an anti-aircraft factory on the German-Polish

contingency that influenced the survival of many other

Jews.1,2

One such

case

is

that of Bronka Korewka, who was held in the Lodz Ghetto and then Auschwitz. Korewka
was

selected, along with 200 other able-bodied young Jewish girls, for work in an

ammunition

factory in Oderan

near

Dresden. She claims the girls

humanely than in Auschwitz and given
albeit in

tiny

who worked

However, their supervisor

slowly at

point during the long day. Korewka

heavy machine that she did not know how to
130
131

132
133

P III h

treated much

sleeping quarters and better food

proper

quantities.1,3
any

were

use.

(Budzin) 168, pp.5-6.

Ibid., p.4; Interviewer's note following interview report.
P III h (Budzin) 168, p.5.
P.IIl.h (Ghetto Lodz) 1077. p.6.
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was a

on

slave-driver who hit
was set to

One time, her hands

more

plates,

any

girl

work using

were

a

pulled apart

iv: Forced Labour

violently, dislocating her wrist, and the factory
are a

prisoner, that

ill-treatment, she

was

realized how much

The

means you

have to work notwithstanding

quickly taught how to

they needed the

Ghetto Vilna

Estonia. The

was

war

liquidated

women were

old women, young

of humane Nazi officials in the valuable labour

cases

effort. In addition, there

under the

in

August

1943.134 The

then selected in much the

were

put in the

obvious sexism beyond the

men were
same

way as

a

formations, actions that

were

groups

away

when the

first, to work in

those in the death
in

were put

suburb of Riga, manufacturing cables. They

auspices of

taken

one group:

other.1'3 Only those in the latter

group,

the older

selected for

assigned to

were

camps:

an

A.E.G.

housed in good premises and

regular German JJnteroffizier, who treated them quite well

However, counteracting this relative kindness
were

seemingly

Interestingly, this Unteroffizier

were

1,6

the regular random executions by SS

acceptable the further east the Nazis moved.

more

Zimmerman and her mother when the three

was to save

together again in Stutthof concentration

liquidated along with the majority of their
were

was no

ability to work, survived. Zimmerman and her mother
a

the management

as

of the Jews.

children, mothers and their babies

children and mothers

came

the machine properly,

of the Jewish prisoners in the ghetto into male and female

up

factory in

condition." Despite this

your

testimony of Deborah Zimmerman, formerly of Lodz but latterly of Vilnius

placements specific to the

their

use

manpower

(Vilna) in Lithuania, further confirms

splitting

however, refused to treat her: "you

nurse,

camp

group

in September 1944. Instead of being

from Riga, Zimmerman and her mother

assigned to work again in another A.E.G. plant at Thorn. The Unteroffizier had

specifically requested their work skills, having been impressed with them at Riga.

Another female worker, in the munitions
camp

in what is

now

the middle of Poland,

left hand

134

135

13®
137

P.III.h

were

cut

was

running

near

work

was set to

before been used. Because of this, she was

feeding in pieces of iron, and

factory

a

Skarzysko Kamienna labour
on a

machine that had

machine without

any

instruction,

subsequently injured grievously when four fingers

off.13 Surprisingly,

as

she

was now

never

on

her

crippled and especially considering

(Ghetto Vilna) 1075, p.2. Interview with Fritz Friedlander in April 1959.

Cf. Auschwitz, supra., pp.114-5.

Ibid., pp.2-3.

P III h (Skarzysko) 675, p.2 A sworn affidavit by a Polish Jewess before
Paris, February 1954, presumably in support of restitution claim.
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a

German embassy official in

iv:

this

happened early in 1943 when the murdering

her alive,

work

was

close to its peak, the Lagerfuhrer kept

probably out of respect for her tenacity with the

new

elsewhere, albeit doing much harder labour. Not only

machine, and she

was

her survival

the need for workers at this time, but the use of new

technology

also demonstrated the seriousness of the work

were

achieved

Forced Labour

they

-

even

a

was put to

testimony to

in labour

-

doing. And survival could be

through demonstrating commitment to the work itself.

Szlama

Rosencwaig, another labourer from Skarzysko Kamienna, gives

general outline of life in the
Rosencwaig arrived in the
of 1942. At this stage

half of their number

camp

was

and the importance of solidarity in furthering survival.

war,

the need for labourers

tricked into

near

deportation

the camp.

through solidarity. For example, he

on

was not

so great

and almost

being offered the chance to

Nevertheless, much of the

was

quite

group was

the block senior

him to the SS

move to a

able to survive

protected by the block senior and his assistants

(political prisoners themselves) when he fell ill with spotted fever. Hidden by
medical officer to prevent

a more

along with eighty other Jewish prisoners at the beginning

camp

of the

fictional Jewish district

on

camps

a

Jewish

him from being executed for illness, Rosencwaig also had to rely-

(whose job it

was to

organize labour forces for the camp) not to report

1 ^8

guards. ' Fortunately, he did not and the SS

were not

checking the numbers

closely at this time.

However, the placement's prospects quickly changed from the beginning of 1943
with the announcement

by the German plant

manager

that production had to be greatly

intensified: half-a-million

cartridges to be produce in twelve working hours between two

work-shifts.139

serious contribution to the

This

was a

war

effort that

by Jewish labour, and this did not change when Rosencwaig

was

was now

being made

transferred to

a

large

underground bazooka plant, producing explosives. Within the sphere of armaments forced
labour, it would appear
needed. Of

course

that the

there

workforce in this context

138

139

P 111 h (Skarzysko) 1102.

were

was

more

advanced the

war

became, the

more

labourers

were

dangers, not least the armaments themselves, but the

particularly valuable and far from expendable.

p.2 Report based

on

information supplied by Mr Rosencwaig.

Ibid., p.3.
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Ghetto Riga:

In the absence of any

study

on

raised

documentation

on

case

occupied territories, and whether this altered the working conditions there. The

example of Deborah Zimmerman, who
number of issues about Nazi

a

the Ukraine in the WLA, this separate

the ghetto at Riga will be used instead to analyse the Ostfronl, the farthest point

east in the

earlier

Forced Labour

the lowest

was

a

suburb of Riga for work,

policy towards the Ostjuden. For

perceived form of Jewry in itself reveals

total annihilation. For another, it

assigned to

provides

a

a

desperate need for

the sparing of

one,

a

workforce above

good comparison of local and Nazi anti-

Semitism; the extent of their punishments and tendency for atrocities,

demonstrating why

so many

affidavits citing crimes against humanity

specific SS-officers in charge in this

area.

were

as

well

as

made against

These issues will be explored further in this

case

study.

Dawid Fiszkin describes the

ghetto conditions from the beginning of the Nazi

occupation, telling of the immediate persecutions, arrests, and murders. Indeed, within the
first three months, 10,000 Jews had been killed

Ostjuden
to

do

so.

harsh:

for

a

were

Fiszkin himself

no reason

later,

was at

was

given

a

or rest,

was

especially

and regular beatings by the soldiers

the prisoners to bleed. His second period of labour,

was

exceptionally hard (although he gives

a

month

no

further details) and featured

random shootings. Fiszkin blames Reichskommissar Lohse, in particular, for these
Kowalewski, the Latvian editor of the anti-Semitic newspaper

"Tewija" ("The Fatherland'"), who he claims
exterminations and

was

responsible for justifying the

inciting the Latvian population against the

Jews.141 Such racial diatribe,

suggested, contributed to the extreme local reaction to the Jews throughout the

occupation and resulted in

Another affidavit
Jew who

140

quickly assigned

Slouk (Sloka) peat works and resulted in massive losses through starvation.

events but he also cites Paul

it is

were

number of jobs, the first of which

working day without food

other than to get

The work itself
many

clear statement of how lowly the Riga

be.140 Those, like Fiszkin, who could work

deemed to

sixteen hour

a

-

was

a great many

against

a

deaths.

specific Nazi officer is made by Eliasar Ardorf,

assigned to work in the SS

garages

a

Riga

under SD-Scharfiihrer Gymnich. He does

(SS-Troop-Maintenance Camp Riga) 1039, p.l. Statement made under oath to the Juridical
Department of the Jewish Committee at Wasseralfingen, 16th November, 1948.
P.III.h
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not comment on

the work conditions but does mention that

all the valuable

personal possessions Gymnich had claimed from the deportees with the

of various SS officers and then

names

example of the selfishness that

some

Erna Valk

gives

a

jobs

was to

re-brand

them.142 This is

good

a

Nazi officers displayed in taking advantage of their
was

clearly greater

scope

for acquiring

from Germany.

away

different example of a work commander, who starved most of his

charges to death. The food
no

of his

despatch these items to

position within the 'Final Solution', and there
personal wealth from prisoners

one

was

nourishment. Indeed, when

minimal and,

they

were

as

in the majority of the testimonies, offering

served the tiny morsel of bread and

cold.14' The men and

cup

of watery

soup,

they ate it outside in the freezing

way,

however, both having to do hard labour shifting gravel and cement to and from

railway

trucks.144 Valk

was even

in the

same

work unit

as

her husband, which

comfort to her. However, the indiscriminate executions of inmates

Gymnich is named

as one

-

was not

treated the

women were

was a

by the German officers

were

Latvian criminals, who

were

junior SS

guards. Their German colleagues encouraged them to target Jewish workers. There
occasions when workers

head with thick clubs

or were

were

found

raped the prettier Jewish girls in the
guards. Seemingly, this would be
Latvians further

against each

a

be

work

more

days later with their throats
camp

and did

so

slit.145

In addition, they

without being prevented by the SS

further step by the Nazis of driving the Jews and the

other.14'1 Of course, the criminal background of the Latvian

advanced.14

14'
142

calculating than merely sadistic. Nevertheless, the Jews who

("Arbeitsfahigen")
In

were

spite of the

were

dragged out of their barracks and beaten about the

guards explains much of their actions, but the encouragement of the Nazi officers
to

-

the only daily threat to the Jewish prisoners.

Unfortunately, together with their work unit

many

same

were

appears

still able to

transported back to Poland in 1944 when the Russians

common

trend of sadism, maltreatment, and the manipulation of

Ibid., pp. 1-2.

P.lll.h (Ghetto Riga) 1030/i, pp.1-2. Sworn affidavit made to the Association of Baltic Jews, London,
August 1948.
143
P.lll.h (Riga) 367, p.3.
144
Ibid., p.3.
145
Ibid., p.4.
146
KLEE, DRESSEN, and RIESS, -'Those Were the Days", pp.24-33, 76-86, 119-20, 126-35. Mentions the
ferocity of Latvian, Lithuanian, and Ukrainian auxiliary SS officers when carrying out Jewish executions.
Clearly, the Nazis used native anti-Semitism to the full in conducting the 'Final Solution' in the east
147
P.lll.h (Riga) 367, p.6
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Latvian criminals

against them, these Jews

still valuable to the German

were

effort

war

alive.

This brutal truth is further demonstrated
hurried
time

killings of

some

two-and-a-half thousand elderly Jews in April 1942 at the

work.148 Clearly this dichotomy

choosing 9,000 for

as

by Sigi Ziering's letter that tells of the
same

confirms the simplicity of

surviving this horrible ordeal, particularly in the further reaches of the Reich's territories. It
simply

was

a case

instance, work

was

of being useful to the regime for

the

was

nothing but

only

transported from labour
ever

camp to

attempting to
clothing

army

25 blows from

beams in
the

warn
■

possible. In Ziering's

many

labour

survive. He would have to set aside his Jewish
wanted to build

a new

Europe and, for this,

of the other testimonies here, Zienng

camp,

still required for work

was

the Russians

even as

closer.

The Galanter brothers
for

way to

work.149 The Nazis

they needed builders. Much like

advanced

as

needed for the Wehrmacht, the SS, the railway- and the postal-services.

And he realized that this

faith and do

long

as

escape

were

also valuable workers,

spared

as

they

were

from death

KZ Kaiserwald, next to Ghetto Riga, and put back into work at the

factory.'30 The conditions continued to be intolerable, with regular beatings a

club for each worker. In addition,

sweltering 30° heat, for

no reason

they

made to

carry

huge wooden

other than to torment. The

camp

doctor would

were

Vnteroffizier in charge that this kind of cruelty could have fatal

consequences,

but

151

in vain.

A Jewish

engineer from Riga, Moses Sapir, offers

dichotomy: the valuable worker and the sadistic
taken to the labour camps,

148

P.IIl.h

(Riga) 289,

pp.

150

excellent example of this

Arbeitskommandant.152 Sapir

was

chosen in particular because of his varied manual

quickly-

skills.13''

1-2 Letter to his father, written in June 1945. Ziering mentions other two-pronged

selection that sent the sick, the old, and the very young to
149

an

their deaths, and the remainder to the labour

camps

Ibid., p.2. "'Kein Schabbos, kein Sonntag, nicht zur Arbeit eine neues Europa autbauen ."
P III h

(Miihlgraben nr. Riga) 1034/c., p. I. Jakob Galanter's report of his and his two brothers' experience
at Riga, September 1947 He offers to repeat his story under oath in front of a magistrate.
131
Ibid., pp. 1-2.
152
KENEALLY, Thomas, Schindler's Ark. (London, 1996 ed ). This dichotomy is also demonstrated in
Keneally's famous book which documents Oskar Schindler's saving of his Jewish workers from death
alongside
the sadistic atrocities committed by Amon Goth and Franz Bosch
153
P III h (Ghetto Riga) 1011/d
p i Sworn statement to the Association of Baltic Jews in Great Britain,
of forced labour

,

January 1948.
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However, whilst his abilities with carpentry as

badly needed by
Wiedemann
was

continually beat him

as

mechanics

well received and

up,

Hauptscharfiihrer

quickly filling

was

and usually without

up

were

any cause.

Indeed, Wiedemann

brutal, almost bestial, to all of his charges and quickly traded his rubber truncheon for a

10cm

thick

succumbed

wooden club.

death

to

criticized with
end of the
in the

a

many

workers

weapon.1"^4

specifically from this
was

were

very

badly injured

or

actually

Even the work that Sapir did

still suffering side-effects

many years

after the

Gymnich, although, unlike the

way as

garage

supervisor's ad hoc gift

colleague Obersliirmfiihrer Schiemann had

a

service,

considerable network of

colleagues to whom the occasional present needed to be sent to maintain favour.

only

were

Not

his sadistic tendencies sated by abusing Jewish workers, but Wiedemann's

ambition within the
Jews'

was

Sapir also documents the looting of deportees' valuable possessions, much

war.

same

Very

beating, of which he

Wiedemann and his
SS

ghetto compound that

a

well

hierarchy of the SS

belongings. It

was

also advanced through the seizing of deported

evil for the likes of Sapir, and also Valk, to assist in

was a necessary

such ambitions.

("oneI us ions:

Effectively, whilst the Jewish workforce
reaches of its territories there

was

a

was a

valuable asset to the Reich, in the farther

much freer

reign for sadists, whose job overseeing

helpless and expendable prisoners allowed them

a

chance to practice their pleasure.

Furthermore, this would appear to occur more often in the case of male workers than
female. In this context, the interaction of the sexes in the context of forced labour is an

interesting enquiry,
assertion of

a

as

times.L'6

sections has raised
men.

for their work

were

dominant male

documented many

compared to

there

-

a

differing reactions of supervisors to

over

another is

common

11

women.

The

in the Holocaust, and has been

However, the abundance of women's testimonies in these two

number of issues about how females

were

treated

as

workers

As with Zimmerman, women labourers could just as easily be respected

and valued for it

-

as

they could be targeted for their

attacked and humiliated, as with Weissbaum. Once
the work

and

men

sex

again, much depended

and physically

on

the nature of

supervisor. The existence of misogyny in this context is important in considering

Ibid., pp. 1-2
Ibid

.

p.2.

""

KLEE, DRESSEN, and RIESS, "Those Were the Davs" Provides many examples
amongst SS officers with their prisoners.
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iv: Forced Labour

women's Holocaust experiences,

recognized and

even

but the fact that there

respected for their labour

slight preference for female workers with
hardier than

-

examples of women being

also important. There

is

even appears to

supervisors, who looked

some

be

a

on women as

men.

Overall, it is clear that forced labour
it could

are many

and did

--

machl bred maxim

provide salvation for
cannot

was

many

Jewish prisoners. Of

universally be applied here,

labour, initially at least, was to work the Jews to

volunteering for work for which they
chance of survival. The

valuable enough to the Nazi war effort that

were not

death.I>7
qualified

as

course,

the '"Arbeit

the notion of Jewish forced

But there
as it

frequency of Jews demonstrating such

were

instances of Jews

represented
awareness

much

a

greater

is low, however,

perhaps because of the continuous lies told to them by the Nazis of 'relocation' and of safe
But the critical decision made

camps.

eased by

the

on

ramp to

the death

solidarity amongst the Jewish prisoners. Occasionally, existing

would assist newlv-arrived

occasionally

camps was

deportees with making this decision, and it

camp

was

inmates

this unselfish

spirit that sometimes carried forced labourers through the tough conditions subsequently

experienced. Certainly,
forced labour

as a

final decision outside the death

emerges

an

executions

acceptable
enlist

on

as

There

across

are many

occupied

instances of both cruel and

Europe.1's

was

less governance of such actions. Much like the Einsatzgruppen

the Russian

front in

1941, such random murders

the Nazis journeyed further from the Reich. And, in this

many

which

much

more on

were

way,

deemed

they

were

more

able

help from local militias, often through carefully gauged divisiveness that led to

minority fighting against minority. The Jews in the east had
to

However, the pattern

increase in frequency of sadism in the eastern extremes of the occupied

territories, where there

to

group.

supervisors within the Reich and

of

the assignment to

placements had elements of luck to it, with conditions usually being dictated

by the supervisor in charge of the
humane

camps,

contend, and. apart

from staying clear of trouble

as

good fortune at this stage of the 'Final Solution' that at

MARRUS. Michael, The Holocaust in

any

random variables with
as

possible, had to rely

other time.

History. (London, 1989ed.), pp. 127-9. Marrus cites Olga WormserMigot, who estimated that between 700,000 and 800,000 Jews died in the concentration camps, excluding
deportees sent on to the death camps. As these camps invariably fed outlying labour centres, it can be
assumed that a proportion of those deaths were due to prisoners being worked to death.
158
There are numerous affidavits against individual Nazis in the east, particularly Latvia and Lithuania, which
have

not

been used here because of the restraint of space.
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V: Conclusion

As

from the

we can see

leave Nazi

Germany

of factors, most

rule, this

as

foregoing arguments, the most obvious form of 'escape'

early

obviously

as was

awareness

awareness was very

particularly

as

possible. However, this

was

confined to thuggery

initiatives.1 Indeed, these initiatives varied from Gait

and,

as

were

recognition of danger

abroad. And the latter

such that the threat

evidently

was not

achieved,

was not

on

years

of Nazi

the streets and restricted

to Gau

not considered a universal threat

was

number

much confined to the individual and what he experienced,

Nazi anti-Semitism

result,

a

conditioned by

of the situation. Certainly in the early

local

a

was

was to

throughout the Reich,4

by German Jewry. But the

only escaped from but also reported
as was

demonstrated by the slow

recognition of the extent of Nazi racial policy amongst the international community and its

unwillingness to accept German Jewish refugees
the testimonies

chapter ii is not only the difficulties of getting out of Germany but also

in

the difficulties of getting

into another country.

The treatment of Jewish

been criticized
them to

a

appear to
are

by

a

refugees by other nations throughout the Nazi period has

number of historical works

murderous

repudiating helpless victims and leaving
many

of the testimonies here

bear this out. However, it is important not to apply retrospective analysis. There

countries,4 and. whilst there

rejected by restrictive immigration laws, these laws

almost without

exception. Of

course,

25,000 Jews at this time purely

on

the

ascension

laws should be relaxed for Jewish

1

See Appendix B for
everyday German life.

an

were

are

others who

implemented globally

of Shanghai offered refuge for

rogue port

the basis of not requiring

countries had such restrictions before the
such

as

regime/ and the difficulties indicated in

examples of successful emigration to Allied

were

result. Essentially, what emerges from

as a

an entry

some

visa/ but all other

of the Nazis. With little indication that

refugees,

as

demonstrated by the lack of

overview of the cautious and sporadic implementation of anti-Semitic policies in

2

As reflected in the influence of the Gestapo in the localities to greater or lesser extents. See GELLATELY,
Robert, The Gestapo and German Society: Enforcing Racial Policy. 1933-1945. (Oxford, 1991)
'

The three main

WYMAN, David S., The Abandonment of the Jews: America and the
While Six Million Died. (New York, 1975),
1939-1945. (London, 1979)
4
For example, Grete Gratzer (P. 11.f. 1133, supra., pp.39-40), the Steinharters (P.II.f.928, supra., pp.40-1), Dr
Bernhard Landau (P. I If. 1129, supra., pp.41), and the Seligmanns (P.II.f.974, supra., p.42).
The Friedrichs family (P.III.h (Shanghai) 941, supra pp.48-9) and Helene Plohn (P li b (Austria) 1165,
supra., p 49) all went to Shanghai for this specific reason
examples

are

Holocaust, 1941-1945. (New York, 1984), MORSE, Arthur D
and WASSERSTEIN, Bernard, Britain and the Jews of Europe.

,
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incontrovertible evidence
there

for

was no reason

changing them.

more

let into Allied countries. The

criticism is the treatment of Jewish refugees who
of the British

case

acceptably be justified in terms of forging
as

little

more

justify.7 The
security

Mauritius

racism

was

a

hatred from

foreign

eyes up

hatred to hide anyway.

potential emigrants

more

difficult to

as

war,

POWs

a

the length of time

as

did the Jews

awareness

on

of Nazi

in

until that point, there

and

so,

were

addition to the regular

processes,

illegally. Unfortunately, without

a

valid passport,

of

a

careful selection

influence

escaping

many

once more

or

of

the ability to offer

from Germany

of these refugees

by and, if they could not leave those countries

by Nazi forces

process

often ruling out large sections of

money or

way

whilst it hid much of its racial

only isolated occasions of such

Such orchestration of events led to

population altogether. Indeed, without

in countries close

spread of Greuelpropaganda should

being told abroad. The regime did not really show

sought-after skills to foreign countries, the only

6

can

clearly lacking in this respect.

its true intentions until after the Kristallnacht pogrom

overrun

much

short-sightedness that cannot be defended. Allied

overestimate the effect of'horror stories'

so

Mauritius

the Isle of Man.s Originally

spies from entering Britain during the

So it is ironic that the Nazi fear of the

the Jewish

on

in which the genuine refugees had to suffer

displays

on

Arab alliance but to treat these refugee Jews

be said of the internment of Jews

measure to prevent

and the way

an

interning Jews

than POWs, and for the duration of the conflict, is

same can

Holland,6

expressed in the testimonies of illegal immigration to

However, what should draw
were

Conclusion

as

was to

were

do

stranded

well, would have been

when they occupied Europe.

Of course, Holland was not

an Allied country, so its example is valuable in extending analysis beyond the
examples of Jewish refugees not providing foreign countries with incontrovertible
evidence where such evidence existed are Regina Brandeis (P.11.994 a, supra., p.26) who only made fleeting
references to violent Nazi conduct towards the Jews, and Simon Habermann (P.ll.f.994 d, p.27) who claimed
that the main reason he had left Germany was that he "didn't feel he belonged" there, even though he had had

Allies themselves. The best

threats from members of the Nazi party.
7

A.Zwergbaum (P.III.h (Mauritius) 777, supra., pp.35-6) was interned under British-Palestinian
jurisdiction
on the island of Mauritius throughout the war and expresses his anger at this treatment.
8
Harry Schnur (P.III.i.121, supra., pp.44-5) was interned by the British, this time on the Isle of Man as a
potential spy.
Dr
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Essentially, to avoid such

influence.9 Certainly, the
other

case

an outcome as an

illegal refugee required wealth and

of the Guatemala Transfer supports this, and there

examples of very wealthy Jews being able to emigrate with only

Jews without these finances able to follow the

Wealth and influence

deportations. This

were not

same

a

are many

small number of

route.

important factors in determining survival during the

the time when

was

Conclusion

awareness was

key, and this aspect has been

interpreted differently by historians. For example, Hilberg contends that European Jewry,
conditioned
what

by centuries of persecution, believed in overcoming their

demanded of them and

was

naive in the context of the

oppressors

riding the storm until the danger had

accepting

passed.in This

was

Holocaust, suggests Hilberg, and the reason why so many Jews

'allowed themselves' to be murdered

regime."

by the

To

a

certain extent, this is supported

by the evidence here. Many Jews appeared sceptical of the true nature of what awaited
them in the east. Even if
the time of
more

Kristallnachl, the nature of this sudden violence would have been interpreted

the 'traditional' behaviour of

as

Certainly, there
documented

in

his argument,
were

they had experienced the deportations of the Polenaktion around

caught

was a

the poem

fear, but this
of an

a

pogrom

was

anonymous

and, therefore, nothing unprecedented.

suppressed by the 'Jewish spirit' that

pastor.1'

It

may

was

be this spirit that Hilberg cites in

but this description cannot be applied to all Jews discussed here. Many others

unawares

by the deportation Aktionen,

some

believed that they would merely

be relocated in the east, whilst others who had heard certain rumours were relieved when
their transport was
were

even

designated for perceived 'safe options' such

as

Theresienstadt. There

examples of Jews actively avoiding deportation and going into hiding,

sometimes with the assistance of non-Jews,
further support

from underground resistance

although this

was a

perilous existence requiring

groups.

'

Many of the examples in note 4 were from very comfortable backgrounds who could rely, in part, on the
influence of money in emigration proceedings. Only Grete Gratzer contradicts this: showing how even the
Gratzer fortune could not prevent the father and the daughter from subsequently being murdered by the Nazis.

Clearly this cannot be applied universally, but allowed for the successful emigration of the vast majority of
these Jews.
10

HILBERG, Raul, The Destruction of the European Jews. (New York, 1985 ed ), pp.298-303.

The "taming

of the wild beast".
11

This is

went

to

David: the Zionist
12

some survivors of the 'Final Solution', who cannot understand why so many Jews
slaughter" Abba Kovner, as cited in PORAT, Dina, The Blue and the Yellow Stars of
Leadership in Palestine and the Holocaust. 1939-45. (Massachusetts, 1990), p.203.

supported by

like "lambs

See P III

c

the

524, p.4, Supra., p.65.
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The Nazis

were

careful of how rumoured information about The east'

Certainly, the example of Theresienstadt demonstrates how such
manipulated, transforming transit
distinguished
Jews who

Jews.13

camps

This careful policy

accepted deportation

was

death centre in

a

a

evil

on

actually the death

railway

rumours

relayed.

could be
or

clearly successful, reflected in the numbers of

was

the basis of these rumours, not
camps.

Occasionally, the conditions of the transports varied, with

deportation to

was

for Auschwitz into retirement centres for old

as a necessary

realizing that their final destination

Conclusion

carriage.14 There

are a

some

Jews experiencing

number of explanations as

why this occurred. One such explanation is the need to mask the nature of the transports

to

both to the
This

was

deportees and to the general public likely to witness the trains depart to Poland.

especially true of deportations from Western Europe, whose journey would

number of these
the

witnesses.13

Of course, there were also mechanical

pass a

failures that affected

availability of certain forms of transport, forcing the Nazis to

use

alternatives.

Nevertheless, the fact of varying conditions of deportation is clearly demonstrated with
these testimonies.

As

of

we

have seen, transport

by railway carriage usually resulted in better treatment

deportees by SS guards, who otherwise treated deportees transported in cattle-trucks

little

more

than

within Eastern

animals.16 Indeed, there is

a

distinction between conditions of deportations

Europe and those from the West, with conditions often being

with the latter. This

was

offset, however, by

a

13

and

were

more

humane

beguiling lack of danger implied by such

conditions, to the extent that less Western Jews
outside the death camps

as

were

willing to accept the truth

even

subsequently caught out by the Selektionen and sent to

SCHWERTFEGER. Ruth, Women of Theresienstadt: Voices from a Concentration

pp.

15-8. Edith Sondheim (P 111

c

157,

supra.,

Camp, (Oxford. 1989).
p.56) mentions the hope expressed by the Jews of Dortmund

when they discover their destination is Theresienstadt.

Similarly, Friedrich Klein (F.111.c.745, supra., p.56)
relief
when
his
deportation
train
arrives
at the Czechosiovakian camp.
14
The traditional historical image is of cattle-truck deportations as depicted in HILDEBRANDT, Dieter, Dei
Gelbe Stern (video], (Concord, 1980) Very few accounts challenge this, although ASSOUN, Jacques, Suzette
BLOCH, & Pierre Oscar LEVY (dir.), First Convoy rfilml. Ex Nihilo Paradiso Productions & La Sept., first
aired on Channel Four, 28lh March, 1994) is perhaps the most effective.
15
Mrs B. (P.HI.h (Westerbork - Bergen-Belsen) 14b, supra., p.80) cites the example of the Joodsche Raad
being allowed to provide a buffet meal for the deportees, clearly for the sole reason that it would be in full
view of any witnesses likely to see the deportation.
Ib
Cf. Sara Goldsztajn's testimony (P.lll.h (Auschwitz), supra., p.85) of cattle-truck deportation with the
comparatively humane experience of an anonymous Elungarian Jew (P.lll.h (Hungary) 160, supra., p.84). The
dehumanizing conditions of the cattle-trucks was reflected in the treatment of the Jewish deportees as animals,
just as the 'normalized' conditions of the railway carriage deportations was reflected in the 'normalized'
behaviour of the guards who, in this case, even provided a young girl in labour with extra water.
expresses
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their deaths

the gas

in

Conclusion

chambers. The so-called "death marches' to evacuate the camps

towards the end of the war, were made in much worse conditions and, in this context, it is
clear that the initial
camps

and not

deportations
of death

as part

After the
chambers. Once

were

process

intended

as a means

of getting Jews to the death

itself.

deportations, only the Selektionen could offer
again, the lack of awareness is

a

a

reprieve from the

general trend amongst Jews perhaps too

overpowered by the sudden interrogation at the side of the railway track
smells

emanating from the 'factory'

examples of deportees who sensed
reinvented themselves
and

a

on

definite attempt at

nearby." But there
some

are

mechanics

a

was

a

Goth."

sadistic Amon

To

discernible
east a

work

often

only

so as to get a

some

kind

or

work placement

extent,

this illustrates the

of forced labour outside the
violent

require

from the death

a step away

placement

was

the

more

likely it

was to

supervisor.

Certainly,

good fortune, especially

as

but there is also

a

camps,

in an area

where

a

lot

more acts

of

retribution.19 This is demonstrated by work

placements around Latvia and Lithuania, in which
specifically against the actions of one

As demonstrated

feature sadistic supervisors working in

occupied territories and, therefore,

brutality could be committed without fear of

been made

additional

geographic trend to the harshness of these conditions. Essentially, the further

the outer limits of the

17

a

day-to-day existence in such extreme conditions would
was

many

placements varied immensely. For every humane

illustrate the luck of being assigned to

forced labour

the strange

survival.

importance of luck in governing survival and the examples
camp system

nevertheless

or

truth in the "Arbeit macht FreF legend and

the spot as carpenters or

The conditions of these work

Oskar Schindler there

gas

numerous

collections of affidavits have

SS-officer.2u Whilst this does

not rule out

by the fortunate selection of both Friedrich Klein (P.III.c.745, supra., pp.66-7) and Janka

Galambos (P.Ill b I 178, supra., p.67), who had both been deported in railway
IS
See KENEALLY. Thomas, Schindler's Ark. (London, 1996 ed.) for a clear

carriages.
example of this dichotomy.
19
KLEE, Ernst. Willi DRESSEN, and Volker RIESS, "Those Were the Days": the Holocaust through the
Eves of the Perpetrators and Bystanders. (Trans. Deborah Burnstone, London, 1991), p.205, which cites a
directive dated October 1942 that deals with the "unauthorized shooting of Jews". If the unauthorized
shooting was carried with political motives, then the accused is pardoned of the offence. But if the
unauthorized shooting was carried out with "self-seeking, sadistic, or sexual motives" then the accused should
stand trial on the charge either of murder or manslaughter. Clearly, the further from such jurisdiction, the
easier it would be to remain unpunished for such crimes.
20
Examples include an anonymous affidavit (P.III.h (Ghetto Riga) 1030/1, supra., pp. 133-4) and an affidavit
signed by Erna Valk (P 111 h (Riga) 367) against SD-Scharfiihrer Gymnich, amongst others, for atrocities he
committed in the Riga ghetto. Similarly, Moses Sapir (P III h (Ghetto Riga) 1011 /d, supra., pp.135-6)
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sadism closer to

(or indeed inside) the Reieh, there is

further east. Even amongst
as a

the Jewish labourers,

a

a greater

Conclusion

frequency of atrocities

placement in the Ukraine

was

regarded

certain death sentence.

Ultimately, the nature of forced labour and the possibility of being worked to death
made such

an

for the

effort, particularly as the fighting went on. The Soviet POWs, who had

in

war

existence

large numbers

importance of

as

especially perilous. However, fit and able Jews

were

still needed
perished

forced labourers before the Jews, demonstrated to the Nazis the

work-force. Whilst the Jews

an ongoing

were

clearly expendable in the

conviction of the Nazis, Jewish workers were less so, and it is this that saved many
death.

Despite this, there

being placed under
also

a

was no guarantee

of survival and, within this context, the luck of

lenient supervisor and the extent of this supervisor's leniency were

important. Those Jewish labourers who returned to Germany generally experienced

better treatment than their

colleagues working out of Poland

supposition that all Germans
factors less and less the

The three stages

are

more

-

contrary to Goldhagen's

racist."1 Undoubtedly, the Jews were able to influence such

invloved with the 'Final Solution'

of survival that

under which the chances of

they became.

presented here indicate specific circumstances

are

surviving the Holocaust

increased. The nature of such

were

genocide, secretive yet bureaucratic, provided both opportunity for
to

remain. Very

often

often, staying alive relied heavily

making them without realizing the full

awareness

was

very

on

waning

escape

a

and compulsion

making the 'correct' decisions, and

consequences

of those decisions. Clearly

important in this context, and thus does not necessarily follow

Hilberg's generalization that European JewTy attempted to

But

from

appease

the Nazis and hope for

a

of their aggression, for there is plenty of fight in evidence in the testimonies here.

awareness was

not fundamental.

varying treatment of Jews from

Geography also had

area to area across

levels of harshness in different forced labour

a

bearing both in terms of the

Germany

as

well

as

the contrasting

placements. Overriding these factors is luck

-

experienced atrocities committed by another SS-officer, Hauptscharfiihrer Wiedemann, who personally beat
his charges with a purpose-built weapon.
: 1
GOLDHAGEN, Daniel Jonah, Hitler's Willing Executioners: Ordinary Germans and the Holocaust. (New
York, 1996). This is illustrated by the Berlin Jewish forced labourers Lotte Heskel (P.Ill d.706, supra., p.97),
whose supervisor specifically advised her to avoid the deportations and so greatly increased her chance of
survival, and Siegfrid Schafer (P.Ill b 706, supra., p.98), who found himself assigned to Ernst Schroder, a
man who was already hiding a Jewish couple in his house.
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something that Primo Levi emphasizes in his
with these other factors,

important

as

it

accumulation of these different factors that
was

was.

luck could only work in tandem

Essentially, this study presents both the

permitted

person's survival, and the fact that it

a

often the combination of these factors that led to salvation. There

moment

that could be attributed to any one
was a constant

had to be

negotiated. In this

the Wiener

Library

can

way,

For

an

many

Jews and

a

pivotal

life-or-death routine that

the analysis of such testimonial archives

as

that held in

provide telling insights into the tightrope existence that European

Jewry had to negotiate during the

complexity of such

was no one

person's account of survival. And, as such,

and daily struggle for

surviving

22

works2" - but

Conclusion

war.

This study

can

only begin to document the

existence.

example, LEVI, Primo, Survival in Auschwitz, the Nazi Assault

London, 1993)
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Humanity. (Trans Stuart Woolf,

Appendix A

Appendix A: Table of Ranks - British Equivalents of Nazi
Hierarchy
Party Officials

Waffen-SS

British Equivalents

SS-Schutze
SS-Oberschiitze

(Junior) Private
(Senior) Private

SS-Sturmmann

Lance-Corporal

Arbeitsleiter

SS-Rottenfuhrer

Corporal

Oberarbeitsleiter

SS-Unterscharfuhrer

Senior

Hauptarbeitsleiter

SS-Scharfiihrer

Corporal
Sergeant

SS-Oberscharfiihrer

Colour-Sergeant

SS-Hauptscharfuhrer
Hauptbereitschaftsleiter

Sergeant-Major

SS-Sturmscharfuhrer

Warrant Officer

[Lowest Rank]

Heifer
Oberhelfer

Bereitschaftsleiter
Oberbereitschaftsleiter

Einsatzleiter

SS-Unterstumfiihrer

2nd Lieutenant

Obereinsatzleiter

SS-Obersturmfiihrer

1st Lieutenant

Haupteinsatzleiter

SS-Hauptsturmfiihrer

Gemeinschaftsleiter

SS-Sturmbannfuhrer

Captain
Major

Hauptgemeinschaftsleiter
Hauptabschnittsfiihrer
Hauptbereichsleiter
Hauptdienstleiter
Hauptbefehlsleiter

SS-Obersturmbannfiihrer

Lieutenant-Colonel

SS-Standartenfuhrer

Colonel

SS-Oberfuhrer

Brigadier-General
Major-General

Gauleiter

SS-Obergruppenfiihrer
SS-Oberstgruppenfuhrer

General

Reichsfuhrer-SS

Field Marshal

Reichsleiter

SS-Brigadefiihrer
SS-Gruppenfuhrer

Lieutenant-General

'Colonel-General'

(Hemrich Himmler)
jHighest Rank/

Taken from KLEE, Ernst, Willi DRESSEN, and Volker R1ESS, "Those Were the Days": the Holocaust through
and Bystanders. (Trans. Deborah Brimstone, London, 1991), pp.280-1.

the Eves of the Perpetrators
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Appendix B: Anti-Jewish Measures in 1930s Germany
Brief outline of anti-Semitic

measures

between 1933 and 1939

1933

30th January

Appointment of Adolf Hitler

22nd February

Some 40,000 SA and SS men sworn

of their roles

political activists

Chancellor of Germany
in

auxiliary policeman. One

as

targeting of German Jews and left-wing

the

was

as

'enemies of the state' (Supra.,

as

although this should be

seen more as a move to

pp.

consolidate

17-24),

power

in

the localities.

28th February

Reichstagsbrandverordnung (Reichstag Burning Decree): following
the

burning of the Reichstag, the pseudo-legal persecution of these

'enemies of the state'

begins.

1st April

National

7,h April

Arierparagraph ('Aryan' Paragraph) formally introduced, having

boycott of Jewish business and Jews in the professions.

been announced in
in any
as

April:

a

clause that banned Jews from taking part

cultural activities in the Third Reich (such

well

as

excluding all

'non-Aryans'

as

the film industry)

(designated

as

'Jew-

Christians') from the Protestant church. Despite the extent of the
various 1933 laws,
of Jews, was

25th April

Law
a

fully implemented at this time.

Against the Overcrowding of German Schools and Universities:

law that limited the intake of

total number of

10th May

only the Civil Service Law, that ridded this sector

Symbolic

move

'non-Aryan' students to 1.5% of the

applicants.

against perceived 'enemies of the state' of publicly

burning books written by Jewish, Marxist, and Bolshevist authors
throughout Germany. Over 20,000 books
and between 2,000 and 3,000 in every

were

destroyed in Berlin

other major German city.

Targeted authors included Sigmund Freud, Karl Marx, and Thomas
Mann.

Significantly, the international community condemned this

action, illustrating the caution required in the regime's anti-Semitism.
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1934

2nd August

of

Death

President

declaration

as

von

Hindenburg and Hitler's

subsequent

Fiihrer of Germany.

1935

21st May

Wehrgesetz (Army Law): 'Aryan' descent is now a prerequisite for
active service in the Wehrmacht, which

replaced the 100,000-strong

Reichswehr.

16th September

Nuremberg Laws

on

Citizenship and Race:

Nuremberg Rally of that
anti-Semitic

year

following

a

late addition to the

pressure

for

an

increase in

policy from the Nazi rank-and-file. Effectively robbed

all German Jews and Jewish

Mischlingen of their citizenship and

voting rights.
Law for the Protection of German Blood and Honour: additional law

that made
and

marriage and extra-marital sexual relations between Jews

'Aryans' illegal, punishable by imprisonment.

1936

1st

to

16th August

Berlin
the

Olympics. All anti-Jewish

measures are

suspended throughout

and anti-Semitic posters removed to avoid adverse

games

publicity. As

a

result, there

were no

Nazi-inspired "outbursts of

popular anger" against the Jews throughout this period
the year at

or

earlier in

the Winter Olympics in Garmisch-Patenkirchen.

1938

26th April

Registration of all Jews with assets exceeding RM 5,000.

14th

Registration of Jewish entreprises (of which there

June

were

still

a great

number, despite the 1933 laws which appeared to be intending a

quick phasing-out of Jewish business). This
German

'Aryanization'

forced

sell up

to

as a

exclusively to

was

the beginning of

number of Jewish enterprises
major

were

German companies and for far

less than their market value.

6th July

28th

October

Further law

prohibiting various Jewish business activities, combined

with further

prohibition of Jews in the professions.

Polenakdon:

attempted deportation of Polish Jews from Germany.
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9th

&

10th November KristallnachV.
murder of

Extensive pogrom

incited by the Nazis, including the

approximately ninety Jews, the arrest of a further 25,000,

and the destruct ion of numerous synagogues

12th

November

'Atonement

Jewish

Payment' of RM 1 billion imposed

community to

pay

15th

3rd

November

December

the Jewish

on

the German

for the damages of Kristal/nacht. The RM

10 million insurance awards
not

and Jewish businesses.

paid directly to the German Reich and

policy holders.

Jewish children excluded from German schools.

Compulsory 'Aryamzation" of all Jewish business.

1939

4th July

German Jews denied the

lateness of such
Semitic

1st September

Two

a

right to hold governmental jobs. The

decree illustrates the

policy in the Third Reich.

days before the outbreak of the Second World War,

curfew is

a

Jewish

imposed preventing all Jews from being outside after 8pm

in the winter and

9pm in the

summer.

23rd September

German Jews forbidden to

23rd

Identity stars required to be

November

gradual application of anti-

own

wireless sets.

worn

by all Jews in newly-occupied

Poland.

Many of these

measures

were

subsequently reintroduced at

a

not

fully enforced

upon

their introduction and

were

later date. Whilst the persecution of German Jewry is

evident here, until Kristallnacht anti-Semitic violence was still, to all intents and purposes,
meted out

on a

purely individual basis.

FRIEDLANDER, Saul, Nazi Germany & the Jews: the Years of Persecution. 1933-39. (London,
1997), KLEE, Ernst, Willi DRESSEN, and Volker R1ESS, "Those Were the Davs" the Holocaust through the
Eves of the Perpetrators and Bystanders. (Trans. Deborah Burnstone, London, 1991), & SNYDER, Louis L
Encyclopaedia of the Third Reich. ( Leicester, 1995)
Sources:

,
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Appendix C: Biographical Details of the Testimonies

Documents
are

are

listed in the

grouped under

in which case,

one

they

chronological order they

appear

in the text (except where they

document number - for example, the 'illegal emigration' affidavits

are

listed alphabetically). The document reference is included,

author of the source, the sex of the author and
age at

the end of the document,

author

was

so

if

born in 1905, then his age

a

his hometown. The

testimony charts the

will be recorded

been estimated from the evidence available, and is

as

age

years

a

is the

of the author is the

1938 to 1940 and the

thirty-five. Sometimes the

followed by

as

-

age

has

question mark. A brief

synopsis of the author's vocation and background is given, where possible, to give the
source a

in

more

social context. There
than

one

that it appears

This is

are a

significant number of testimonies that have been used

chapter. In this instance, the document is listed only under the first chapter

in.

only intended

main text. Most of the

as a

reference guide for

important details

are

providing

an

were

details not contained within the

discussed there, however, and this table is

reproduced in order to illustrate patterns with

'illegal emigration' affidavits

any

groups

written by Jews of

of testimonies. For example, the
very

insight into the extent wealth could influence
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a

similar social backgrounds,

'legal'

escape.

Appendix C
Name

Age

Sex

Home Town

Profession/ Social Background

Emigration
40s?

M

Madrid

doctor

50+?

M

Berlin

doctor / influential; member of Hilfsverein

anonymous

7

?

II.f. 992 a

Isidor Asch

40s'.'

M

Biickeburg,

nr

11. (992 b

Alfred Adler

42

M

Einbeck.

Hanover

Meier Adlcr

47

M

Lautcrbach, E.Hesscn

M

Laulcrbach, E.Hessen

11(1030

Dr

11.f.79 2

Dr Arthur Prinz

11.(683

11. (992

c

11. (992 d

Ludvvig Griinbauni

Alfred Adler

11.(992 e

Karl Eichwald

11,(992 g
II.f.992 h
II.f992 i
llf992j
11,(992 k
11,(992 I

Arnold Charmalz

11.(992

m

II.f. 993 a
11,(993 h
II.f.993 c
11,(993 d
II.f.993 e
11,(993 f
11.(993

g

11,(994 a
11.f. 994 h
11,(994 d
11,(994 e
11.(994/
11/994 g
11,(994 h
II.f.994 i

Josef

Brackmayer
David Bajser
Josef Hcilbcrg
Benjamin Gollschalk
Julian Epstein

37

7

7

nr

Hanover

owned insurance company
meat

?/

/ well-off

trade / comfortable, middle-class

verv

comfortable

small businessman / comfortable

M

nr

M

Zom.

Dortmund

26

M

latterly Augsburg, Bavaria

of insurance company, well-off
leasing agent / comfortable

29

M

Hamborn

small business (confectioner) / comfortable

M

9

9

nr

Frankfurt-a-M

on

the Rhine

manager

M

Aachen

? / brief mention of tax

M

Essen

■i

M

Diisseldorf

9

M

Essen

9

Erich Hans

M

Essen

? / owed

no

debts,

so

of comfortable

means

Kurt Kosters

M

Essen

?/

no

debts,

so

of comfortable

means

21

M

Barmen,

Herbert Keller

32

M

Altona, Hamburg

Erik

32

M

Inslerburg.

■)

M

Kassel.

Heinz Levy
Kurt

30

19

Burgmann

Kurt Kleeb

Bogusch

Emil Ernst

nr

nr

Essen

nr Berlin
Hamburg

ow

ed

arrears

craftsman in

building trade / ?
employed & p/t musician / comfortable
rag trade / few opportunities but able to
floor-polishing business / comfortable

cam

Regina Brandcis

40s?

F

Wiesbaden. Hessen

Manfred Bloemendal

20s'.'

M

Bad

Simon Habermann

33

M

Werner Fricdmann

20s'.'

M

Kissingen. nr F-a-M
Duisberg, nr Essen
Moringcn, nr Hanover

Lea Folk

18+?

F

Berlin

designer of political posters / '.'
9 /
destitute as a result of her illegal emig.

Paul Landau

40s'.'

M

Berlin

doctor / ?

29

M

Cologne

SPD

29

M

•)

9

Oskar

Kuhaupt

Robert Lcwitsch

owned 2 businesses / lost these, hard times
small business? / ruined
construction

by Nazi arrests

worker / ?

propagandist / ?

30

F

Berlin

30s?

M

Tner.

Chuna Brin

32

M

Cologne

businessman / small

Hans Klein

35

M

Vienna

small business in timber trade / comfortable

11,(994j
11/994 k

Alice

11.(994 1
Ul.h (man)

Leporte
Siegfried Jackmann

offered
nr

Schonecken

a

job in Holland / comfortable

9

problems, nothing big

776
11l.h (man) 7~~

Dr

50s?

M

Bratislava?

11/1192

Emma Israel

■i

F

Berlin

dentist, also worked for Zionist movement

11.(214

Dr Michael Mover

■>

M

Berlin

academic /

11,(1133
11/928
11/1129
11,(974

Gretc Gratz.er

50

F

Vienna

doctor's wife /

Munich

III. i.l 21

11,(200
11/972

Oscar Schwartz

111. a. 62 3

anonymous

A.Zwergbaum

Ida Steinharter

58

F

Dr Bernhard Landau

45+?

M

Berlin-Wilmersdorf

Lydia Seligmann

50s?

F

Frankfurt-am-Main

Ham Schnur

30s?

M

Amsterdam

•)

')

M

Berlin'.'

O

60

M

Freiburg im Breisgau

town

•)

M

Breslau

7

50s?

M

Danzig, latterly Italy

countv

')

M

Berlin

doctor i comfortable

anony mous

111. i. 66

Di W. Beiciit

11l.h

Dr Theodor Friedrichs

(shan) 941
(aut) 1165

money getting visa
wealthy
iayyyer's wife / wealthy
metallurgist / wealthy but robbed by Gestapo
wife of lawyer / wealthy with many contacts

wealthy, lost

,

councillor /

impoverished by visa costs

|udge / ?

55

F

Vienna

teacher / comfortable

11.(693

Kurt Lew in

20s'.'

M

Berlin

11,(199
11,(204

Dr Bruno

65 +

M

Berlin

political journalist / influential
very wealthy

65 -r

F

Berlin

very

lib

Helene Plohn

May

Frau Haberland
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wealthy
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Name

Age

Sex

7

M

Elberfeld

9

20s'.'

M

Berhn-Charlottenburg

9

17-24'.'

M

Ellguth. Upper Silesia

attending

40

F

Holland

from

St Gilles,

Home Town

Profession/ Social Background

Deportation
III.e. 646

anonymous

III,c. 638
III. c.J 14

anonymous
Benno Teiehniann

Ill.h

Mrs B.

(west) 14b
(aus) 1047
(gen) 576

III h
lll.h

Tauba Bindel

30s?

F
M

Belgium

a

a

'training farm' to

comfortable

go to

Palestine

background

wife of a wholesale dealer / comfortable

9

9

anonymous

20s':'

111.c. 524

anony mous

14-16°

F

Berlin

a

11I.e. 1062

Gelrud Hammerstein

57

F

Berlin

9

III.c. 157

Edith Sondhcim

50s?

F

Dortmund

9

Hi

Friedrich Klein

30s''

M

Pilsen, Czechoslovakia

9

111.b. 1178

Janka Galambos

40s?

F

Pecs.

Ill.h

Zalkc

45

M

Hungary
Antwerp. Belgium

family business was closed down by Nazis
toyshop owner / 'excellent finances' in 1939

e.

IHi

745

fans) 239

Herting

young

Protestant Jewish girl

Dr Hans Cramer

40s'.'

M

Amsterdam

influential, wife in the .Joodsche Raad

III.e. 962

Dr Martha Mosse

40s?

F

Berlin

doctor,

III. d.706

Lotte Heskel

30s?

F

Berlin

secretary, could afford to go underground

III. el

(hoi) 802
Ul.f(ger) 937

Kurt Hausmann

?

M

Elise Wolff

0

F

Berlin

111.c. 597

Anna Drach

40s?

F

Berlin

Ill.h

Ester Tenzer

36

F

latterly Antwerp, Belgium

Bemhard Natt

26

M

40s'.'

M

n/a

n/a

■)

9

lll.h

(hoi) 667

(aus) 1114
(aus) 139

Ill.h /west) 137

Herbert Kruskal

Ill.h

anonymous

(her) 566

Amsterdam

on

Jewish community7 staff

able to live

Frankfurt-am-Main

'relatively comfortably'
underground, had support
nurse, 'lavishly assisted' when underground
could support herself for four years in hiding
son of a doctor / well-off family
could afford to go

Schev eningen. Holland

wealthy and influential

n/a

interview with Jewish doctor

Stettin

anony mous

III.c.622

anonymous

Ill.h

Franta Winter

9

M

Riga

ambulancer /

E.

9

F

Amsterdam

9

Arthur Lehmann

50s?

M

Amsterdam

Sara

30s?

F

18-24°

M

responsible for interior admin at Vught
in hiding for much of the war before 1943
hiding in a mental hospital on Nazi invasion
wealthy family (father a gynaecologist)
doctor /' ?

Ill.h
Ill.h
Ill.h
Ill.h

(rig) 1035
(bir) 851
(vug)573
(aus) 1054
(aus) 33

vom

Kleeten-Nvkerk

Goldsztajn
Eugen Heimler

20

F

Belgium
Ungarn. Hungary
Szombathely, Hungary

Dr Rudolf Levy

9

M

Amsterdam

Adolphe Dab

9

M

Belgium

9

9

M

Volove.

doctor who

19

F

Austria

9

9

F
F

23

F

Prague. Czechoslovakia
Wrutky (Rutka). Slovakia
Brussels, formerly Austria

w

30s?

unsettled life between

20s'.'

F

9

9

lll.h (aus) 864

Getnid Deak

Ill.h

(her) 294a
858
160
Ill.h (stra) 1059
Ill.h (gen) 724
Ill.h fans)
III i (hurt)

Ill.h

(lip) 1116

anonymous
M. Laszlo

Crete Salus
Dr E. Lichtenstein

lll.h (aus) 270

Bertha

Reig

Ill.h

"Jim"

on

(rav) 167

-

his wife

111.c.825

Elisabeth Kalkstein

Ill.h

Lilla Bleich

Ill.h

(her) 911
(bar) 555

reminder of Nazi actions
eye-witness

Fanny Heilbut

Hungary

fought in the Hungarian

ife of a doctor / liv ed comfortably

husband in timber trade / comfortable

Belgium & Austria

60s''

F

Amsterdam

9

15

F

Lelie.xovce. Czech

father owned hardw are

40s'.'

F

Amsterdam

husband and

151

army

tw o sons

shop / comfortable

died in Belsen
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Name

Age

Sex

Home Town

Profession/ Social Background

Forced Labour
■

111.b.616

Sietifrid Schafcr

111.e. 39 4

Dr

1Kb. 860

62

M

Berlin

furrier / comfortable

40s?

M

Bad Durkhcim & Berlin

teacher / benefitted from

Siegfrid Cohn

30s?

M

Berlin

? / in

Ill.h

(bitch) 655
(buch) 170
Ill.h (buch) 960
Ill.h (ber) 839

anonvmous

60s?

M

Berlin-Charlottenburg

50 Prozent invalid in WWI / comfortable

Ill.h

Ben Horowitz

45

M

Vienna

merchant.

M

Breslau

7

40s'.'

M

Amsterdam

university biochemist / comfortable

Ill.h

Josef WeiB

60s?

M

7

9

7

he & Jewish wife prof, musicians, both fired
wealthy city banker
influential, president of Belgian Jewish Bund

(bcr) 842

Philipp Schwarz

Ferdinand
Dr

Ldwenberg

Philip Arons
(& Arons)

a

so-called 'mixed

Marius Flothius

M

Amsterdam

Ill.h

Walter Ludnowski

40s?

M

Berlin then Amsterdam

B. Ciechanowski

60s''

M

M.S. Vanden

50s?

M

Belgium
Belgium

41

M

Paris

made

7

F

Vienna

describes her life

Berg

111. b.67 3

Chaim Pereamcnt

Ill.h

Hilde

(mis) 755

1Kb. 1164

Denneberg
Nicholas Rosenberg

Ill.h

Edith Neumann

(aus) 42

IU.i

Tibor Vandor

(hurt) 1136
1Kb (him) 1122
111. i (hurt) 763
III.i (hun) 897
III. h (sos) 852
Ill.h (tho) 1037
III. h (bud) 168
Ill.h (bel) 146
111.h (loci) 1077
III.h (vil) 1075
Ill.h (ska) 675

anonvmous

III. h (ska) 1102

Szlama

Ill.h
III. h

III.h
III. h

Ill.h
Ill.h

Imre Schulz

influential but used b\ the Nazis

'quite

a

good liv ing'
as

w ith a market stall
'hard-working but calm'

•)

M

Budapest

engineer / ?

14

F

Vienna

'i

M

40s

M

Budapest
Budapest
Budapest

orphan living with aunt, comfortable
grocer, business lost in '38 anti-Jewish laws
9
>)

Alex Szanto

30s?

M

anonvmous

20s?

M

Losonc. Hungary

economic elimination reallv felt from 1940

o

F

Chrzanow. Poland

•7

Hinde Weissbaum

28

F

Vilnius. Lithuania

9

Abraham Dichter

15

M

Hrubieszow. Poland

Orthodox Jewish

Manfred Hevmann

15

M

Eugen. Stettin

9

20s?

F

Lodz. Poland

9

20

F

Lodz. Poland

father

?

F

Stopnice. Poland

9

28

M

Radon. Poland

shoemaker / humble but satisfactory

23

M

9

7

M

Wasseralfingen. Riga
Riga. Latvia

7

F

Goch, Germain

9

9

M

Kassel. Germane

9

9

M

7

9

43

M

Riga, Latvia

engineer/?

Nache Bochenck

Bronka Korewka

Deborah Zimmermann

Rosencwaig

1039 Dawid Fiszkin
1030 i Eliasar Ardorf
Erna Valk
367
289
Sigi Ziering
(mil) 1034 c Jakob Galanter
(rig) 1011 d Moses Sapir

(rig)
(rig)
(rig)
(rig)

tip-offs

ex-Austro-Hungarian officer / ?

Ill.h

(vug) 804
(hoi) 827
Ill.g. 252
IHi (bel) 275

numerous

marriage'

152

was a

9

family, early persecution

pharmacist / wealthy
means
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